City of Seattle
Edward B. Murray, Mayor

July 10, 2017
Navigation Center Community Taskforce
c/o Friends of Little Saigon
409B Maynard Avenue S.
Seattle, WA 98104

Dear Taskforce Members,
Thank you for your email on June 30, 2017, regarding the Navigation Center that will operate in the Pearl Warren
Building. I am also in receipt of the document attached with your email titled “Navigation Center Community Response
Plan.” With this letter, I am providing a detailed response of what the City is already doing or is able to allocate to
support the strategies (Attachment A) put forth in the plan.
As you know, addressing homelessness has been a top priority of my administration. Under my leadership, the City and
our partners have accelerated efforts to respond to the thousands of people living unsheltered in our community.
Despite these efforts, Seattle, along with the entire region, is faced with a reality in which the number of people
becoming homeless is outpacing the resources available to respond to their needs and offer permanent housing
solutions.
The purpose of this letter is threefold: 1) summarize ongoing engagement between the City of Seattle and the
Chinatown International District (CID) community; 2) provide context regarding the Navigation Center and its role within
the broader City strategy for addressing homelessness; and 3) acknowledge the elements of the Community Response
Plan including action steps currently underway.
Ongoing Engagement:
During my tenure, the City of Seattle has had extensive engagement with the Chinatown International District (CID)
neighborhood. Of particular note is the CID Public Safety Taskforce, investments in staffing capacity within the City and
the community, capital investments, and Memorandums of Understanding to support community involvement in key
City initiatives. An inventory of the engagement specific to the Little Saigon neighborhood between 2014 and 2016 is
included as an attachment with this letter (Attachment B).
The City held a community meeting on February 28, 2017, as part of the process for establishing the Navigation Center.
A number of concerns and issues were raised at that time, primarily focused on issues related to public health, public
safety, economic investments, and public works projects. Concerns related to community involvement in the City’s
planning process for the Navigation Center were also raised.

On March 10th, 2017, I met with a group of representatives from Friends of Little Saigon and the CID community to
discuss the above noted concerns about the City’s plans to operate a Navigation Center out of the Pearl Warren
Building. At that time, I agreed to a “pause” in opening the Navigation Center in order to ensure that the community
had the opportunity to engage with city staff and outline its key issues.
Deputy Mayor Kim, along with Directors Lester and Nyland, reconvened with these community members in April of 2017
to define this pause and identify next steps. The outcome of this meeting was that the “pause” would delay the opening
of the Navigation Center from May 2017 to allow for the community to submit a request of actions that the City could
take to address community issues through the Navigation Center Community Taskforce (NCCT). Additionally, the City
agreed to provide some resources to the community to support their capacity for ongoing planning and engagement
related to opening the Navigation Center.
I recognize that there are a number of community concerns and questions about having the Navigation Center operation
in Little Saigon. Over the past several months, the City has continued to engage with the community as part of the
process leading up to the Navigation Center’s operational opening. This engagement has been led by Directors Lester
and Nyland and their staff, and has included regular, if not weekly, meetings to articulate issues and address concerns.
Navigation Center Context:
As I previously acknowledged, homelessness has been one of the most critical issues that I have worked on during my
administration. The City’s plan to address homelessness has focused on three things: 1) response to the crisis of people
living unsheltered; 2) addressing housing affordability; and 3) improving and strengthening the homeless system.
Last fall, my Human Services Department (HSD) released the Pathways Home Initiative (Attachment C) which is the City’s
policy framework for improving and strengthening the homeless system. This framework contains a number of priorities
that shift the homeless system to one that invests in models with demonstrated success that are also focused on being
person-centered and addressing racial disparities. The Navigation Center fits within Pathways Home under the
commitment to expand enhanced shelter options so the City can meet the unique needs of people living outside.
I first learned about the concept of a “navigation center” when I attended the first ever West Coast Mayors’ convening
in December 2015. During that, Mayor Lee of San Francisco shared his city’s plans to open a Navigation Center as a
strategy for addressing chronic homelessness. I had the opportunity to visit and tour the San Francisco Navigation
Center, and saw how that concept could be adopted for Seattle.
Two agencies were selected in response to the RFP to operate the Navigation Center. The Downtown Emergency
Services Center (DESC) was selected to provide the day-to-day operations and clinical services. A copy of DESC’s
Management Plan and operational protocols is included with this letter (Attachment E). Operation Sack Lunch is the
second agency selected from the RFP process. Their role will be to provide nutritious meal service at the Navigation
Center through three daily meals as well as access to food at other hours.
The Navigation Center is a “low barrier” program offering an appealing shelter option for people who may be resistant
to coming in off the streets for one reason or another. DESC’s extensive experience reinforces studies showing that
people living outdoors want safe indoor shelter and permanent housing, and will accept it when barriers are reduced or
eliminated. The San Francisco model bears this out and has shown positive results.
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Importantly, the planning process for the Seattle Navigation Center has been strongly grounded in the City’s
commitment to racial and social justice. The Racial Equity Toolkit (RET) that has been adopted by each administration
since Mayor Nickels and affirmed by subsequent City Councils, was used repeatedly throughout the planning process,
including in the original concept design and in the development of the Request for Proposal (RFP) for identifying the
Navigation Center operator. Copies of these RET analyses are included with this letter (Attachment E).
Community Response Plan:
Again, I want to thank the NCCT for sharing with me its “Navigation Center Community Response Plan” dated June 30,
2017. This plan clearly outlines concerns and requests in four areas of greatest importance to the community. These
areas include: 1) public safety; 2) public health and social services; 3) economic and community investments; and 4)
community engagement and partnerships.
I am pleased to note that there is already substantial City action and commitment underway related to each of the four
areas outlined in the “Community Response Plan.”
Public Safety & Navigation Center Operations
• The Seattle Police Department (SPD) is working on incorporating the neighborhood into the West Precinct to
provide a more consistent police response to the Chinatown/International District and Little Saigon. This will
yield three additional officers for this district.
•

If crime statistics support the need, SPD will do short-term emphasis patrols to address a specific need or
criminal activity.

•

SPD offers programs through the Community Police Teams (CPT) and Crime Prevention Coordinators for trespass
training and safety talks in schools. They would be happy to coordinate with you on those.

•

All incoming 911 calls for service are prioritized by their threat to public safety, and calls for the CID are
prioritized in that way as well.

•

DESC is participating in existing community meetings, including the CID Public Safety Committee, where issues
about services and operations at the Navigation Center can be addressed directly, and in a timely manner.

•

DESC’s Management and Services Plan includes staffing a 24/7 phone line at the Navigation Center for neighbors
to call to report concerns about Navigation Center clients. DESC also has agreed to serve as a resource for the
community, when possible, if there are other homeless individuals who need assistance.

•

DESC’s Management and Services Plan includes a code of conduct as well as their intake procedures and
program outline.

Public Health and Social Services
• HSD funded Friends of Little Saigon $50,000 to build capacity for community development and planning.
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•

HSD has set aside budget for evaluation of the Navigation Center. This evaluation will be done in partnership
with the University of Washington and the Seattle Police Department (for criminal activity analysis) for a
complete community impact study.

•

There are several funding opportunities for projects and programs identified in the “Navigation Center
Community Response Plan” including the Human Services Department’s Request for Proposals for Homelessness
Investments, and the Office of Planning & Community Development’s (OPCD) Equitable Development Initiative,
which Friends of Little Saigon is engaged in for the “Landmark” project.

Economic and Community Investments
• Only in Seattle (OIS), which the Office of Economic Development (OED) administers, through a partnership with
the Department of Neighborhoods (DON), is also supporting community liaison outreach to immigrant and
refugee businesses in CID to identify issues and build relationships.
•

In 2016, Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) installed 18 additional street-side litter cans in Little Saigon. The service
frequency was also increased for most of the existing cans. In May 2017, SPU expanded a litter collection pilot
that provides litter pick-up twice a week.

Community Engagement & Partnerships
• In November 2016, DON hired a Community Projects Manager to coordinate outreach strategies within the
Chinatown International District and participate in the Public Safety Task Force Steering Committee.
•

In March 2017, DON, OPCD and SPD worked with the Public Safety Task Force Steering Committee to hire a
Public Safety Coordinator to advocate for public safety issues in the neighborhood and conduct outreach to a
broader audience of public safety issues

In closing, I want to again thank the Taskforce for its ongoing engagement with the City of Seattle. I appreciate the
concerns that have been raised and look forward to continuing to partner together in support of strong neighborhoods
and a community where homelessness is rare, brief and one-time.
Sincerely,

Edward B. Murray
Mayor, City of Seattle

c.c.

Deputy Mayor Hyeok Kim
Catherine Lester, Director of the Human Services Department
Kathy Nyland, Director of the Department of Neighborhoods
File

Attachments:
A) City response to the “Navigation Center Community Response Plan”
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B)
C)
D)
E)

Murray Administration investments in Little Saigon from 2014 to 2016
Pathways Home Initiative policy framework
Downtown Emergency Services Center (DESC) Management plan
Racial Equity Toolkit (RET) analyses
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Response Plan Recommendations – July 10, 2017
a) Public Safety & Navigation Center Operations
The Public Safety and Navigation Center Operations subcommittee developed strategies based on public
safety incidents and concerns. In the past, the CID community experienced sanctioned (i.e. Nickelsville) and
unsanctioned encampments – and still does as the Navigation Center continues its construction. Public
safety is a primary concern for the residents and business owners in the CID. In addition, it is often cited as
the primary reason why people chose to not shop or dine in the CID. The data on public safety in the CID is
detailed in the CID Public Safety Taskforce Report (Appendix 5).
The operation of the Navigation Center influences the perception and result of safety of the community. As
of date, the city’s Navigation Team has produced minimal information detailing referral criteria and
personnel protocol.
ISSUE/CONCERN
•
•
•
•
•
•

24/7 operations with no restrictions for leaving or entering
Clients may be inebriated, addicted to drugs, or have mental health issues
No screening for sexual offenders
No screening for criminal activities and open warrants
No clear policy on use of drugs within or outside the NC
Location of NC may attract the presence of more chronically homeless people to the CID that cannot be
served by the NC

RELEVANT CITY/DESC ACTIONS
• SPD is working on incorporating the neighborhood into the West Precinct to provide a more consistent
police response to the Chinatown/International District and Little Saigon.
• Once the Little Saigon neighborhood is attached to the West Precinct staffing adjustments will net at least
three officers for this district.
• SPD will ensure officers are assigned to patrol this neighborhood and may increase that presence if crime
statistics indicate that is required.
• Funding for hiring off-duty officers would need to be arranged either through increased department
funding or by private employers. If crime statistics support the need, SPD will do short-term emphasis
patrols to address a specific need or criminal activity.
• All incoming 911 calls for service are prioritized by their threat to public safety, this cannot be changed to
prioritization by neighborhood.
• The City of Seattle designated outreach (Navigation Team), not DESC, determines who will be referred to
the Navigation Center. DESC will not automatically disallow individuals with sex offense criminal histories.
When such a client is served, DESC staff will actively facilitate that client registering with appropriate
authorities and following all conditions related to their release.
• Weapons are not permitted at the Navigation Center, as clearly stated in the management plan:
“No Weapons: Guests are not permitted to be in possession of weapons while in the Navigation
Center. Some of the weapons not permitted include knives, fire arms, pepper spray, tasers, and anything
club-like. Guests in possession of weapons are encouraged to check in their weapons at entry. Guests are
permitted to check out their weapons when leaving the Navigation Center.”
• The Navigation Center is not a designated safe-injection site. King County will be selecting two safeinjection sites, one in Seattle and one outside of Seattle. While the Mayor and City Council agree with the
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recommendations of the Heroin/Opioid Task Force, City leadership has not reviewed any specific sites for
the Seattle safe-injection site. The site selection for a safe-injection site is a process separate of the
opening of the Navigation Center.
Use of drugs or alcohol will not be expressly prohibited inside the Navigation Center. That said, there are
not designated areas within the Navigation Center for the consumption of drugs and alcohol.
SPD will monitor crime statistics for the area during initial startup of operations for the Navigation Center,
and will update these as we see or hear of crime concerns.

•
•

ISSUE/CONCERN
•
•
•

Not enough information to determine how DESC will provide 24/7 coverage
Concerns that NC will not be sufficiently staffed for planned July opening of NC
Concerns that the staff on duty have the right skill sets and training to serve homeless populations,
including historically disenfranchised communities

RELEVANT CITY/DESC ACTIONS
• The referral process and operations of the Navigation Center have been established and are modeled after
a project in San Francisco. They are detailed in the Navigation Center Management and Services Plan,
which has been provided to the Friends of Little Saigon Navigation Center Community Task Force. A
community advisory group will not be established. DESC has agreed to participate in existing community
meetings. Communication about services and operations at the Navigation Center can be addressed in
those community meetings or directly with DESC leadership.
• DESC is not planning to do a formal Good Neighbor Agreement (GNA). DESC does not find GNA's to be
useful, for neighbor or the agency. Rather, DESC finds it far more productive for all involved to have DESC
management staff in existing neighborhood stakeholder groups and associations. DESC management has
already committed to monthly participation on the CID Public Safety Committee. DESC will staff a 24/7
phone line at the Navigation Center for neighbors to call to report concerns.
• Code of Conduct or Program Expectations are detailed in the Management and Services Plan (section V).
These include expectations of general conduct, consequences for violations of expectations, guest
relations and managing conflict, and requirements for continued stay.
• Client assessment and data collection will occur. The Human Services Department (HSD) will be engaged in
the development, analysis, and review of data to gauge the effectiveness of the program and to describe
who is using the program.
• Termination of stay and the requirements for continued stay at the Navigation Center are detailed in the
Management and Services Plan (section V – Program Expectations). In case of termination, DESC staff will
assist the client in finding a safe alternative place to sleep outside of the area immediately surrounding the
Navigation Center.
• Navigation Center Project Manager Charles Schrag has attended the CID Public Safety meetings for the
past two months and will continue to do so.
• Staffing: 23 full-time program staff with a minimum of three staff on at all times.
o Monday-Friday business hours (8 a.m.-7 p.m.) – 9-10 total staff
o Saturday-Sunday 24/7 – 3-5 staff at all times
• Day shift: 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Swing: 3:30 p.m.-midnight
• Night: 11:30 p.m.-8 a.m.
o Full-time staff:
• 1 Project Manager
• 1 Project Assistant
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•

•

• 1 Case Manager Supervisor
• 4 Case Managers
• 1 Mental Health Case Manager
• 1 Substance Use Disorder Case Manager
• 2 Service Coordinator Supervisors
• 8 Service Coordinators
• 3 Operation Sack Lunch (OSL) and other support staff
• City of Seattle Navigation Center Project Planner
HSD and the Department of Neighborhoods (DON) have been working with Friends of Little Saigon for since
March 10th. HSD hosted a community tour on June 6 and DESC hosted an open house on June 29 for
community partners and their constituents to see how the Navigation Center will operate and serve
populations. DESC and the City will attend monthly community safety meetings to stay engaged with and
hear from community members.
DESC will work with DON to provide ongoing translation and interpretation resources to facilitate
communication between Navigation Center staff and the CID community.

ISSUE/CONCERN
•

An increase in individuals experiencing homelessness in the Little Saigon and larger CID neighborhood

RELEVANT CITY ACTIONS
• The City follows specific rules, often referred to as the MDARs, for the removal of encampments that
balance providing services and alternatives to people living in encampments with the health and safety
benefits of removing encampments. Upon learning of an encampment, specially trained City staff visit the
site to assess the situation. Mitigation of encampments is prioritized in the context of all reported
encampments in the city and based on health and safety issues observed at individual sites; criminal
behavior and obstructing a facility (e.g., camping on the sidewalk) are considered as part of this
prioritization. Per the City's encampment removal rules, the City may identify specific areas as emphasis
areas, which are places where an encampment has become a consistent problem. When designating an
emphasis area, the City will make a determination based on the totality of the circumstances of the
particular location, with no more than 10 emphasis areas at one time. An emphasis area is already
established within the International District, for the area under and along I-5 from approximately Main
Street to Weller Street.
• The City has established an advisory committee to review and assess the City’s performance with the
MDARs. The committee, which will first meet on July 11, has diverse community, business and advocacy
group representation, including a member of the Friends of Little Saigon.
• Through the Community Policing Program, SPD offers assistance to property owners to address crime
occurring on their property, including criminal trespassing. Community Policing units will offer program
training and assistance upon request. See more at http://www.seattle.gov/police/communitypolicing/criminal-trespassing.
• SPD will provide enforcement of observed or reported crime consistent with how SPD does it in every
neighborhood. SPD may increase enforcement efforts based on community reports or statistical data that
indicates crime is increasing in the area.
• SPD is working on incorporating the neighborhood into the West Precinct to provide a more consistent
police response to the Chinatown/International District and Little Saigon.
• Once the Little Saigon neighborhood is attached to the West Precinct staffing adjustments will net at least
three officers for this district.
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•

SPD will ensure officers are assigned to patrol this neighborhood and may increase that presence if crime
statistics indicate that is required.

ISSUE/CONCERN
•

Lack of lighting and surveillance

RELEVANT CITY ACTIONS
• Seattle City Light will improve lighting based upon a review of the lighting density data in the area.
• The renovation of the Pearl Warren Building included installation of exterior lights around the perimeter of
the building and security cameras inside and outside of the building.
• The City will work with King County Metro to improve the lighting around the bus stop.
ISSUE/CONCERN
Safety of students of all ages at schools near the NC
•
•
•
•

Summit Sierra Charter School (528 feet from NC)
Bailey Gatzert Elementary School (2112 feet from NC)
Japanese Language School (Rainier and Weller St.)
Helping Link (1000 feet from NC)

RELEVANT CITY/DESC ACTIONS
• SPD can research the possibility of establishing a Stay out of Drug Areas (SODA) or drug-free zone, but it
will take time and requires a documented history of drug sales and behaviors in the area.
• Navigation Team protocols do not require any individuals to provide proof of identity as a condition of
referral, as such we will not be able to screen for sex offender history or active warrants.
• Registering as a sex offender is a responsibility of the offender, and involves them self-reporting to the
King County Sheriff. Again, DESC will not automatically disallow individuals with sex offense criminal
histories. When such a client is served, DESC staff will actively facilitate that client registering with
appropriate authorities and following all conditions related to their release.
• SPD can and does provide safety talks to students through the Community Policing Team and the school
resource officers. However, these officers do not have the necessary training to conduct self-defense
courses.
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b) Public Health & Social Services
According to Public Health Seattle & King County, the neighborhood is in the bottom quartile of the county
for key health indicators (frequent mental distress, smoking, obesity, diabetes, shortened life expectancy at
birth, poverty, preventable hospitalizations, unemployment, and poor housing conditions), many of which
are rooted in poverty, language differences, and limited access to resources. These health issues are
exacerbated by chronic stress, social isolation, and sedentary lifestyles. The health indicators are outlined in
the 2020 CID Healthy Community Action Plan (Appendix 6).
ISSUE/CONCERN
•

The NC has the potential to further the feelings of chronic stress among businesses, residents, and
visitors, further contributing to the poor health outcomes we see in the neighborhood.

RELEVANT CITY ACTIONS
• On June 28, HSD released a Homeless Investments Request for Proposals (RFP) for $30 million of funding
for homeless services available for 2018. Organizations seeking City funding to help address homelessness
must apply through this RFP by Sept. 5, 2017. The City will announce the 2018 contract awards in
December 2017. More information can be found at http://www.seattle.gov/humanservices/funding-andreports/funding-opportunities
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c) Economic & Community
Investments
According to the City of Seattle’s Equitable Development Initiative Plan, the CID, specifically Little Saigon is
identified as a neighborhood that suffers from “high levels of chronic and recent displacement; a history of
racially driven disinvestment; and significant populations of marginalized communities”. In order to address
these inequities, continued commitment to Race and Social Equity in terms of growth and the City’s
decisions on policies, programs, and investments in its neighborhoods should be a high priority. Therefore,
the following mitigation strategies emphasize opportunities for community ownership and empowerment,
public realm improvements that will promote placemaking, safety and economic vitality, as well as funding
requests for operations and capacity building to sustain growing and established organizations in the
neighborhood.
ISSUE/CONCERN
• Minimal community ownership and capital investments in neighborhood
• Pedestrian and traffic conditions are unsafe and inaccessible
RELEVANT CITY ACTIONS
• Through the Equitable Development Initiative (EDI), the City Office of Planning and Community
Development (OPCD), has formed an advisory committee to support work for the Little Saigon Landmark
Project. The Friends of Little Saigon is represented on the committee. The intake and application process
for round one of the EDI investments began in May. The City is working with Friends of Little Saigon,
SCIDPA and the Wing Luke Museum to collectively figure out the right resources and supports for the
landmark project. OPCD will continue to work with the advisory committee and report out on additional
steps required to support the Little Saigon Landmark project. EDI fund applications are due July 14 and the
City will work with the project sponsors on project scoping, discussing financing and a development plan,
and jointly identifying capacity needs. In the next few months, the City will announce initial award of funds
for capacity building and project development support.
• Using 2008 Parks Levy funds, Parks and Recreation purchased a property along South Jackson Street east
of 12th Avenue South for the Little Saigon Park. Friends of Little Saigon participated as a stakeholder in the
extensive outreach and pre-conceptual design work done for that effort. Park design will begin at the end
of 2017 or early 2018, with construction slated to begin in 2019. Because of parking concerns, the City will
conduct additional engagement with adjacent property owners related to the park design.
• The Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) is working with community partners to implement a
neighborhood greenway along South King Street. This project can include improvements to make the
street more comfortable for people walking and biking while preserving safe accessibility for all
transportation modes. Through its Vision Zero plan, SDOT will address the high collision location at Rainier
Avenue South and South King Street by adding a median and upgrading the signalized intersection at South
Weller Street and 12th Avenue South. The left turn phase at South King Street is being preserved, and all
designs will consider the safe movement of delivery trucks through the intersection. Adding a median and
restricting left turns on Rainer Avenue at South King Street will change how deliveries are made and could
change travel patterns at 12th Avenue South and South King Street. SDOT is committed to building on the
community-driven Little Saigon Streetscape Concept Plan while implementing the South King Street
Neighborhood Greenway Project. SDOT has developed two alternative concepts for 12th Avenue South and
South King Street that complement the Vision Zero project and the Streetscape Concept Plan. SDOT has
started discussions with community stakeholders and are seeking public feedback during July and August.
SDOT will be attendance at community events as well, such as Dragon Fest and Celebrate Little Saigon!
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•

•

•

SDOT is working with developers at 913 S. Jackson St. through its Sidewalk Improvement Permit (SIP) for
contributions to a new signal. SDOT is committed to install a new signal at 10th Avenue South and South
Jackson Street. Installation, could happen as early as 2018, though the timing depends on the developer.
OPCD is preparing to launch a planning process for the CID that responds to issues raised by the
community for the next 12-18 months. An interdepartmental team will work with a community advisory
committee to coordinate the work of subcommittees. One subcommittee will work with City staff and a
consultant team to analyze options for potential redevelopment of part or all of the Charles Street facility.
OPCD will regularly report out to the community on planning efforts for vacant or underused properties
and invite local organizations to participate. The implementation of this work will not be defined until the
initial planning work with the community is done.
Throughout the initial outreach phase of the South King Street Neighborhood Greenway Project it
became apparent that a key to connecting the route is lighting and other improvements under I-5. SDOT
has participated in the Under I-5 Design Workshops hosted by Interim CDA. The City is studying the
lighting levels under I-5 along South King Street and developing a conceptual plan for improvements. Any
work under I-5 requires coordination with the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT).
SDOT will work with neighborhood stakeholders and WSDOT to identify the opportunities to improve
lighting, connect people between neighborhoods and implement community priorities. Upgrades to
lighting is outside the scope of a standard neighborhood greenway project. Funding for construction has
not been identified and SDOT will be seeking funding sources moving forward.

ISSUE/CONCERN
•

Increased garbage and waste with no means of disposal

RELEVANT CITY ACTIONS
• Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) has the following pilot programs operating now. Funding decisions for
2018 will be made later this summer.
o Increase Waste Cans: In 2016, SPU installed 18 additional street-side litter cans in Little Saigon, and
increased the service frequency for most of the existing cans. In May 2017, SPU expanded a litter
collection pilot that provides litter pickup twice a week.
o Sharps: Currently, SPU is conducting a sharps collection pilot with six sharps drop boxes available
throughout the city as drop-off points for customers. There are also six smaller boxes located in three
parks restrooms. In addition, SPU offers sharps cleanup response within 24 hours through the Find It,
Fix It app and the Illegal Dumping hotline. Educational opportunities are also available for customers
(particularly businesses or business associations) who are interested.
o Education: SPU is creating a toolkit of resources as part of the litter abatement program, including
tools for property owners to address sharps and other hazardous materials. The Sharps Collection Pilot
offers sharps pickup resources and training to customers interested in learning, but is not a formal
toolkit connected to the broader goals of the Litter Abatement Pilot Program (i.e., litter and trash
collection).
o Outreach: SPU staff regularly meet with property owners to ensure buildings have appropriately sized
receptacles. SPU continues to provide training for interested individuals around litter, trash collection,
sharps, etc., as part of the Litter Abatement Pilot Program.
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ISSUE/CONCERN
•

Community organizations do not have enough sustainable capacity and program funding
• Lack of funding for effective communications and engagement
• Small businesses lack the support to be competitive and successful

RELEVANT CITY ACTIONS
• The Department of Neighborhood’s (DON) Community Liaison program (formerly POEL program)
provides outreach and engagement services to City departments in 30 different languages. Community
liaisons are available to help provide interpretation and translation at events and perform other
outreach activities as directed by the department paying for their services. DON is promoting this
service and encouraging departments to incorporate this into their public involvement plans.
• The Office of Economic Development (OED) provides technical assistance to small businesses, working
with the Only in Seattle (OIS) initiative and community partnerships. To the extent there is interest from
small property owners and businesses, OED will soon have a consultant team available to explore
development and financing strategies for creating or preserving affordable commercial space. OIS, through
a partnership with DON, is also supporting community liaison outreach to immigrant and refugee
businesses in the CID to identify issues and build relationships. OED will provide small business technical
assistance in response to outreach efforts to business and property owners in the CID through the end of
2017. Individual grant funding for businesses is not available due to Washington state constitutionality
issues in the gifting of public funds. Consulting support, on the other hand, is not prohibited by state law.
OIS has funded several façade improvement projects in the CID and Little Saigon in recent years, funded
through fees generated by the New Market Tax Credit Program. This pot of funding has been deployed and
OED did not receive a new allocation to fund additional façade projects.
• OED could work with the community to help scope a market study project if funding is identified. This
could be included in an OIS proposal for 2018 as an activity to support neighborhood business district
organizing, depending on other community priorities. OED currently provide profiles for OIS neighborhood
business districts that include population, jobs, number of firms, restaurant and retail sales, apartment and
commercial vacancy and rental rates.
• An OIS 2017 grant award to CID provides some funding for the CID Business Improvement Area (BIA) to do
marketing and promotion activities, including a revamped website for the whole district that should be
online soon (www.seattlechinatownid.com). Since 2014, OED has contracted with the Ethnic Business
Coalition to support ethnic businesses through digital stories and campaigns, providing support with social
media and customer service (https://ethnicseattle.com/). This work has focused on Little Saigon/CID and
Rainier Valley, and will expand to other neighborhoods in 2017-2018.
• One vehicle and four shelters on the First Hill Streetcar line are currently wrapped with CID graphics. The
typical sponsor fee for a vehicle wrap is currently $6,500 per month and the fee per shelter is $2,000 a
month. SDOT does not charge CID these sponsorship fees. SDOT can retain the existing vehicle and station
wraps through December 2018. Availability of the vehicle and stations and financial considerations will be
evaluated in late 2018 to determine if the wrap term can be extended further. This assumes the current
wraps will remain in place. Any updates to the wrap, including graphic design and production/installation
costs, would need to be funded by the sponsor.
• OED can provide technical support if the Little Saigon neighborhood wants to explore a BIA. OED’s BIA
Advocate can meet with neighborhood stakeholders to provide general information on BIAs and have an
exploratory conversation. Consultant support to develop a BIA would be awarded through the Only in
Seattle application process. The CID BIA is in the process of revamping its BIA, so this might be part of a
broader neighborhood conversation.
ISSUE/CONCERN
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•

Lack of coordination of City policies and projects that negatively impact the CID

RELEVANT CITY ACTIONS
• OED’s Special Events office is updating the Special Event Committee review process for event dates and
locations conflicts with a strengthened focus and input from the committee’s DON liaison and a newly
appointed business/neighborhood-focused citizen representative liaison. This emphasis will assist
regulatory committee representatives (SPD, SDOT and the Seattle Fire Department) in determining time,
place, and manner of restrictions on event activity.
• The Special Events office will place a moratorium on new events around Lunar New Year (weekend of and
weekend before) in the CID, Little Saigon, and any other specific locations identified by the neighborhood
and business associations. It will also work to encourage and identify events that are inclusive, positive,
and beneficial to the CID and Little Saigon neighborhoods. Finally, Special Events will communicate more
directly with neighborhood and business associations for new requested and annual events, rather than
relying primarily on event organizer communication.
• While time, place, and manner conditions and restrictions can be easily established for community,
athletic, and commercial special event activity, the City’s ability to control location and routes for
constitutionally protected free speech activity (marches and rallies) is often dictated by safety and security
at the event. In these cases, improved advance communication will be provided by the City through the
Special Events Committee liaisons.
• DESC has contracted with Operation Sack Lunch (OSL) to provide three meals a day to Navigation Center
clients. OSL will also provide additional food items so that clients can have on-demand access to food and
meals. The 24 Navigation Center employees may choose to purchase food at local businesses, but this will
not be a requirement.
• There is an amendment to the Mandatory Housing Affordability (MHA) legislation to expand the
International Special Review District (ISRD) boundary. DON, OPCD and the Seattle Department of
Construction and Inspections (SDCI) will partner with a community advisory group as part of OPCD’s
planning process in the outreach, planning, development of guidelines for Little Saigon, and report
out. There is no clear timeline yet of when this will be done and requires a significant amount of planning
and analysis of the necessary steps involved to implement this.
• Commercial Affordability – OED is scoping possible community partners and resources for pilot projects.
The City’s new Equitable Development Initiative (EDI) Fund could possibly be a tool to incentivize creation
of affordable commercial space (subject to state law limits regarding gifting of public funds and lending of
credit). OPCD’s planning process will explore tools for commercial affordability.
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d) Community Engagement &
Partnership
The Navigation Center is among many City projects that neglects a transparent public process. Due to the
lack of engagement around the siting and planning of the Navigation Center, a project that will have
tremendous impact on the neighborhood as a whole, the CID community has lost faith in the City’s ability to
authentically engage and partner with the community. The following mitigation strategies identify
opportunities to rebuild this faith and support stronger efforts for the City to thoughtfully engage and
partner with the CID to address issues and concerns around the Navigation Center, as well as longer-term
sustainability of the neighborhood.
ISSUE/CONCERN
•

Community organizations have limited capacity to provide on-going feedback and outreach due to limited
resources and language and cultural needs of the community.

RELVANT CITY ACTIONS
• The City understands the need for capacity and the bandwidth it takes to conduct outreach and
engagement, and has committed resources to fund the following positions:
o SPD-CID Community Engagement and Outreach Specialist (one year)
o Public Safety Task Force Coordinator (2017-2018)
o DON – Community Projects Manager (ongoing)
• HSD has entered into a seven-month, one-time only consulting contract to provide needed assistance with
community engagement and organizing efforts that support client service activities and residents at the
Seattle Navigation Center. This contract references an online portal for public access to meeting minutes,
updates on process, membership, subcommittees, and outreach to non-member organizations and
individuals. Funding can be earmarked for such services.
• As far as a physical bulletin board, projects similar to this have been successfully funded through DON’s
Neighborhood Matching Fund program, and there are two grant opportunities within the program:
o The Community Partnership Fund awards up to $100,000 and can be used to support outreach and
engagement activities in your community. This fund has three application deadlines this year – the
next one on Sept. 25 – with award notices coming within six weeks of the deadline.
o The Small Sparks Fund awards up to $5,000, and could be ideal for smaller project such as the
purchase and installation of a community bulletin board. Decisions are made within two weeks of
application.
• A DON project manager can provide assistance if the community would like to explore these funding
opportunities. More information is available at http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/programs-andservices/neighborhood-matching-fund.
• The City also hosts an online citywide events calendar where anyone can post event information, whether
it’s hosted by the City or a neighborhood. http://www.seattle.gov/event-calendar.
• DON continues to improve and expand outreach and engagement best practices and services for all City
departments. Efforts are continually evolving, and DON has established a Community Involvement
Commission to help guide this work looking for new, meaningful and effective methods for engaging all
communities. Expanding culturally competent outreach, including translation and interpretation services,
is an area DON is focusing on.
• DON’s Community Liaisons (CL) program (formerly POEL program) provides outreach and engagement
services to City departments in 30 different languages. Community liaisons are available to help provide
interpretation and translation at events and perform other outreach activities as directed by the
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•

department paying for their services. DON is promoting this service and encouraging departments to
incorporate it into their public involvement plans. Last year, DON tripled the number of City projects that
the CLs supported and more than doubled its recruitment of liaisons, which now numbers 62.
o 2015: 11 projects with four departments
o 2016: 30 projects completed.
o 2017: 69 projects either completed or scheduled to date with 15 departments.
Community members should continue to work directly with DON’s Community Projects Manager and the
SPD-CID Community Engagement and Outreach Specialist to raise issues of concern. Should issues arise
that are deemed to be critical, then City staff will elevate these issues to the Emergency Operation Center
(EOC) Homelessness Activation Leadership Team, which includes executive-level representation from the
Mayor’s Office.

ISSUE/CONCERN
•

Ineffective and limited communications with DESC and the City related to public safety, health, and economic
impacts of the NC.

RELEVANT CITY/DESC ACTIONS
• DON, HSD and DESC will continue to work with the CID community around the Navigation Center.
• DESC has agreed to attend any community meetings. Invitations to such meetings should be forwarded to
Charles Schrag, Navigation Center Project Manager, who has attended the CID Public Safety meetings for
the past two months and will continue to do so.
• HSD provided $50,000 to the Friends of Little Saigon to build capacity for community development and
planning. HSD also has set aside budget for evaluation of the Navigation Center. This evaluation will be
done in partnership with the University of Washington, and will include a community impact study.
• HSD is committed to funding projects with demonstrated success. This is a key tenant of Pathways Home.
The Navigation Center in San Francisco is showing success. HSD will continually evaluate the Seattle
Navigation Center's impact, and will continue to fund the project if it is successful.
• HSD will have staff located at the Navigation Center. It is part of this staff person's role to analyze program
data and share reports with City leadership and the public. Public reporting (dashboards) will be produced
on a quarterly basis.
• Community communication and engagement will occur through existing meetings. A new oversight
board will not be established.
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Murray Administration Investments in Little Saigon (2014 – March 2017)

•

Department of Neighborhoods
o Staffing:
 November 2016: DON hired a Community Projects Manager to coordinate outreach
strategies within the Chinatown International District and participate in the Public
Safety Task Force Steering Committee.
 March 2017: DON, OPCD and SPD is working with the Public Safety Task Force
Steering Committee in the hiring of a Public Safety Coordinator. Role of the PSC will
to advocate for public safety issues in the neighborhood and conduct outreach to a
broader audience of public safety issues.
o Community Liaison Program (formerly POEL) partnering on City projects for coordinated
outreach and engagement
 2016 MOU’s Created with other City Departments
o OED Only in Seattle in Little Saigon
o OPCD Blanket contract for Little Saigon
o SDOT Blanket contract for Little Saigon, including Yesler Terrace streetscape
work
 2016 projects and events with the CL program provided staffing for interpretation
and translation:
o DEEL Education Summit
o DON Engage Seattle
o DON HALA
o DON Historic Preservation
o DON Summer Parkways
o OED Little Saigon
o OH Housing Levy
o OSE Building Tuneups
o SDOT BikeShare
o SPU Cohort
 2017 MOU’s Created with other City Departments
o OED Only in Seattle in Little Saigon
o OSE Benchmarking projects (property owner outreach in Chinatown)
o SDOT CID Street Car
o SDOT Curb bulbs and ramps
o HSD Navigation Center
o OPCD Blanket contract for Little Saigon.
o SDOT One Center City
o SDOT Low Income Access to Transit (LIAT)
o Public Safety Task Force Steering Committee: City and neighborhood partnership in
implementing recommendations from the Public Safety Task Force. City staff includes
representation from DON, OPCD, MO and SPD.
o International Special Review District (ISRD board): the Historic Preservation Program has
continued to serve the CID in preserving the design character of the CID since 1973. The

board is composed of neighborhood stakeholders and solicits comments regularly from the
broader public.
•

Office of Housing
o Thai Binh (913 S Jackson St): $15.9 million to produce 244 units of affordable housing
restricted at 60% AMI with 7,600 square feet of retail space on the ground floor
o Little Saigon project award (1253 S Jackson St): $6.8 million to produce 69 units of
affordable housing units restricted at 50% and 60% AMI. In addition, LIHI has committed to
1,800 square feet of 2 bays for retail/commercial space.

•

Office of Planning and Community Development
o EDI funds for Landmark Project site acquisition and development (2017 – 2018, $ TBD)
o Equity TDR Project for Chinatown/ID, including Little Saigon (2016 - $40,000)
o Landmark Project Feasibility Study (2014 - $40,000)
o Little Saigon Business District Planning
 Little Saigon Visitors & Residents Survey (2013 - $10,000)
 MOA with SCIDpda for outreach and engagement services (2014 - $15,000)
o Equitable Development Implementation Plan (includes Landmark Project)

•

Office of Economic Development
o Only in Seattle funds for CID, including Little Saigon
 2014 $580,000
 2015 $315,000
 2016 $150,880

•

Department of Parks and Recreation
o Acquisition of property for future Little Saigon Park (DPR) - $1,250,000 (purchased in 2013)
o Policy to remove drop-in fees for programs

•

Department of Transportation
o 10th Ave Hillclimb- (connecting LS with Yesler Terrace)- funding partnership between SHA
(HUD), JP Morgan Chase and the City
o Greenway
• Studying a neighborhood greenway for installation in 2018L near Union Station at 5th
Ave S (CID) to 20th Pl S (Judkins Park)
• Outreach in Little Saigon includes: SCIDpda Open House, Celebrate Little Saigon Festival
and Interim CDA
• Early implementation of neighborhood greenway includes curb extensions at 10th Ave S
and S King St; construction could begin in August
o Street Design Concept Plan
• Location: 10th Ave between Yesler hillclimb and S Weller St; and S Jackson St, S Weller St,
and S King St between I-5 and Rainier Ave

•

o

o

•

Status: Revised draft concepts were recently shared with friends of Little Saigon and
Interim CDA. We are working on incorporating their feedback into a draft concept plan
document.
• Coordination: This design of this project is coordinated with the greenway project and
curb ramps update project.
Maintenance & Operations
• SDOT crews continue to respond to the day-to-day street maintenance issues: filling
potholes, shimming sidewalks, cleaning up after accidents, etc. SDOT crews have
completed 103 work orders in the Little Saigon area 1/1/2014 to 1/3/2017.
Transportation FYI for situational awareness
• Interim CDA along with various community members have been discussing how the
WSDOT parcels under I-5 could be more pleasant and activated.

Human Services Department
o See matrix

HSD Investments in Little Saigon (zip codes 98104 and 98144)
Past three years
HSD Youth and Family Empowerment (YFE) and Homeless Strategy and Investment (HSI) divisions
2014

2015

2016

2017

Agency

Location

$179,153

$324,472

$185,282

$188,988

Asian Counseling & Referral Service

919 S. King St 98104

$247,762

$234,729

$209,576

Chinese Information & Service Center

611 S. Lane St. 98104

$2,150,944

$410,333

310 Maynard Ave S 98104

$19,011
$153,450
$414,430

$19,410
$156,672
$232,793

$19,565
$157,925
$274,655

$19,956
$231,084
$288,401

Interim Community Development
Association
International District Emergency Center
Non-Profit Assistance Center
Seattle Indian Center

$468,836

$589,512

$594,229

$788,159

Solid Ground

CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS

$39,379

$117,707

YouthCare

1253 S. Jackson 98144

$1,234,880 $1,570,621 $3,656,708
2014
2015
2016

506 Maynard Ave S, #101 98104
1265 S. Main St, Ste 303 98144
611 12th Ave S, Ste 300, 98144

$2,254,204 Annual Totals
2017

HSD Aging and Disability Services (ADS) division
2014
2015
$3,453,811 $4,564,735

2016
$4,679,475

2017
$4,682,466

$178,157

$547,328

$530,014

$1,193,038 $1,974,191

$2,574,425

$2,569,631

$191,232
$12,700
n/a
$160,019

$191,232
$12,700
$17,560
$463,675

$191,232
$12,700
$17,560
$1,279,485

$451,376

$191,232
$12,700
n/a
$460,019

Agency
Asian Counseling & Referral Service

Location

3639 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S 98144
Catholic Community Services of Western
Washington
100 23rd Ave S 98144
Chinese Information and Service Center
611 S. Lane St. 98104
Columbia Legal Services
101 Yesler Way 98104
Harborview Medical Center
325 9th Avenue, #359947 98104
Kelley-Ross & Associates
805 Madison St. 98104
Neighborhood House, Inc.
1225 S. Weller St., Ste 510 98144

HSD Investments in Little Saigon (zip codes 98104 and 98144)
Past three years
$171,150

$171,969

$175,840

$177,693

Seattle Chinatown International District
Preservation and Development
Authority

$5,360,107 $15,276,543 $16,927,138 $18,522,377 Annual Totals
2014

2015

2016

2017

409 Maynard Ave S 98104

The vision of the City of Seattle is that all members of our community are able to
benefit from the advantages of our thriving economy. We must always strive for
our success to be equitable and are therefore measured by the how we care for
our most vulnerable residents, including people who are experiencing
homelessness. Homelessness should be rare, brief and a one-time occurrence.
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, 2016
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Executive Summary
Introduction
The City of Seattle invests over $50 million in services that provide prevention, intervention, and
permanent housing for individuals and families experiencing homelessness. Despite these investments,
at least 4,505 men, women, and children in King County were without shelter during the One Night
Count in January 2016, which is a 19% increase over 2015 and a 40% total increase over
2014. Approximately 75% of those unsheltered individuals reside in the City of Seattle. At the same
time, our city is experiencing unprecedented economic prosperity resulting in two very different
experiences of living in Seattle. The City of Seattle envisions that every resident benefit from the
prosperity and growth of our city and its economy. Our success as a city must be defined by how we
care for our most vulnerable residents.
The current crisis is a result of complex social and economic factors at a federal, regional and local level,
but is also due to process and system inefficiencies. Rather than investing in a comprehensive
continuum of services, investments have been made very haphazardly, without true strategic direction.
HSD has not routinely engaged in a competitive funding process for homeless investments in more than
a decade. During that time, homeless investments have been made based upon legacy funding,
program advocacy, and designated budget adds. Pilot projects are not evaluated and often result in
ongoing funding regardless of their efficacy. While individual providers may be highly successful, the lack
of systemic cohesion has resulted in a system that is not designed to work efficiently to exit people out
of homelessness.
Seattle has historically been a frontrunner in the implementation of innovative homeless housing
programs, including the adoption of Housing First principles, and still has many examples of nationally
recognized programs and providers. However, in recent years, other communities have experienced
significantly greater progress towards addressing the crisis of homelessness. In comparing these more
effective cities to Seattle, it is clear that the focus on the development of a comprehensive system,
rather than exemplary individual programs, is critical to successfully reducing homelessness. Seattle is
at a critical juncture, where we have a comprehensive understanding of our system function and clear
guidance in ways to dramatically increase its efficacy. Now is the time to demonstrate our commitment
to better serving those experiencing homelessness and provide meaningful access to the necessary
services to ensure that homelessness is rare, brief and one‐time.

Context
Addressing homelessness has been a central tenant of Mayor Murray’s administration since taking office
in 2014. Focusing simultaneously on the immediate needs of those experiencing homelessness and the
long‐term strategy and resources necessary to create impactful change, Mayor Murray has outlined a
three‐pronged strategy for approaching the crisis of homelessness in our community:
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1. Emergency Task Force on Unsheltered Homelessness & Declaration of a State of Emergency
(SOE) ‐ Address the immediate needs of the unsheltered through quickly implementable
solutions requiring non‐budgetary policy changes or one‐time budget‐impact strategies.
2. Housing Affordability and Livability Agenda (HALA) ‐ Address the growing pressure to create
more permanent, affordable housing options across the income spectrum in Seattle, including
housing for homeless or formerly homeless people.
3. Assessment of City’s existing investments in homeless services ‐ Address long‐term system
issues through evaluating Human Services Department (HSD) investments in homeless services
and interventions with recommendations on better aligning our efforts with local and national
best practices.

The Homeless Policy Framework (HPF) is the City’s response and implementation plan to the assessment
of existing investments in homelessness. In September 2014, Seattle Mayor Ed Murray tasked HSD to
conduct an evaluation of the City’s investments in homeless services, compare those investments with
nationally recognized best practices, and identify ways to better meet the needs of people experiencing
homelessness in our communities. HSD released the Homelessness Investment Analysis in March 2015,
which clearly showed that our current investments are disjointed, with a heavy focus on basic
intervention services, such as shelters and hygiene centers focused on immediate crisis, rather than a
cohesive and comprehensive continuum of strategies designed to end people's homelessness. The
Homeless Investment Analysis identified the necessity to develop a Homeless Policy Framework in order
to ensure future investments align with and supports the regional All Home Strategic Plan, the
provisions of the federal HEARTH Act, and evidence‐based best practices.
The City of Seattle engaged with two nationally recognized consultant firms – Focus Strategies and
Barbara Poppe and Associates – to support the development of the Homeless Policy Framework.
Through a partnership with All Home, the City, King County DCHS, and the United Way, engaged Focus
Strategies to conduct an assessment of the current performance and efficiency of the Seattle/King
County Continuum of Care, utilizing the System Wide Analytics and Projections (SWAP) suite of tools.
The SWAP analyzed the Seattle/King County system performance at a project‐by‐project level utilizing
client data, point‐in‐time count, and program budgets. The analysis also models the potential effects of
the recommended programmatic and investment changes on the size of the community’s homeless
population over a five‐year period. In addition to the SWAP analysis, the City of Seattle also engaged
Barbara Poppe and Associates to provide the City with specific recommendations on ways to
operationalize system improvement efforts. Barbara Poppe and Focus Strategies worked closely
together through the process to ensure alignment between their recommendations.

Homeless System Analysis
The Seattle Human Services Department developed the Pathways Home Initiative in response to the
findings and recommendations from Focus Strategies and Barbara Poppe and Associates. The analyses
and recommendations provide a comprehensive understanding of our homelessness system. They lay a
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framework that the City must implement in order to reduce unsheltered homelessness and increase the
speed and efficiency in which people move from homelessness to permanent housing. These goals can
be accomplished by:
1. Expanding funding for program approaches that are most effective at exiting people from
homelessness such as diversion, rapid re‐housing and permanent supportive housing.
2. Prioritizing shelter and housing access for people living unsheltered and people who have the
longest histories of homelessness.
3. Orienting all aspects of the homeless response system towards exits to permanent housing.
4. Working together urgently and boldly to implement meaningful solutions.
Each of these recommendations includes many actions, which represent a critical element of Seattle’s
ability to implement system improvements and move us closer to the goal of housing as many people
experiencing homelessness as quickly as is possible.

Investment Principles
The vision of the City of Seattle is that all persons, regardless of their housing status, are members of
this community and deserve access to the best possible intervention to help them exit homelessness. In
order to ensure that the City of Seattle is investing in programs that have the best possible outcomes,
the Human Services Department (HSD) has adopted the following investment priorities and principles:

Create a Person‐Centered Response to Homelessness
The City of Seattle must develop and invest in a comprehensive and integrated system of interventions
that form a person‐centered crisis response system. A systemic response to homelessness involves
more than having quality individual programs available. Those programs must be accessible,
coordinated, and achieving results. A person‐centered approach responds to the unique needs of each
family and individual based on a brief assessment of their needs, strengths and vulnerabilities. Once
assessed, people are matched to the appropriate housing resource. Customized services must fit an
individual’s needs rather than following strict programmatic guidelines. As a funder, HSD intends to
provide increased latitude and flexibility in funding to ensure customized services are not in conflict with
compliance requirements. Individualized services must be altered to fit the participant’s needs rather
than being refused for not being an appropriate referral. Services should also consider a participant’s
culture, as homelessness often looks very different in diverse cultures.

Invest in Models with Demonstrated Success
Moving forward, all funding for homeless investments will be awarded on a competitive basis for
programs which meet critical needs and can demonstrate that the program contributes to reducing
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homelessness by assisting program participants in obtaining or maintaining stable permanent housing.
Only by concentrating investments on programs with a relentless focus on permanent housing can our
system obtain enough throughput to adequately begin to address our large unsheltered population. All
adult and family programs must focus on program exits to permanent housing. Programs focused on
youth and young adults must demonstrate housing stability outcomes, as youth many not be
developmentally prepared for permanent housing options. HSD must reallocate funds to new projects
whenever reallocation would improve outcomes and reduce homelessness.

Address Racial Disparities
People of color continue to be overrepresented in the homeless service system, and the City and HSD
must continue to work to eliminate institutional policies and practices that perpetuate these
disproportional numbers. As a City dedicated to racial equity and social justice, we cannot ignore the
fact that people of color make up only about a third of the U.S. population yet they comprise just over
half of all sheltered people experiencing homelessness. In 2015, 80‐90% of the people served in our
family homeless programs were persons of color, in a city where less than 34% of our population are
people of color. Because homelessness so disproportionately impacts persons of color, it is essential to
use a racial equity lens when examining any programming and investments in this area.

Priority Actions
Commitment to Families Living Unsheltered
Currently there are over 500 families on the Coordinated Entry waitlist who are living unsheltered. The
vision of Coordinated Entry is to provide families with quick centralized access to shelter and housing.
However, barriers to program entry and system inefficiencies cause families to experience very long wait
times. Living unsheltered with young children creates a serious health and safety risk with potentially
lifelong negative consequences. The City of Seattle is making a commitment that no family should be
unsheltered.

Expanding 24‐Hour Shelter Options
During the 2016 One Night Count in January, 2,942 people were counted living unsheltered in the City of
Seattle. At the same time, the SWAP analysis indicates that we have unutilized shelter capacity. People
who are choosing to live outdoors rather than in shelter very clearly state that there are significant
barriers to coming indoors for some people. In order to bring people inside and connect them with
appropriate housing interventions, shelter must be perceived as a preferable option to living outdoors.
By embracing a housing first, low barrier, service‐oriented shelter model, the City is committed to
making shelter accessible and moving away from survival only shelter models to comprehensive shelters
that focused on ending a person’s homelessness.
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Actively Problem Solving Wait Lists
Coordinated Entry for All is an essential element to a fully functioning integrated response to
homelessness. However, developing prioritized Coordinated Entry waitlists is not sufficient to move
people quickly into housing. Currently, our system has thousands of people experiencing homelessness
living outdoors or in shelter waiting to access an appropriate housing intervention. The process needs
to transition from one focused on matching people to programs to one that adapts programs to match
people. Learning from communities that have made substantial progress in reducing their waitlists, as
well as our community’s work on Veteran’s Homelessness, the development of “By Name List” (BNL)
procedures has been shown to be an essential tool to help with managing the lists and reducing wait
times. By Name Lists allow providers and funders to work together to actively problem solve the lists
developed by Coordinated Entry. They do not circumvent Coordinated Entry; but rather use the
coordinated entry process and enhance it by overlaying case staffing. It creates accountability between
providers, and to the funder, but most importantly to the people experiencing homelessness. HSD is
committed to developing By Name List processes for the Family Impact Team, Youth and Young Adults,
Long‐term Shelter Stayers and People Living Unsheltered.

Connecting People to Services
Outreach is a critical component to connecting people who are living outdoors to services and housing
interventions. While HSD funds multiple outreach providers who individually do good work, there is no
coordinated system of outreach to ensure adequate placement and coverage. Some areas may receive
multiple contacts in a week and others none. Outreach must also become a gateway to housing
interventions. Outreach will always include other components such as survival supports, medical
interventions, mental health and substance abuse, but outreach must be the entrance to our homeless
response system, actively working to get people indoors either into shelter or into permanent housing
placements.

Making Rental Units Accessible
There is no doubt that Seattle is in the midst of an affordable housing crisis. Nothing in the
recommendations or this plan denies that. Rather, Focus Strategies and Barbara Poppe both focus on
the need to increase access to any and all available affordable and private market housing stock and to
identify creative housing solutions so that homelessness can be reduced in spite of our housing market.
Rapid re‐housing and rental voucher programs can only place people into housing if the housing stock is
available to rent. Currently, people with these supports are often faced with challenging and difficult
housing searches, complicated by rental restrictions and barriers to entry such as credit and background
checks. It can take months for people on the verge of permanent housing placement to successfully
locate a rental unit to make use of their subsidy. The City of Seattle is committed to supporting the
development of a Housing Resource Center to increase access to rental units.
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Ensuring Good Government and Performance
The City of Seattle and HSD also has had a significant role to play in the current state of our homeless
response system. The lack of clarity, strategy and formal investment process is a contributing factor to
the disjointed patchwork collection of programs. Routine competitive funding processes have not
happened in over a decade, resulting in legacy funding with little change to accommodate new
directions or models. That type of environment does not encourage innovation. In order to develop a
person‐centered homeless response system, investments must be made strategically, based on data and
grounded in best practices. HSD commits to conducting routine competitive funding processes and
engage in performance based contracting.

Timeline
Reforming a system as complex and fractured as the current homeless response system is a multifaceted
task and must be undertaken in a thoughtful and meaningful way. Now it is time to begin taking action
to plan and implement change. Not everything will be accomplished at once, so decisions have been
made regarding the elements to prioritize. Over the next two years, continued planning and
engagement will occur regarding the best way to operationalize the commitments and priorities
contained within this framework. Some priorities and actions the City of Seattle intends to undertake
immediately with the remainder being implemented over the next two years. All of these actions lie
within a larger implementation plan that the City has agreed to with King County, All Home, and the
United Way for those areas where there is joint responsibility for system reform.
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Community Vision
The City of Seattle is one of the most prosperous
and innovative cities in the country. However, in
“The U.S. Interagency Council on
spite of that prosperity, Seattle is in the midst of a
Homelessness has looked at how Seattle
crisis of homelessness. There has been a lot of
spends its money. For years, they have
attention in recent months to those living on our
urged us to adopt an approach that is
streets, camping under the freeway, and living in
person‐centered, uses data to invest in
their automobiles or RVs. Those discussions have
what works, and is aligned with our
often neglected to acknowledge that people living
federal partners. But our City has been
in those conditions are our neighbors and residents
unable for decades to gather the political
of the City of Seattle. Like all residents, people
courage to make this shift.”
experiencing homelessness deserve to be honored
‐‐Mayor Ed Murray
for their humanity and served in the best and most
efficient means possible. The City of Seattle envisions that every resident benefit from the prosperity
and growth of our city and its economy. Our success as a city must be defined by how we care for our
most vulnerable residents.
In order to best serve and support people experiencing homelessness, we must make some difficult
decisions and adjustments. We can no longer continue to do what we have always done. Seattle’s
response to homelessness has grown organically over time. The result is an extensive collection of
individual programs without the coordination and integration necessary to function as a system focused
on ending someone’s experience of homelessness. Seattle is a city of innovation, and we must embrace
the spirit of change, create greater efficiencies, strengthen programs that are working, and discontinue
our support for programs that have proven to be ineffective at ending homelessness. We have
consulted with some of our nation's leading experts, have the best understanding of how our system is
working that we have ever had, learned from cities that have successfully made a difference in their
communities, and now we know what we must do. It is time to stop studying and begin acting. We
must have the political courage to make those difficult choices, keeping the best interest of those we
serve at the heart of all decisions. Our neighbors experiencing homelessness deserve for our
community to do better.
The vision of All Home King County is that homelessness is rare, racial disparities are eliminated, and if
one becomes homeless, it is brief and only a one‐time occurrence.1 The City of Seattle joins in
supporting that vision. Every investment must be working towards that end. To make homelessness
brief and one‐time, we must provide each person with what is needed to gain housing stability as
quickly as possible. Access to housing must not be contingent upon being “housing ready.” We recognize
that the lack of housing can be a barrier that prevents people from accessing services to address their

1

All Home (formerly the Committee to End Homelessness) is a community‐wide partnership to make
homelessness in King County rare, brief and one‐time – http://allhomekc.org/the‐plan/
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other issues. As a community, we must embrace the Housing First philosophy and commit fully to using
proven and effective approaches to support people experiencing homelessness in quickly gaining
housing stability.
As a City dedicated to racial equity and social justice, we cannot ignore the fact that this
disproportionately impacts people of color, with African Americans five times more likely and Native
American/Alaska Natives seven times more likely to
Homelessness disproportionately
experience homelessness. Four out of five children who
impacts people of color
experience homelessness are children of color. As a
community, we must address the underlying institutional
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islanders:
racism that contributes to this disparity and ensure that
more likely
people of color have opportunities to exit homelessness
and obtain permanent housing at the same rates as their
African Americans:
white counterparts.

3x





5x more likely 



As a community, we must develop a culture of
Native American/Alaska Native:
accountability. We must expect that the programs we fund
more likely
will provide quality data that demonstrates their program
Source: All Home
performance. We must use that data to make strategic
decisions both at a programmatic and system level. Data‐informed decisions increase the accountability
of programs to us as funders, and of the funders to the public, as good stewards of public money.

7x






Although we already know ending homelessness is as difficult as any challenge we face as a city, Seattle
and its partners can make significant strides towards accomplishing this. It requires being willing to do
that which has been demonstrated to work, developing a comprehensive and seamless service delivery
system, and working collaboratively. Most importantly, it will require remembering that the center of
our vision is a better result for people who are suffering on our streets.
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Introduction
The City of Seattle Human Services Department (HSD) funds programs to assist single adults, youth,
young adults, and families with children who are at imminent risk of or are experiencing homelessness.
In 2016, HSD has invested over $50 million for services that provide homeless prevention, homeless
intervention, and permanent housing. Despite these investments, at least 4,505 men, women, and
children in King County were without shelter during the One Night Count in January 2016, representing
a 19% increase over 2015 and a 40% total increase over 2014. Approximately 75% of those unsheltered
individuals reside in the City of Seattle.2
While individual circumstances vary, the primary reason people experience homelessness is because
they are unable to maintain or secure housing they can afford. Additional factors contribute to the
problem including poverty, a decline in federal support for affordable housing, a decline in public
assistance safety nets, and lack of affordable health care to address mental illness and addictive
disorders. Due to economic recession and erosion of federal and state support, the safety nets that
people have historically relied upon to support them in times of crisis have been diminished. The United
States contributes more than $70 billion annually on the mortgage income tax deduction, with 77% of
its benefit going to predominantly white households with incomes over $100,000 per year, while at the
same time only appropriating $44.8 billion to the entire Department of Housing and Urban
Development(HUD) budget directed at low‐income populations. The result of this disproportionate
allocation is that only 25% of the households eligible for HUD aid actually receive assistance. In addition,
since the late 1970s the significant budget cuts to HUD have resulted in reductions of approximately
10,000 units per year in the stock of publicly assisted housing.3
In the City of Seattle, economic factors currently play a significant role in our community’s emerging
crisis of homelessness. Rent cost burdens in Washington have risen at an unprecedented rate and this
trend is predicted to continue. Even with the local hourly minimum wage currently at $13.00, a worker
would need to make an estimated $23.56 in order to afford a one‐bedroom home at fair market rent.4
High rent levels are a primary determinant of homelessness in a community. In spite of progressive
efforts to address income inequality by raising the minimum wage, Seattle continues to see considerable
economic disparity with the top 20% of household incomes being 19 times those of the lowest 20%.5
This income inequality also closely ties with racial and ethnic breakdowns of the City's populations, with

2

Seattle‐King County Coalition on Homelessness – http://www.homelessinfo.org/what_we_do/one_night_count/
Western Regional Advocacy Project, Without Housing: Decades of Federal Housing Cutbacks, Massive
Homelessness, and Policy Failures 20 (2010)
4
Yentel, Diane, Andrew Aurand, Dan Emmanuel, Ellen Errico, Gar Meng Leong, and Kate Rodrigues. Out of Reach
2016: No Refuge for Low Income Renters. National Low Income Housing Coalition. 2016.
<http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2016.pdf>
5
U.S. Census Bureau, 2013
3
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persons of color being disproportionately represented in the lowest income levels and over‐represented
among persons experiencing housing instability.6

Washington State ranks 47th in the nation in funding for mental health and substance abuse treatment
services.7 Untreated mental health and addictions are a leading cause of homelessness. Outreach
workers have reported that as many as 90% of unsheltered people are struggling with these issues. The
resulting impact is that increased numbers of people are living in marginalized situations, unstably
housed and coping with untreated mental health and substance abuse conditions.
In addition to these larger economic and social factors, the City's process and system inefficiencies are
contributing to the current crisis. HSD has not regularly engaged in a competitive funding process in
more than a decade. During that time, homeless investments have been made based upon legacy
funding, program advocacy, and designated budget adds or special pilot projects that are not evaluated
in a system context and often result in ongoing funding. This has resulted in a patchwork of investments
concentrated with specific providers without any precise strategic direction. While individual providers

6

United Way of King County Key Racial Disparity Report, October 2015. <https://www.uwkc.org/wp‐
content/uploads/ftp/RacialDisparityDataReport_Nov2015.pdf>
7
Mental Health America – http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/issues/ranking‐states
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may be highly successful with their niche programs, the lack of systemic cohesion has resulted in a
system that is not designed to work efficiently to exit people out of homelessness. This system
inefficiency combined with the economic factors discussed above has resulted in the increases in
numbers of people experiencing homelessness and living unsheltered on our streets.
Seattle has been a frontrunner in the implementation of innovative homeless housing programs,
including the adoption of Housing First principles and still has many examples of nationally recognized
programs and providers. However, in recent years, other communities have experienced significantly
greater progress towards addressing the crisis of homelessness. In comparing these more effective
cities to Seattle, it is clear that the focus on the development of a comprehensive system, rather than
exemplary individual programs, is the key to success. In the past five years, the City of Houston has seen
a 57% reduction in overall homelessness by implementing a system‐wide approach to service standards
and other system improvements.8 Communities who achieve success are also committed to the
utilization of data in their system planning, implementation and evaluation. Las Vegas has been able to
accomplish significant reductions in their populations of chronically homeless persons and has
effectively ended Veterans homelessness utilizing a data‐driven approach.9 While we recognize that
other cities are not interchangeable with Seattle, in order to experience similar success, we must adopt
practices that have been demonstrated to be effective at reducing homelessness in multiple cities with a
range of circumstances. Seattle must not be content with having a few individual programs achieving
positive results and national attention, as a community we must embrace a systems approach and
develop a data‐driven culture.

8

Coalition for the Homeless: Leading Houston Home ‐ <http://www.homelesshouston.org/wp‐
content/uploads/2016/06/2016‐PIT‐Executive‐Summary‐v4.pdf>
9
USICH ‐ https://www.usich.gov/news/how‐southern‐nevada‐achieved‐an‐end‐to‐veteran‐homelessness
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Context for the Homeless Policy Framework
Addressing homelessness has been a central tenant of Mayor Murray’s administration since taking office
in 2014. Focusing simultaneously on the immediate needs of those experiencing homelessness and the
long‐term strategy and resources necessary to create impactful change, Mayor Murray has outlined a
three‐pronged strategy for approaching the crisis of homelessness in our community:
1. Emergency Task Force on Unsheltered Homelessness & Declaration of a State of Emergency (SOE)
 Address the immediate needs of the unsheltered through quickly implementable
solutions requiring non‐budgetary policy changes or one‐time budget‐impact strategies.
2. Housing Affordability and Livability Agenda (HALA)
 Address the growing pressure to create more permanent, affordable housing options
across the income spectrum in Seattle, including housing for homeless or formerly
homeless people.
3. Assessment of City’s existing investments in homeless services
 Address long‐term system issues through evaluating Human Services Department (HSD)
investments in homeless services and interventions with recommendations on better
aligning our efforts with local and national best practices.

Addressing Needs of the Unsheltered
Mayor Murray declared a civil state of emergency on homelessness on November 2, 2015.10 The SOE
resulted in $7.3 million in one‐time funding to support services designed to address the immediate
needs of unsheltered individuals in our community. Mayor Murray has been clear that, while this
emergency declaration and funding was necessary to be able to act quickly to attempt to address the
crisis of homelessness, system improvements must be made in order to more adequately respond to
homelessness long‐term. These primarily short‐term measures, while providing immediate relief for
many unsheltered individuals, will not lead to a reduction in homelessness. The City must change the
way in which it currently invests the additional $40 million dollars of ongoing funding dedicated to
homeless services. These changes are the goal of the Homeless Policy Framework (HPF).

Addressing the Growing Pressure to Create More Permanent, Affordable Housing
In addition to emergency response, we must address the limited supply of affordable housing in order to
ensure long‐term impact on the rates of homelessness. In 2014, Mayor Murray and the City Council
convened the HALA Advisory Committee, which was tasked with developing a plan that would generate

10

Office of the Mayor, “Mayor Declares State of Emergency in Response to Homeless Crisis” –
http://murray.seattle.gov/homelessness
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an increase of 50,000 housing units, including 20,000 new or preserved affordable units.11 The HALA
committee work resulted in a comprehensive package of 65 recommendations to increase housing
affordability across the income spectrum that the City is now working to implement. A key
recommendation was to increase the Seattle Housing Levy in 2016 ‐ which was renewed and expanded
thanks to the generosity of Seattle voters. Through the previous housing levies, the City has constructed
or preserved over 12,500 rental units designated as affordable housing. Many of these units are
required to serve extremely low‐income households, and many units are paired with project‐based
rental assistance funded by the Seattle Housing Authority so that formerly homeless households can pay
what they can afford. In addition to recommending a larger housing levy, the HALA recommendations
also include strategies for increasing the availability of affordable housing such as developer
requirements to include affordable units (either on‐site or through a payment option) in all future
multifamily housing developments, newfound sources for housing production and preservation, and
new protections for tenants to increase access to housing. HALA recommendations consistently indicate
that innovation is essential to addressing the shortage of affordable housing in our community.

Addressing Long‐Term System Issues
In September 2014, Seattle Mayor Ed Murray tasked
HSD to conduct an evaluation of the City’s
investments in homeless services, compare those
investments with nationally recognized best practices,
and identify ways to better meet the needs of people
experiencing homelessness in our communities.
In 2014, HSD invested nearly $40.8 million across 183
contracts and 60 agencies for services that provide
homeless prevention, homeless intervention, and
permanent housing.

“Seattle’s $40 million annual investment
in homeless services is one of the highest
commitments in the nation. However, the
number of our neighbors lacking access to
safe, decent and affordable housing is
unacceptably high…. The findings in the
Homelessness Investment Analysis will set
the roadmap to shift City investments and
service models to ensure that
homelessness is rare, brief and one‐time.”
‐‐Mayor Ed Murray

HSD released the Homelessness Investment Analysis in March 2015, which clearly showed that our
current investments are disjointed, with a heavy focus on basic intervention services, such as shelters
and hygiene centers focused on immediate crisis, rather than a cohesive and comprehensive continuum
of strategies designed to end people's homelessness. This volume of homeless contracts presents a
particular challenge to efficiency and seamless service delivery both within HSD and at the provider
level.
The 2015 Homelessness Investment Analysis identified three strategies as a path forward in addressing
homelessness:

11

Office of the Mayor, “Housing Affordability Agenda Goals and Values” – http://murray.seattle.gov/housing‐
affordability‐agenda‐goals‐and‐values/
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1. Evaluate and scale investments in best and promising practices expected to have a positive
impact on housing placement and shelter throughput, such as Rapid Re‐housing, Housing Long‐
term Shelter Stayers, and Diversion.
2. Pilot Portfolio Contracts, a progressive engagement model combining a portfolio of services
aimed at making homelessness rare, brief, and one time.
3. Develop a policy framework and investment plan for the City’s homeless investments that aligns
with and supports the regional All Home Strategic Plan, the provisions of the federal HEARTH
Act, and evidence‐based best practices.

Evaluate and Scale Investments in Best and Promising Practices
In 2012, the Human Services Department released the Communities Supporting Safe and Stable Housing
Plan (CSSSH), a document that outlined HSD’s investment plan from 2012‐2018. It identified an intention
to alter the way HSD funded programs and service systems. The plan provided a framework for
investment in three priority areas:


Homeless Prevention



Homeless Intervention Services



Housing Placement, Stabilization and Support

The investment plan set a framework for system‐wide change over six years to more effectively serve
households experiencing homelessness. Two major funding cycles were planned for the investments,
one in 2012 and one in 2014. In addition, the plan proposed modest increases to homelessness
prevention, rapid re‐housing and housing stabilization services by 2015, accomplished by making
incremental funding shifts.
Many key elements of the 2012 Investment Plan for homeless services were not implemented, including
competitive funding processes and a failure to shift even a modest 2% goal of “base‐funding” from
intervention services to other strategies and best practices. In an attempt to implement intentions of
the CSSSH plan on a much smaller scale, HSD designed several pilot projects to demonstrate the
potential effectiveness of the proposed models. These pilots, along with others, were implemented
over the past several years and provide valuable insight into the most effective way to scale best
practices in our community. The Homeless Investment Analysis recommended the evaluation of all
pilots in order to analyze the possibility of bringing them to scale.
Diversion Pilot
Diversion is a one‐time, light touch intervention, designed to keep people from entering the homeless
system at the time when they are most at risk of becoming unsheltered. The City of Seattle has been
funding a diversion program in collaboration with Building Changes and King County since 2013.
Currently four agencies provide diversion services, such as debt reduction, legal assistance, moving
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costs, background checks and documentation procurement. Diversion is an efficient and cost effective
strategy to prevent individuals from becoming homeless. In the first six months of 2016, 58 families
have been successfully diverted from the homeless system using an average of $1,533 per family
assistance. To date, this program has primarily focused on families; however, due to its successful
outcomes, investments will expand diversion to all populations.
Long‐Term Shelter Stayers Pilot
Nationwide, there is an effort to address those individuals who have become nearly permanent
residents in shelter and have been very difficult to engage in housing solutions. The Closer to Home
Initiative was developed in 2004 by the Corporation for Supportive Housing to attempt to evaluate
creative solutions to engage and house people whose combinations of circumstances and long histories
of homelessness have left them stuck in the shelter system. This evaluation concluded that long‐term
shelter stayers, even those with significant barriers, could be successfully engaged in housing with the
proper level of engagement and supportive services.12 It is clear that addressing long‐term shelter
stayers is essential to increasing shelter bed availability. A small number of individuals are using a large
percentage of our community’s shelter resources. Providing them with housing will free up significant
additional shelter resources.
In 2015, Mayor Murray budgeted $410,000 to address the impact long‐term shelter stayers were having
on the throughput of emergency shelters in Seattle. This project was matched with $410,000 from
United Way King County (UWKC) and was used to secure approximately $3 million from a Federal
McKinney grant for the Scattered Site Permanent Supportive Housing Project, a regional effort to move
235 long‐term shelter stayers into permanent housing with long‐term rent subsidies and case
management. This project, awarded in June 2015, is an expansion of an effort conducted in 2013 that
moved over 80 long‐term shelter stayers into housing. Many of them were placed in new homeless
housing units that came online during that time. The success of the long‐term shelter stayers project has
been impacted by the design of the project and the available housing placements attached to it. The
defining assumption was that all long‐term stayers would require the level of service intensity of
Permanent Supportive Housing and that has not been shown to be true. The project must be retooled
to ensure a variety of housing options are available to this population in order to move them into
permanent housing and free up a large amount of capacity in our shelter system.
Family Rapid Re‐Housing Pilot
In 2014, the City of Seattle, King County, Building Changes and UWKC invested approximately $3 million
to house as many as 350 homeless families in King County through Rapid Re‐housing (RRH). RRH is a
Housing First approach designed to help homeless families quickly exit homelessness with a

12

Final Report on the Evaluation of the Closer to Home Initiative, Corporation for Supportive Housing, February
2004, http://www.csh.org/wp‐content/uploads/2011/12/Report_cth_final1.pdf
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combination of housing search assistance and a short‐term rental subsidy. RRH programs have a 90%
success rate at moving families into and retaining permanent housing.13 In 2015, the City of Seattle
incorporated the RRH pilot programs and rent assistance into the current RRH Portfolio. Through these
pilot programs, there are 498 people enrolled and 241 families have been successfully placed in housing.
Single Adult Rapid Re‐housing Pilot
Building on the learnings and successes in the Family Rapid Re‐Housing pilot, in 2015, Mayor Murray
budgeted $600,000 to implement a RRH program for Single Adults. HSD conducted a competitive
process and selected Catholic Community Services and YMCA to house 100 people experiencing
homelessness. This program identified people of color and Veterans as priority populations to be served
by these resources. In the first six months of 2016, the Single Adult RRH programs have enrolled 165
individuals and successfully housed 98.
Veteran Homelessness
In 2015, Mayor Murray joined the Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness.14 Through a
collaborative effort with King County, the Veterans Administration, and All Home, the team has made
significant progress in identifying and moving Veterans into housing. The initiatives to house veterans
initially began with estimates and projections based on Point in Time counts and then transitioned to
management of a By Name List to actively move veterans into housing. Over the past 18 months, 1,137
Veterans from King County have been housed. The Mayors Challenge work has been successful at
enacting Housing First and meets the benchmark number of Veterans moving into permanent housing
versus transitional housing. The current focus for the Veterans Challenge is to house the remaining
Veterans experiencing chronic homelessness and to reduce the length of time homeless for all Veterans.

The Portfolio Pilot Project
In July 2016, HSD launched the first Portfolio Pilot contracts, an innovative partnership with service
providers to align services for people experiencing homelessness, streamline contracts to increase
flexibility, implement standardized outcome metrics, and more actively manage contracts through a
results‐driven contracting framework. The Portfolio Pilot was a recommendation from the Homeless
Investment Analysis as a way to collaborate with community agencies to:
1. Explore a person‐centered progressive engagement model that utilizes best practices to
provide housing‐focused, strength‐based interventions at the front door of service access at
key points in the system.

13

Rapid Re‐Housing for Homeless Families Demonstration Programs Evaluation Report Part II: Demonstration
Findings – Outcomes Evaluation, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, April 2016
14
Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness –
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/comm_planning/veteran_information/mayors_challenge/
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2. Identify opportunities to streamline services by giving agencies the flexibility to shift
resources, service provision, and staff time to best meet the needs of people experiencing
homelessness.
3. Decrease the administrative burden of agencies with multiple service contracts by creating
contract efficiencies that support service delivery, including combining contracts.

4. Reorient contracts to be performance‐focused and improve contracted results by using data
to inform programmatic, policy, and funding changes.
The Portfolio Pilot has transitioned 24 contracts into eight Portfolio contracts across five agencies, and
added new funding for staffing and flexible client assistance for activities such as diversion. Regular
review and analysis of data will increase program and funder accountability, and support consistent
program performance evaluation. The Harvard Kennedy School Government Performance Lab (GPL)15
provided pro‐bono technical assistance to the Seattle pilot project through Bloomberg Philanthropies’
What Works Cities initiative16 to help HSD develop a results‐driven contracting framework, that will help
agencies and HSD understand the impact of their work and our investment and encourage collaboration
to implement changes when necessary.
The foundation of a results‐driven contracting framework is the regular review of performance data to
understand what is happening on the ground in real‐time and use that information to inform policy
decisions. With standardized outcomes and indicators, HSD will be able to better understand and
articulate how Seattle’s homeless investments are helping households experiencing homelessness move
to more stable environments and compare performance across programs and monitor performance for
specific program models and progress of specific target populations. This information will give HSD the
tools necessary to collaborate on creative solutions at the individual program level, understand system‐
wide performance, and right size funding to service providers and service delivery models.

Develop a Homeless Policy Framework and Investment Plan
The final recommendation of the Homeless Investment Analysis was the development of this Homeless
Policy Framework. This document provides the City with a road map to correct internal and system
issues that are barriers to the homeless response system working with the greatest efficiency. The
adoption of this framework marks a pivot point in the City’s planning and investments designed to
support people experiencing homelessness.

15

Harvard Kennedy School Government Performance Lab – http://govlab.hks.harvard.edu/
Bloomberg Philanthropies’ What Works Cities initiative – http://www.bloomberg.org/program/government‐
innovation/what‐works‐cities/
16
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2016 Update to the Homeless Investment Analysis
Due to the Declaration of the State of Emergency and other on‐going support for homeless
interventions, funding has increased in the two years since the initial investment analysis occurred. To
inform the development of a policy framework and investment plan (this HPF) HSD updated the earlier
Homelessness Investment Analysis to reflect current investments. It is important to note that this
analysis reflects a point‐in‐time description of homeless investments, which frequently shift in response
to external factors and evolving policy priorities.
Table 1. HSD Investments by Program Type as of May 2016
Contracted
Amount as of

Program Type

Percent of
Total

Emergency Shelters & Safe Havens

$11,727,525

23%

Permanent Supportive Housing & Transition in Place

$10,805,977

21%

$8,065,885

16%

$5,237369

10%

Transitional Housing

$4,609,388

9%

Rapid Re‐housing

$3,837,347

8%

Authorized Encampments, Outreach & Safe Parking

$2,823,933

6%

Housing Programs for Survivors of Domestic Violence

$1,427,735

3%

Case Management & Employment Programs for Homeless Youth

$763,550

2%

Meal Programs for People Experiencing Homelessness

$500,903

1%

Homelessness Diversion

$423,500

1%

CDBG Capital/Repair Projects for Homeless Services

$236,742

0.5%

Day Centers, Hygiene Centers & Other Services for People
Experiencing Homelessness
Eviction Prevention & Services for Tenants, and Prevention
Services for At‐Risk Youth

Total

$50,459,854

As Table 1 shows, two of the primary investments are in emergency shelters/safe havens and day
centers/hygiene centers. Together those two interventions models receive $19,793,410 in funding for
survival services – nearly 40% of the total investment. In contrast, HSD’s investment in permanent
housing is 21% of total investment, and Rapid Re‐housing and Diversion – program intervention types
associated with cost effective permanent housing outcomes – receive just over 8% of total funding. The
intention of the HPF is to begin to right size our system so that we have a more balanced approach to
ensure both continued availability of necessary survival services and an increased focus on the
permanent housing placements necessary to end a person’s homelessness.
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Homeless System Analysis
Community Engagement
Homelessness is a community problem to solve,
impacting all segments of the City of Seattle. The
individuals experiencing homelessness are our
neighbors, our children, and our elders and they
reflect our broader community. Successfully
addressing such a complex community concern will
take the entire community, including the people
experiencing homelessness, coming together to
identify a solution.

“The continuous increase of individuals
living on our streets tells us that we
cannot build our way out of homelessness.
Coordinated investments with regional
government partners, service providers
and the faith community that are focused
on a system of prevention and early
intervention services are critical to end
homelessness.
‐‐ Catherine Lester, Director, HSD

The Homeless Policy Framework (HPF) builds upon
the significant previously conducted systems reform work and all of the community engagement
processes that have occurred. This includes the 2012 Community Supporting Safe and Stable Housing
Investment Plan, the All Home Strategic Plan, and the 2016 Housing Levy renewal process. The
recommendations of the HPF reflect the recommendations and the vision of the community throughout
these previous processes.

Communities Supporting Safe and Stable Housing
In 2011, the Human Services Department (HSD) launched the Communities Supporting Safe and Stable
Housing (CSSSH) initiative with the goal of establishing a framework for system‐wide change to more
effectively serve households facing or experiencing homelessness. HSD carried out an extensive
community engagement process where clients of services, community members, shelter and housing
providers, businesses, faith communities, charitable foundations, schools, local government, and elected
officials all contributed to the proposed strategies and priorities for Seattle’s homeless service
investments.
Community stakeholders identified affordable housing, rapid re‐housing and programs that provide
flexible financial/rental assistance, along with an appropriate intensity of supportive services, as high
priorities. Stakeholders also supported the reallocation of funding to increase investments in rapid re‐
housing and homeless prevention programs. Participants indicated that eligibility restrictions often put
in place by funding requirements, including population priorities created for housing units, create
barriers and bottlenecks within the system that further restrict access to housing. Stakeholders also
wanted housing assistance, housing options and policy changes that would help adults with criminal
histories, including felony convictions, and households with poor rental histories access housing.
Stakeholders identified additional strategies that would assist in developing a seamless service
continuum in Seattle, including community‐based resource centers where clients could access multiple
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services at a single location. Shelter that is more comprehensive was also identified as a community
need, including increased or flexible shelter hours that would accommodate work and school schedules
as well as shelters that can accommodate couples and households with pets.
CSSSH established guiding principles including a commitment to culturally relevant services, high quality
standards, coordinated services and data quality. Stakeholders emphasized the need for services to
recognize the unique needs and strengths of every individual and each family member and provide
services based upon those characteristics rather than utilizing a one‐size‐fits‐all approach. Feedback
indicated that investments should support services that demonstrate cultural and linguistic competence
with an increased capacity to address our City’s diversity and to reduce persistent disparities experienced
by communities of color, immigrants, and refugees. Investments should also build upon successful models
but balance opportunities to create and pilot innovative strategies that will prevent and reduce
homelessness.

All Home Strategic Plan
During 2014, All Home King County began the process of establishing a new vision and plan for making
homelessness rare, brief and one‐time in King County that ultimately resulted in the All Home Strategic
Plan, which was released in 2015. Recognizing that the entire community is necessary to successfully
implement a strategic plan regarding such a pervasive problem, All Home engaged over 500 residents of
King County through a yearlong process. The primary feedback expressed by participants in the planning
process was that experiencing homelessness should not be criminalized in our community. Addressing
this concern became a strategy identified in the final plan. The All Home Strategic Plan calls for a
continuation and improvement of efforts to measure our progress and adapt practices based on data,
which is consistent with the HPF. All Home is currently in the process of developing or updating a plan
for each of the sub‐populations (Single Adults/Veterans, Youth and Young Adults, and Families). At the
core of these strategies is the implementation of coordinated entry to ensure increased access to
housing resources for all populations. The HPF aligns with the vision and goals of the All Home Strategic
and sub‐population plans where appropriate and relevant.

2016 Housing Levy Renewal
One of the key elements of the Housing Affordability and Livability Agenda (HALA) recommendations was
to increase the Seattle Housing Levy, one of the primary means of developing affordable housing in the
City of Seattle. Mayor Murray proposed the largest housing levy in Seattle’s history, which was successfully
passed by the voters in the August 2016 primary. The Office of Housing (OH) conducted extensive
community outreach in the development of the housing levy renewal proposal. One of the things
consistently heard at community meetings was the need to do even more to address homelessness than
the Levy is able to. The HPF will assist in meeting the community’s demand for increased effective
homeless intervention.
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Homeless Policy Framework Stakeholder Engagement
Although the Homeless Policy Framework (HPF) builds upon the strategies and priorities identified by
the engagement process described above, ongoing community engagement is essential to the success of
this systems transformation work. HSD staff and Barbara Poppe met with providers from each segment
of the service delivery system to gain valuable insights into the homeless services system in Seattle.
Providers all agreed that the current system is not adequately meeting the needs of our neighbors
experiencing homelessness. An overview of HPF Community Engagement Efforts is included in Appendix B.
HSD staff also meet regularly with the broader community where residents consistently express desire
for the City to use homeless investments in the most effective means possible and support increasing
accountability and ensuring that City tax dollars are invested only in programs that demonstrate success
in reducing homelessness. Many of the strategies within the HPF were identified as early as 2011 as
being community priorities and remain sound means to address our growing crisis of homelessness.

System Wide Analysis and Projections from Focus Strategies
The City of Seattle partnered with King County, UWKC and All Home to contract with Focus Strategies to
conduct a performance evaluation of the current homeless continuum in Seattle/King County using their
System Wide Analytics and Projection (SWAP) tools17 that model homeless program and population
changes to inform funding decisions and allocation of resources. Between July of 2015 and May of
2016, Focus Strategies analyzed local data to assess the performance of individual programs, types of
interventions, and the performance of the homeless system as a whole. All Home began the process by
engaging the homeless service providers and clarifying the role of service providers in helping provide
the data necessary to complete the SWAP. Focus Strategies also completed a series of provider and
community interviews as part of their analysis. The data analyzed included 1) Seattle/King County’s
inventory of emergency shelter, transitional housing, rapid re‐housing and permanent supportive
housing units from the 2015 Housing Inventory Count, 2) program client data from the Homeless
Management Information System (HMIS), and 3) program budget data collected directly from funded
providers. Using the SWAP tool, Focus Strategies then used this data to analyze the performance of
each program and the entire system across multiple measures. The SWAP tool was also used to predict
the impact of shifting investments on homeless outcomes.
Based on the data analysis and interviews with stakeholders Focus Strategies provided a series of
recommendations for systems improvements to support the community goal of making homelessness
rare, brief and one‐time:

17

Focus Strategies’ System Wide Analytics and Projection (SWAP) Suite of Tools – http://focusstrategies.net/swap/
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations18
Act with Urgency and Boldness
Our overarching recommendation to Seattle/King County is to act urgently and with boldness to
implement impactful solutions. Homelessness is on the rise in the community and leaders have
implemented a number of initiatives that are helping to turn the curve towards an improved
response to the problem. However, our analysis reveals that the pace of change is slow and
resources continue to be invested in interventions that have limited results. We believe
homelessness in King County can be dramatically reduced using existing resources and even
given the significant unaffordability of the current housing market. Urgent and bold action are
required.
Create a Funder‐Driven, Person‐Centered System
There are an estimated 4,000 people living outdoors in Seattle and King County at any given
time – some of them families with children. Even more people are cycling in and out of
emergency shelter. The United Way, All Home, the City of Seattle, and King County
collaboratively commissioned this work with the intention of determining a path forward to
dramatically reduce, and potentially functionally end homelessness. To achieve that goal, the
work of creating a system out of an array of homeless programs must be completed. All
initiatives and programs have to be understood and measured in relation to what they
contribute to the overall goal of reducing the number of homeless households.
It is critical that Seattle/King County’s homeless crisis response system shift to become more
funder‐driven and person‐centered: all decision‐making needs to be based on what will yield the
greatest results for people who are unsheltered or cycling in and out of emergency shelter.
Policies, programmatic initiatives, and investment strategies have to be shaped by this person‐
centered approach. In a system centered on homeless people, all interventions are designed to
target and prioritize those who are unsheltered or living in shelters. Funders invest only in
interventions that can be measurably demonstrated to move homeless people into housing and
providers are held accountable for results. The effectiveness of the system is measured by the
number of homeless people who are housed and do not subsequently return to homelessness.
Establish an Action Oriented and Data Informed Governance and Funding Structure
Local leadership has appointed All Home to serve as the community’s Continuum of Care, and to
oversee coordination and planning for homelessness‐related activities more broadly. Yet, All
Home does not have the authority to make and implement decisions. Its governance is designed
to solicit input, identify problems, and discuss solutions. It can convene but cannot make critical
decisions, so leading significant changes may not be possible as currently structured. Typically,
18

Seattle/King County: Homeless System Performance Assessment and Recommendations with
Particular Emphasis on Single Adults, p. 5‐7.
< http://www.seattle.gov/documents/departments/pathwayshome/FS.pdf >
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successful, large‐scale shifts are made when public agencies identify the changes needed and
hold all stakeholders accountable for the use of public dollars. Although the All Home
governance structure has recently been re‐organized, Focus Strategies recommends that local
leadership consider further changes. Most importantly, we advise re‐structuring the All Home
Executive Committee to include only funders and designate it as the entity empowered to make
and implement decisions relating to design and implementation of the community’s homeless
crisis response system. The Executive Committee needs to oversee the community’s investment
strategy for all targeted homelessness funding, and ensure that investment decisions are data‐
driven. Much faster progress can be made to reduce homelessness if all funders can agree on a
shared set of objectives and performance targets and hold all providers accountable to meeting
them.
Improve Performance throughout the System
Our analysis found a wide range of performance levels amongst programs and program types.
There are some highly effective projects and system components, while some are performing
poorly. Focus Strategies has recommended a set of performance targets for all program types
that have been accepted by the client group. We have also recommended some strategic shifts
in how the system operates to yield improved results and a reduction in the size of the homeless
population:
1. Use Outreach and Coordinated Entry to Target and Prioritize Unsheltered People and
Frequent Shelter Users
Our analysis found that there are a significant number of households entering homeless
programs in King County who are not literally homeless – meaning they are not living outdoors,
in vehicles, or in an emergency shelter. Many are housed or doubled‐up, but assessed as being
at‐risk of homelessness. This means system capacity to serve people who are unsheltered is
diverted away from solving homelessness. At the same time, there are approximately 5,000
people cycling repeatedly in and out of emergency shelter – long‐term shelter stayers who may
be “stuck” in temporary crisis beds and not effectively being connected to housing. The
community is investing in a Coordinated Entry system – Coordinated Entry for All (CEA) that is
establishing policies to ensure literally homeless people are prioritized for assistance. Yet, to
ensure this system is as effective as possible, we further recommend that people be prioritized
not just on whether they are currently homeless, but how long they have been homeless. Finding
housing solutions for those who have been homeless the longest and who are repeatedly
accessing shelter will significantly improve the movement of people from homelessness into
housing.
2. Expand Shelter Diversion/More Effective Targeting of Prevention Resources
A significant number of people currently enter homeless programs in the community who are
doubled‐up or otherwise housed. As part of CEA, some households receive shelter diversion – an
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approach designed to prevent entry into shelter by helping people who are still housed to stay in
place or to move directly to other housing using problem solving, mediation, and small amounts
of financial assistance. To maximize the use of homeless system resources for people who are
unsheltered, we recommend that shelter diversion must be attempted for all households seeking
shelter.
3. Improve Effectiveness of Shelter in Exiting People to Permanent Housing
Our analysis found that the emergency shelter system in Seattle/King County does not perform
to maximum effectiveness. Significant reductions in homelessness could be achieved if
households had shorter lengths of stay in shelters and exited into permanent housing at a
higher rate. One key strategy for accomplishing this will involve bringing rapid re‐housing to
scale and connecting it to shelter, so that those households in shelter beds have a rapid pathway
to exit. Shelters also need to be required to meet performance targets and re‐orient their work
to focus on helping people exit to permanent housing as quickly as possible. Long‐term shelter
stayers must be prioritized for housing assistance, based on how long they have been homeless.
4. Shift Funding from Low Performing to High Performing Interventions and Programs
Seattle/King County currently invests significant resources in interventions that are not
achieving strong results on the key measures, which assess progress in rapidly moving homeless
households into housing in a cost effective manner. To make faster progress, we recommend
investing in intervention types that are high performing, while disinvesting in those that are less
effective. This includes bringing rapid re‐housing to scale and cutting back investment in lower
performing transitional housing, permanent supportive housing, and other permanent housing
(OPH). This does not mean that funds are lost to the system – they are re‐invested in strategies
that are the most effective at reducing the numbers of homeless people.
5. Make More Strategic Use of Permanent Affordable Housing to Provide Pathways out of
Homelessness.
The rental market in Seattle/King is incredibly challenging, with low vacancy rates and extremely
high rents. Continuing efforts to expand the supply of deeply affordable housing are critical if
the community is to meet its goals for continued economic and racial diversity, and to be a
welcoming place for lower income families and individuals. However, expanded affordable
housing is not a precondition for reducing homelessness. The community has to commit to
making an impact on the problem with the existing housing inventory or there may never be a
significant reduction. Waiting for enough housing to be produced means continuing to tolerate
the current situation in which thousands of people, including some families with children, are
living on the streets and in tents. Focus Strategies recommends a number of strategies to help
improve access to the existing supply of housing of affordable housing, including ensuring that
affordable housing for homeless people is targeted towards assisting those who are unsheltered
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or are long‐term shelter stayers, and lowering or removing barriers to entry. We also
recommend a large‐scale “moving on” effort that identifies current tenants in permanent
supportive housing, who are stabilized and no longer need intensive services. This program
would help them transition to regular affordable housing. This approach has been successfully
implemented and utilized in several communities and has proven to be a highly effective way to
free up capacity in the existing permanent supportive housing inventory for chronically
homeless, unsheltered individuals.

System Transformation Recommendations from Barbara Poppe
Building on the analysis and recommendations from the Focus Strategies SWAP process, the City of
Seattle contracted with Barbara Poppe and Associates to provide recommendations for the
development of the Homeless Policy Framework. The result has been “The Path Forward – Act Now, Act
Strategically, and Act Decisively” report, which helps the City to operationalize the vision of homeless as
rare, brief and one‐time in our community.
The report identifies twin priorities:
1) Reduce unsheltered homelessness.
2) Increase the “throughput” from homelessness to stable housing.
These priorities can be accomplished through a series of recommendations designed to shift key
policies, reallocate resources and advocate with local partners to support system improvements:19
Recommendation 1: Create a person‐centered crisis response system
To be successful, the City of Seattle must develop and invest in a comprehensive array of
interventions that are integrated to provide a person‐centered crisis response system that
responds to the unique needs of each family and individual. Some interventions will be existing
program models, some will need to be re‐tooled for improved results and greater efficiency, and
some will be new approaches. Additionally investment in some program types may need to end
or at least not be included as part of Seattle’s investment in homelessness. All interventions
must contribute to rapidly providing access to stable housing for families and individuals who
are at imminent risk of or experiencing literal homelessness, that is, living outside, on the
streets, or in a shelter….
Recommendation 2: Improve Program and System Performance and Require Accountability

19

Recommendations for the City of Seattle’s Homeless Policy: The Path Forward – Act Now, Act
Strategically, and Act Decisively, Commissioned by the City of Seattle, Barbara Poppe and Associates,
August 2016, p. 6‐15. < http://www.seattle.gov/documents/departments/pathwayshome/BPA.pdf >
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To be successful at reducing homelessness, the homeless crisis response system must be
organized and invested in by public and major philanthropic funders. The system leadership
must be action‐oriented and nimble enough to enable course corrections promptly when
needed. Funders must invest only in evidence‐based, best and promising practices and providers
should be required to effectively implement these practices and meet performance standards as
a condition of receiving funding.
In keeping with the HEARTH Act20 and national best practices, Seattle and King County have
begun undertaking the shift from a loosely organized network of programs to building a system
of care with the intent to quickly rehouse individuals and families. The large number of
providers that will need to shift practices makes the challenge of transformation daunting. The
current level of public funding investment is strong so the impact of shifting to more effective
approaches can be immense if the funders establish a strong infrastructure to support the new
system.
HMIS and other data should be used to inform planning, set resource allocation strategies,
measure progress and system performance, and evaluate program performance to inform
investment decisions. Seattle should invest in and use HMIS as the primary data system. HSD
should require providers that receive funding to collect and input quality, timely, and
comprehensive data in order to receive city funding….
Recommendation 3: Implement well with urgency
The communities which are making the greatest reductions in homelessness – Houston, Las
Vegas, and New Orleans – are acting boldly and with urgency to rapidly change systems to meet
the needs of families and individuals who are facing homelessness. The findings of this report
and the 2016 Focus Strategies report indicate that solutions are within imminent reach.
The City of Seattle will need to act concurrently in six key areas:
1) Translate the investment recommendations from the Focus Strategies modeling and the Path
Forward recommendations into City of Seattle specific investments and design a competitive
funding process. Develop and implement updated policies, procedures, and protocols to
implement the Path Forward recommendations.

20

On May 20, 2009, President Obama signed the Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing
(HEARTH) Act of 2009. The HEARTH Act amended and reauthorized the McKinney‐Vento Homeless Assistance Act.
One key change was requiring communities to adopt a performance based, data driven, systems approach to ending
homelessness.
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2) Implement the performance standards with current providers to prepare for competitive
funding.
3) Stand up the Family Impact Team, Outreach Action Team, and the Long Term Shelter Stayers
Team.
4) Design and implement community engagement and communications plans to ensure free
flow of information across, among, and between stakeholders within the City of Seattle and
other stakeholders.
5) Engage with All Home, King County, United Way and other major funders to coordinate and
collaborate on execution of the Focus Strategies recommendations.
6) Increase HSD staff capacity, expertise, and skills to operate as effective change agents for the
new paradigm.
Seattle and King County have a tremendous foundation of public investments, quality providers,
and dedicated elected officials, staff, volunteers, and community leaders who believe in the
vision of Opening Doors21 that “no one should experience homelessness – no one should be
without a safe, stable place to call home.” Political will and disciplined action by elected officials
and City staff will be required. If the City of Seattle acts boldly and with urgency, reductions in
unsheltered homelessness can occur quickly.”

21

Opening Doors is the nation’s first comprehensive federal strategy to prevent and end homelessness. It was
presented by the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness to the Office of the President and Congress on June 22,
2010, and updated and amended in 2015 to reflect what we have learned over the past five years.
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City of Seattle Implementation Plan
Investment Principles and Strategies
The vision of the City of Seattle is that all persons, regardless of their housing status, are members of
this community and deserve access to the best possible intervention to help them exit homelessness. In
order to ensure that the City of Seattle is investing in programs that have the best possible outcomes,
the Human Services Department (HSD) has adopted the following investment priorities and principles.
HSD’s priorities and principles will provide the basis for the requirements and scoring criteria for all
future funding processes and investment decisions.

Create a Person‐Centered
Systemic Response

Invest in Models with
Demonstrated Success

Housing First

Performance‐Based
Contracting

Address Racial
Disparities
Results‐Based
Accountability

Progressive Engagement
Data Driven
Analysis of Outcomes
by Race

Prioritization
Model Fidelity
By Name List Processes
Partnerships

Continuous Quality
Improvement

Affirmatively Furthering
Fair Housing

Create a Person‐Centered Systemic Response to Homelessness
The City of Seattle must develop and invest in a comprehensive and integrated system of interventions
that form a person‐centered crisis response system. A systemic response to homelessness involves
more than having quality individual programs available. Those programs must be accessible,
coordinated, and achieving results. A person‐centered approach responds to the unique needs of each
family and individual based on a brief assessment of their needs, strengths and vulnerabilities. Once
assessed, people are matched to the appropriate housing resource. Services should be customized to fit
an individual’s needs rather than following strict programmatic guidelines. As a funder, HSD intends to
provide increased latitude and flexibility in funding to ensure customized services are not in conflict with
compliance requirements. Individualized services must be altered to fit the participant needs rather
than being refused for not being an appropriate referral. Services should also consider a participant’s
culture, as homelessness often looks very different in diverse cultures.
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It is essential that the homeless crisis response system be solely focused on exiting persons from
homelessness. While there are many economic, social and personal factors that contribute to the
experience of homelessness, the homeless crisis response system must be intensely focused on placing
individuals and families into housing. This is an enormous task in such a challenging housing market, but
that cannot be a barrier allowed to stand in the way of identifying solutions to ensure someone has
access to housing. Overcoming the challenge of a high cost housing market will require creative
solutions and abandoning some of the ideals of affordable housing in an effort to exit people from
homelessness. That may mean that formerly homeless clients are placed in shared housing, or housing
that is a considerable distance from work or which creates a substantial rent burden. While these are
not ideal situations, they are all better than the alternative of homelessness. The response to
homelessness must stay focused on responding to the immediate crisis of exiting individuals and
families from homelessness and rely on the City’s efforts in other arenas to address larger social and
economic issues such as housing affordability, income inequality and food insecurity.
Housing First
Underlying the idea of a Homeless Crisis Response System must be the philosophy of Housing First.
Housing First’s foundation is that living on the street is a barrier to successfully accessing services and
that vulnerable people are more successfully engaged in clinical services once that barrier has been
removed. Funded programs must allow access and remove barriers to admission, including
requirements that participants be sober, participate in treatment, or have a certain level of income.
By providing unsheltered homeless adults, youth, and families with a safe and permanent housing
option as a first step, they are able to engage more successfully in necessary additional services. The
United States Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH) and the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) identify Housing First as a proven method of ending
homelessness. Housing First has also been shown to demonstrate higher housing retention rates, lower
returns to homelessness, and significant reductions in the use of crisis service and institutions.22
Housing First projects ensure housing and service options are modified to meet the unique needs of
each individual or family requesting services and that clients are offered the services that they identify
as important to them. However, participation in services should not be a condition of housing.
The City of Seattle, along with other local funders, such as King County, the United Way and the Gates
Foundation all recognize the importance of utilizing a Housing First philosophy as a means to address
homelessness. There are providers and programs in Seattle who pioneered the Housing First approach
and continue to embrace it. However, Housing First must not be limited to specific programs, but must
be a philosophy throughout our entire system. Emergency shelters, rapid re‐housing programs,
transitional housing (e.g. Youth and Young Adult or Bridge Housing), and permanent supportive housing
programs must all have low‐barrier admission criteria. Communities that are making progress on

22

United States Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH), Housing First Checklist: Tool for Assessing Housing
First in Practice, https://www.usich.gov/tools‐for‐action/housing‐first‐checklist
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reducing and ending homelessness implement Housing First in every program and as a community
system.
Progressive Engagement
Utilizing a progressive engagement model is a national best practice in addressing homelessness and a
hallmark of person‐centered service delivery and efficient use of resources. Progressive engagement
provides customized levels of assistance to households and preserves the most expensive interventions
for those with the most severe barriers to housing success, enabling service providers to effectively
target resources. This approach is supported by research that household characteristics such as income,
employment, substance use, etc., cannot predict what level of assistance a household will ultimately
need to exit homelessness.23
Prioritization
All programs that receive City of Seattle homeless services funding will be required to prioritize
households that are experiencing literal homelessness, which is defined as unsheltered, living in a place
not meant for habitation, or residing in emergency shelter. All programs whose populations are
included in the Coordinated Entry (CEA) system are required to receive 100 percent of their admissions
via this system, which should ensure compliance with the literally homeless designation. All program
referrals from CEA must be accepted for services. Those populations and programs not initially included
in the CEA system, such as Youth &Young Adult and Single Adult shelters, will need to achieve this result
outside of the CEA system.
In the case of Targeted Homeless Prevention funding, priority will be given to those at imminent risk of
homelessness and those households who are most likely to be admitted to shelters or be unsheltered if
not for this assistance.
Data collected from HMIS on prior living situation will be used as an indicator of whether housing
programs and services are effectively targeting those who are literally homeless.
By Name List Processes
HSD’s investments ensure the availability of services to assist those who are experiencing homelessness,
and the Coordinated Entry for All system ensures that individuals and families are uniformly assessed to
be placed on the appropriate waiting list for housing. However, both the system and services can be
fragmented, piecemeal, and difficult to use. Even experienced case managers often admit difficulty
navigating the complex systems on which their clients must rely. The establishment of By Name Lists
can increase the coordination between providers to actively work to move people off of the waiting lists
generated by coordinated entry. HSD will convene all agencies who are funded to provide services for a

23

National Alliance to End Homelessness (NAEH), Progressive Engagement Stability Conversation Guide
<http://www.endhomelessness.org/library/entry/progressive‐engagement‐stability‐conversation‐guide>
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specific population and actively work from the top of the lists down, consulting on barriers to housing
placement, and collaboratively problem solving as a group. Participation in By Name List case
consultation will be included in contracts as appropriate.
Partnerships
The City of Seattle is part of a larger regional response to homelessness. In order for our efforts to be
successful, we must align with the direction of our community, county, state and philanthropic partners.
Through partnerships and funder alignment, resources are maximized and systems work cohesively. It
also provides a level of consistency to providers to have all their program funders utilizing similar
standards and messages. HSD can only adequately address the crisis of homelessness facing our
community with the support and collaboration of numerous City and regional partners.
 Office of Housing
The Seattle Office of Housing (OH) manages investments from the Seattle Housing Levy and
other local and federal capital sources to fund the preservation and production of affordable
homes. Seattle now has over 12,500 affordable rental homes that provide a critical resource for
making Seattle a diverse and equitable city. OH’s portfolio includes thousands of units serving
homeless households, including both permanent supportive housing with extensive services on
site and affordable units set aside for homeless families and individuals via partnership with
homeless service providers. OH is a significant partner in implementing the systems changes
outlined in the HPF. OH will work with housing providers to improve access to housing for
people who experience homelessness. OH will also work with housing owners and funders to
ensure that our community’s valuable real estate investments are preserved and continue to
serve homeless and other extremely low income people as homeless program changes and
funding shifts are implemented.
 Seattle Housing Authority
The Seattle Housing Authority (SHA) is a key partner in our City’s efforts to provide stable,
affordable housing for homeless individuals and families and other extremely low‐income
households. SHA provides ongoing operating funding (project‐based Section 8 vouchers) for
over 3,500 units of nonprofit rental housing, most of which received development funding from
the Seattle Office of Housing. These projects include 1,620 units of permanent supportive
housing for chronically homeless people with disabilities. SHA also provides vouchers for
homeless veterans and their families, and is a partner in an innovative partnership working to
prevent homelessness and improve educational outcomes for Seattle schoolchildren.
 Mayor’s Office on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault
Gender‐based violence (GBV) is a leading cause of homelessness among women and youth.
While Pathways Home recognizes this important connection, throughout planning for systems
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transformation work, very conscious decisions were made to exclude domestic violence (DV)
programs from the homeless systems analysis. The data analysis was based in client data
obtained from HMIS, which for domestic violence programs excludes most of the essential
elements necessary to complete the SWAP analysis. This data accommodation is done to protect
survivor’s confidentiality and safety. In addition, most of the metrics being analyzed by the
SWAP tools would be expected to yield significantly different results for DV programs than they
would for homeless programs, such as entries from housed situations. It should be expected
that most people entering DV shelter would enter from a housed situation and most people
entering homeless shelters would not.
While domestic violence is a significant contributing factor to homelessness, in Seattle/King
County the interventions for DV and homelessness are very distinct. DV shelters and housing
programs have been exempted from the Coordinated Entry process which is the backbone of
the homeless response system. Currently HSD funds DV and sexual assault programs for
significantly different outcomes than homeless investments, recognizing that the primary
outcome in GBV response is survivor safety. In addition to building upon coordinated entry, the
intent of the system transformation work was to align all funders and contracts with similar
outcomes, metrics for performance measures and program standards, most of which would not
be appropriate for inclusion in DV program contracts. Best practices and recommendations for
the two populations are often very divergent as well, such as transitional housing. While
transitional housing is considered a poor intervention for most homeless adults and families, it is
still widely considered an appropriate intervention for domestic violence survivors.
Throughout the planning process, there was recognition that applying these homeless system
transformation efforts to DV housing programs would create significant barriers for both GBV
survivors and the programs that serve them. It was never the intent for the homeless system
transformation to negatively impact domestic violence programs or investments. The
investment principals, priority activities, and performance metrics are not intended to be
applied to housing programs serving victims of any form of gender based violence.
HSD will work closely with the Mayor’s Office on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault to
ensure that appropriate training on recognizing gender‐based violence and responding
appropriately is provided to homeless service providers. The goal being to connect any
individuals or families homeless as a result of violence to the appropriate resource to meet their
needs.
 Regional Alignment with other funders
Without coordination between funders, the homeless service delivery system cannot possibly
expect to become a fully integrated and cohesive system. All Home is a broad coalition of
stakeholders to focus on addressing and eliminating homelessness in King County. The Funder’s
Alignment Committee operationalizes the funding priorities of the All Home strategic plan, by
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supporting the prioritized strategies, allocating and monitoring resources and leveraging funding
decisions to ensure accountability to identified policies, priorities, and best practices. The
Funders Alignment Committee has withstood multiple changes of administrations, governance,
and leadership at all levels and demonstrates considerable commitment to ensuring funding
collaboration and continuity. The City of Seattle has been an active participant in the Funders
Alignment Committee since its inception.
Funding decisions are often influenced by intense political pressures when funders attempt to
set goals and priorities individually. This is particularly true for the three major funders in our
region: The City of Seattle, King County and the United Way. In addition to participation in the
All Home Funders Alignment Committee, these three funders have worked cooperatively to
establish additional consistency between their funding processes. These funders contracted and
paid jointly for the System Wide Analysis and Project (SWAP) and have agreed to implement
minimum performance standards and system targets for funding decisions. System change,
which can be expected by its very nature to incur resistance, can be defeated by individual funders
not supporting change or “backfilling” with dollars to support the status quo when others try to
redirect investments. By embracing shared priorities and work plans, funder alignment creates a
much more successful force for change. Having funders aligned also encourages the other
partners within the system, such as providers and advocates, to be more accepting and willing to
work in new ways. The hope is that eventually other regional funders in cooperation through the
Funder’s Alignment Committee are able to adopt similar performance standards.
In addition to agreed investment priorities, performance standards and best practices, the City of
Seattle, King County and United Way have agreed to align contracting to the extent possible. Alignment
in contracting is achieved by inclusion of consistent language for areas that impact all funders, such as
the use of the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) and participation in CEA.
Many other issues intersect with homelessness. While the homeless response system must be focused
on interventions that address literal homelessness and not on broader social and economic issues, these
intersections cannot be ignored. Through partnerships with systems such as child welfare, juvenile and
criminal justice, education, the homeless response system is best able to connect persons experiencing
homelessness to mainstream providers to meet their needs. Partnerships may also result in
interventions designed to effectively prevent homelessness further upstream.

Invest in Models with Demonstrated Success
Moving forward, all funding for homeless investments will be awarded on a competitive basis for
programs which meet critical needs and can demonstrate that the program contributes to reducing
homelessness by assisting program participants in obtaining or maintaining stable permanent housing.
Only by concentrating investments on programs with relentless focus on permanent housing can our
system obtain enough throughput to adequately begin to address our large unsheltered population. All
adult and family programs must focus on program exits to permanent housing. Programs focused on
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youth and young adults must demonstrate housing stability outcomes, as youth many not be
developmentally prepared for permanent housing options. HSD must reallocate funds to new projects
whenever reallocation would improve outcomes and reduce homelessness.
Performance‐Based Contracting
Performance‐Based Contracting is a results‐oriented contracting method that focuses on obtaining
specific, measurable performance outcomes. Funding processes will clearly define the results being
purchased by the investment and the range of eligible activities service providers may use to achieve
those outcomes. By clearly defining and measuring specific outcomes, HSD will be able to respond more
directly and immediately to the needs of individuals and families experiencing homelessness in our
community. HSD will also use past performance data to guide future funding decisions, make policy
changes, and help ensure that city funds are being spent in an impactful way.
Outcomes metrics must be designed to reflect meaningful success of individuals and families and be
relevant to the provider’s service delivery model. HSD will review multiple outcomes metrics to ensure
that programs are having positive impacts on reducing the time an individual or family experiences
homelessness, increasing the number of people moving into permanent housing, and reducing the
number of people who return to homelessness.
Data Driven
Accurate and reliable data is the best means available to evaluate the performance of a program and
system. By using cost, performance, and outcomes data, HSD can improve how resources are utilized to
end homelessness. HSD will use data to regularly evaluate system and program performance in
partnership with funded agencies. Funded agencies will be expected to implement improvement
strategies and quickly demonstrate improvement in performance is below expectations.
Communities that make progress on preventing and ending homelessness use the community’s
Homelessness Management Information System (HMIS) as the primary data source for planning,
resource allocation, and measuring results at program and system levels. All of the funders have
identified HMIS as the primary source for data management; therefore, funded agencies must
participate in HMIS. Data quality will be monitored as a part of routine contract monitoring. Data must
be accurate, timely, and complete and meet the standards established by the Seattle/King County
Continuum of Care (CoC). The data contained within HMIS will be the primary source of data for all
program monitoring and system performance evaluation.
Model Fidelity
Implementation of evidence‐based practices requires fidelity to the best practice program models.
Fidelity determines how a program measures up to an ideal model based on ongoing research and
expert consensus. For example, Rapid Re‐housing (RRH) has three core components: Housing
Identification, Financial Assistance and Case‐Management. In order for RRH programs to achieve the
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evidence‐based results, each of these elements must be present and executed effectively. Research has
demonstrated that model fidelity is a critical factor in the success of achieving program outcomes. HSD
will ensure that programs funded implement all evidence‐based practices with fidelity. HSD will work in
partnership with providers and best practice experts to develop program standard manuals that will be
used throughout the development and scoring of funding processes, as well as in contract development.
Contract monitoring will ensure increased fidelity to intended program models.
Continuous Quality Improvement
The SWAP analysis has provided the most comprehensive overview of our homeless system
performance that has ever been compiled in King County. This data has formed the basis for necessary
system transformation work. An effectively functioning system engages in ongoing evaluation and
course correction based on performance data. HSD commits to engaging in regular data evaluation,
system performance reviews, gap analysis, and the development of innovative pilot projects in an effort
to continuously work towards a more effective homeless response system.

Address Racial Disparities
People of color continue to be overrepresented in the homeless service system, and the City and HSD
must continue to work to eliminate institutional policies and practices that perpetuate these
disproportional numbers. As a City dedicated to racial equity and social justice24, we cannot ignore the
fact that according to HUD’s 2014 Annual Homeless Assessment Report, people of color make up only
about a third of the U.S. population yet they comprise just over half of all sheltered people experiencing
homelessness. These disparities are even more stark for African‐Americans and Native Americans. While
African‐Americans make up only 12% of the U.S. population, they comprise an estimated 41% of all
sheltered people experiencing homelessness. This data indicates that African‐Americans are more than
five (5) times as likely to experience homelessness as White Non‐Hispanics. In communities with a
higher Native American population such as Seattle, the rates of homelessness among Native Americans
are even more alarming. Eighteen percent of our City’s unsheltered population identifies as American
Indian or Alaskan Native. In 2015, 80‐90% of the people served in our family homeless programs were
persons of color, in a city where less than 34% of our population are people of color.25 Because
homelessness so disproportionately impacts persons of color, it is essential to use a racial equity lens
when examining any programming and investments in this area.
Addressing the racial disparities in the homeless system is a critical component to system
transformation and improving the lives of those experiencing homelessness. However, it takes more
than simply being committed to addressing these disparities; it takes specific focus and attention on the
institutional structures and policies that perpetuate the increased risk of homelessness for persons of

24

City of Seattle Race and Social Justice Initiative – http://www.seattle.gov/rsji
2014 US Department of Housing & Urban Development Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR) –
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4074/2014‐ahar‐part‐1‐pit‐estimates‐of‐homelessness/
25
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color. As such, HSD made an intentional effort to apply this lens to the development of the homeless
policy framework. The City’s Racial
Equity Toolkit was utilized to help
The Seattle Race and Social Justice Initiative (RSJI)
formulate recommendations for
“The Seattle Race and Social Justice Initiative (RSJI)
inclusion in these policies. More
is a citywide effort to end institutionalized racism
information on the race and social justice
and Race‐based inequities in Seattle. RSJI builds on
analysis and the resulting
the work of the civil rights movement and the
recommendations are included in
ongoing efforts of individuals and groups in Seattle
Appendix C.
to confront racism. The Initiative’s long term goal is
to change the underlying system that creates Race‐
based inequities in our community and to achieve
Results‐Based Accountability
racial equity.”
Results‐Based Accountability™ (RBA) is a
disciplined way of thinking and taking
action used by communities to improve the lives of children, families and the community as a whole.
RBA is also used by agencies to improve the performance of their programs. RBA allows HSD to define
the goal or impact of an investment and then work backwards, to outline step‐by‐step the means
necessary to achieve that outcome. For communities, the goals are conditions of well‐being for children,
families and the community as a whole – such as “Residents with stable housing,” “Children ready for
school,” or “A safe and clean neighborhood” or even more specific conditions such as “A place where
neighbors know each other.” For programs, the ends are how clients are better off when the program
works the way it should – such as “Percentage of people who exit to Permanent Housing” or “Number of
graduates of the job training program who get and keep good paying jobs.”26
Using RBA in support of the City’s RSJI values, HSD’s investments will focus on having a measurable
impact on identified racial disparities that exist related to any investment area. Racial equity goals are
required to be included in each funding process proposal. This has not yet applied to homeless
investments as there have not been any funding processes conducted for homeless investments since
the adoption of the Outcomes Framework. All future funding processes will include the inclusion of
racial disparity goals based on this framework design. Programs responding to Requests for Proposals
(RFPs) will be required to report their plan for impacting the racial disparity goal(s) identified in the RFP
as a portion of their application.

Analysis of Outcomes by Race
In order to effectively monitor if racial disparities are being adequately addressed by homeless
investments, it is necessary to track the rate in which people of color are achieving program outcomes.
It is not enough to know that persons of color are being served by investments, it is essential to
understand if programs are successful serving those disproportionately impacted by homelessness.

26

Results‐Based Accountability Guide – 2010, Results Leadership Group, LLC. < http://resultsleadership.org/>
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Outcomes disaggregated by race will be tracked and evaluated at both the programmatic and system
levels to evaluate the efficacy of interventions in addressing racial disparities. This will allow us to see at
what rate persons of different races are successfully exiting homelessness. Technical assistance will be
offered to those programs whose outcomes are not meeting minimum performance standards when
racially disaggregated.
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
Seattle has historically funded numerous programs specializing in meeting the housing and service
needs of culturally specific populations. While these services provide positive support for the
participants who meet their eligibility criteria, the challenge comes from providing those resources while
also further affirming Fair Housing laws, which prohibit the assignment of housing based on race or
other protected classifications. As there are insufficient resources to ensure equal access to the same
level of service for every racial or cultural group, it is essential to determine how best to meet the
specialized needs of persons of color and immigrants and refugees. HSD is committed to upholding fair
housing practices, and examining ways to ensure that the unique needs of individuals are best served
within that context. HSD will require all agencies to provide fair housing and practice non‐discrimination
to ensure fair, equal, and appropriate access.

Actions Already Underway
The City of Seattle has worked closely with Focus Strategies and Barbara Poppe over the past year in
order to plan for system reform and become more familiar with best practices. Their recommendations
also align with guidance from HUD. In addition, our region is committed to system improvement as
outlined in the All Home Strategic Plan. Therefore, some of the work to implement systems reforms has
already begun.

ACTIONS to

ACTIONS to

ACTIONS to

Create a Person‐Centered
Systemic Response

Invest in Models with
Demonstrated Success
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Barriers
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Actions to Create a Person‐Centered Systemic Response
Reducing barriers in family shelter and homeless housing programs
In December 2015, the All Home Funder Alignment Committee established standardized screening
criteria for program eligibility for all projects dedicated to serving individuals and families experiencing
homelessness in our community. These standards align with the guidance from HUD and best practices
for creating a low barrier homeless response system. Programs are no longer able to enact screening
criteria that is more restrictive than defined by the funding source. Our Seattle/King County Continuum
of Care is working towards establishing a system‐wide Housing First approach, which requires low‐
barrier policies in all housing interventions dedicated to serving homeless households.
Enhanced shelter services, and preparation for a Seattle‐based navigation center
In order to bring people indoors and connect them to housing resources, shelters must be very low
barrier and provide sufficient services to result in housing placement. The navigation center is modeled
on the San Francisco Navigation Center, which is a dormitory‐style living facility that provides people
living outside with shower, bathroom, laundry and dining facilities, and a place to store their belongings.
Additionally, the navigation center will provide round‐the‐clock case management, mental and
behavioral health services, and connections to benefit programs and housing all in one location. This
funding intends that staff on site will offer support for basic needs like shelter, hygiene, meals, secure
and accessible storage, case management, and supportive services including meaningful referrals to
substance abuse and mental health that are organized to quickly move people into housing.
HSD established an opportunity for up to $1.67 million in funding to create a Seattle Navigation Center
intended to serve at least 75 people at a time. The open and competitive request for qualifications (RFQ)
process was released on August 26, 2016 and the contract for the new model is anticipated to start in
early December.
Move On strategy pilot with Plymouth Housing
Plymouth Housing’s Sylvia’s Place opened at the end of 2015. This 65‐unit development serves residents
in the Housing Options Program, which is Plymouth Housing’s graduation program. The formerly
homeless residents of Sylvia’s Place have stabilized with the support of intensive services from one of
Plymouth Housing’s Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) programs. Residents have demonstrated an
ability to live more independently but may not be able to make the transition to fully independent living.
This process allows the more expensive, service‐intensive units to be available to other people who
require that level of support to exit homelessness.
Renewal of Seattle Housing Levy
In August 2016, Seattle voters passed the largest housing levy in our City’s history sending the message
that there is a strong desire to ensure that all of Seattle’s residents have access to affordable housing in
our community, particularly the most vulnerable. The housing levy provides $290 million dollars to
support low‐income housing, double the previous levy. In addition to an overall increase in affordable
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housing stock, the levy funds essential programs to address homelessness. There was a strong emphasis
on the development of units for people living below 30% area median income and a substantial increase
in funding for homeless prevention programs.

Actions to Invest in Models with Demonstrated Success
Funding MOU between City of Seattle, King County and United Way
In response to the recommendations from Focus Strategies, the City of Seattle, King County and United Way
have agreed to adopt consistent minimum and target performance standards for inclusion in contracts and
funding processes. Alignment between funders will allow for consistent expectations and messaging to
providers. Each funder will be implementing the standards on a slightly different timeline based on their
funding cycles, but the method of integrating the standards into funding processes has been agreed on by
each funder. An MOU detailing these commitments has been signed by each of the appropriate directors.
More information on the implementation of performance standards is included in Appendix D.
Implemented Portfolio Contract Pilot
In July 2016, HSD launched the first Portfolio Pilot contracts after a yearlong planning process with five
agencies. Streamlined portfolio contracts work to align services for people experiencing homelessness,
increase agency flexibility, implement standardized outcome metrics, and more actively manage
contracts through a results‐driven contracting framework.
SOE investment in Shelter Diversion and Rapid Re‐housing
When Mayor Murray declared the State of Emergency (SOE) in November 2015, he made additional
funding available to support services to meet the housing needs of those living unsheltered. Since that
time, HSD has utilized money available through the SOE to expand investments in Diversion and Rapid
Re‐housing (RRH) by $1,347,000. This funding more than doubled the City’s investment in Diversion.

Actions to Address Racial Disparities
Outcomes Framework adopted by HSD
Beginning in 2014, HSD developed a theory of change called the Outcomes Framework that ensures data
informs our investments, particularly around addressing racial disparities. The theory of change allows
HSD to define the goal or impact of an investment and then map backwards to outline the steps
necessary to achieve that outcome including the necessary analysis of racial disparity data and the
development of a racial equity target. Using this theory of change, HSD’s investments focus on having a
measurable impact on identified racial disparities that exist related to any investment area. Racial equity
goals are required to be included in each funding process proposal.
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Outcomes report disaggregated by race
The Seattle/King County CoC established a new vendor contract for the management of its HMIS in
March 2016. The transition to this new data system has allowed for the development of more
comprehensive reports that are easily accessible to both the providers and to funders. HSD has not
previously had the capability to routinely conduct analyses of the impact of our investments on different
racial and ethnic groups. While knowledge about the demographics of the clients being served is a
useful data point, it only tells us the rate in which racial and ethnic populations are being served and
nothing about their success at exiting homelessness. A new report has been developed that will allow
housing outcomes to be disaggregated by race and ethnicity so that relevant data can be used to
maximize the impact our investments are having on addressing racial disparities.
Assessment of Fair Housing impacts
Seattle’s Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) report is due to HUD in April 2017. Completion of the report
is required in order for the City to continue receiving CDBG, HOME, HOPWA, and ESG funds in 2018 and
beyond. Combined, these funds provide the City with approximately $14 million to provide services and
housing for low‐ and moderate‐income persons. The AFH explores previous patterns and reasons for
residential segregation in the City and commits the City to strategies and actions to address and redress
those patterns and reasons. HUD requires extensive community engagement in the AFH process.
Extensive data analysis, based on residential mapping data provided by HUD, is also required. The
development of the AFH involves input and assistance from a number of City departments, including
HSD, OH, Office of Economic Development, Office for Civil Rights, Office of Community Planning and
Development, the Law Department, and Department of Transportation. The Seattle Housing Authority
and HSD have elected to do a joint submittal to fulfill both their departmental requirements.

Priority Actions
Focus Strategies and Barbara Poppe have recommended a comprehensive set of actions necessary to
implement system reform. The City of Seattle is highly committed to exploring the implementation of all
of these reforms. This includes working in partnership with King County to explore implementation of
recommendations that live outside of the City. Implementing a number of the recommendations have
considerable budget, facility, and staffing impacts that must be explored thoughtfully and with extensive
stakeholder engagement. However, there are recommendations that should be implemented
immediately in order to begin to address the crisis of homelessness in our community. These priority
actions will have immediate measurable impact and have been identified as the necessary first steps for
the City’s system transformation efforts.

Commitment to Families Living Unsheltered
Currently there are over 500 families on the Coordinated Entry waitlist who are living unsheltered. The
vision of Coordinated Entry is to provide families with quick centralized access to shelter and housing.
However, barriers to program entry and system inefficiencies cause families to experience very long wait
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times. Living unsheltered with young children creates a serious health and safety risk with potentially
lifelong negative consequences. The City of Seattle is making a commitment that no family should be
unsheltered. The following actions are the first essential steps to fulfilling that commitment:
Family Impact Team
In order to more efficiently problem solve barriers and service gaps to move families off the Coordinated
Entry waiting list, the City of Seattle will stand up a Family Impact Team. HSD staff will convene and
actively engage family service providers in working a “By Name List” to shelter families on the CEA
waitlist. The By Name List process will allow HSD to identify barriers and gaps so they can be addressed
and families can more quickly access the resources necessary to exit homelessness.
Coordinated Entry Prioritization
Families are currently prioritized on the Coordinated Entry waitlists based on their scores on the VI‐
SPDAT assessment. The recommendations from both Focus Strategies and Barbara Poppe suggest that
prioritization for shelter and housing should use alternative criteria. While the City is not the lead entity
for Coordinated Entry, it is a priority action to work with All Home and King County to explore
alternative options for shelter and housing prioritization so that families with children are not forced to
live unsheltered as a result of prioritization factors.
Increase Investments in Diversion and Rapid Re‐housing
Through the State of Emergency, $1,347,000 in additional funding was allocated to support diversion
and rapid re‐housing investments. Continuing the increased level of investments and dedicating more
investment dollars to diversion is essential to ensuring that families are able to access flexible funding to
end their homelessness quickly.

Expanding 24‐Hour Shelter Options
During the 2016 One Night Count in January, 2,942 people were counted living unsheltered in the City of
Seattle. At the same time, the SWAP analysis indicates that we have unutilized shelter capacity. People
who are choosing to live outdoors rather than in shelter very clearly state that there are significant
barriers to coming indoors for some people. In order to bring people inside and connect them with
appropriate housing interventions, shelter must be perceived as a preferable option to living outdoors.
By embracing a housing first, low barrier, service‐oriented shelter model, the City is committed to
making shelter accessible and moving away from survival only shelter models to comprehensive shelters
that focused on ending a person’s homelessness.
The Seattle Navigation Center
The Seattle Navigation Center, based off a successful model in San Francisco, will provide single adults
and couples experiencing homelessness access to the basic needs of shelter, hygiene, and food and
meals but will also include enhancements such as secure, accessible storage and supportive
services/case management that are focused on quickly move people into housing. The Navigation
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Center model will eliminate many of the traditional barriers to entering shelters, such as sobriety, pets,
gender segregation, curfews and morning closures. It will be a model for the adoption of the system
reform recommendations and will provide valuable insights into ways to expand these interventions and
principles to other shelters.
Prioritization for Access to Shelter
Access to shelter for single adults currently is not included in the Coordinated Entry for All system. Entry
into the Navigation Center will be prioritized to those living unsheltered and who have the longest
lengths of time homeless. By focusing on length of time homeless as the prioritization factor, the
Navigation Center can pilot methods for effectively moving people who have been living outdoors for
very long periods into permanent housing.
Navigation Center Funding Process
The recently released Request for Qualifications for the Seattle Navigation Center was developed to
include the system reform recommendations in the project design. The competitive funding process
and resulting contract will allow HSD an early opportunity to integrate infrastructure changes into the
contracting and monitoring process. The Navigation Center contract will be developed utilizing the
performance based contracting elements defined in the Good Government section.

Actively Problem Solving Wait Lists
Coordinated Entry for All is an essential element to a fully functioning integrated response to
homelessness. However, developing prioritized Coordinated Entry waitlists is not sufficient to move
people quickly into housing. Currently, our system has thousands of people experiencing homelessness
living outdoors or in shelter waiting to access an appropriate housing intervention. The process needs
to transition from one focused on matching people to programs to one that adapts programs to match
people. Learning from communities that have made substantial progress in reducing their waitlists, as
well as our community’s work on Veteran’s Homelessness, the development of “By Name List” (BNL)
procedures has been shown to be an essential tool to help with managing the lists and reducing wait
times. By Name Lists allow providers and funders to work together to actively problem solve the lists
developed by Coordinated Entry. They do not circumvent Coordinated Entry; but rather use the
coordinated entry process and enhance it by overlaying case staffing. It creates accountability between
providers, to the funder, but most importantly, to the people experiencing homelessness. HSD is
committed to developing By Name List processes for the Family Impact Team, Youth and Young Adults,
Long‐term Shelter Stayers and People Living Unsheltered.
A New Role for HSD
Traditionally, the Human Services Department (HSD) has focused primarily on contracting with providers
to execute services, and while that will not change, the addition of managing By Name List processes will
be a new function for HSD staff. HSD taking on this role allows for much greater in‐depth knowledge of
the barriers to access and the gaps in services that exist in our system. It also allows the real‐time
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flexibility in problem solving restrictions that sometimes only a funder can provide. This knowledge will
be useful in the planning and design of future funding processes, initiatives and pilot projects.
Stakeholder Engagement
As HSD develops procedures for each of the unique populations, it will be essential to engage multiple
sets of stakeholders in each development process. There is a commitment to working with King County,
both to engage the Coordinated Entry process but also to explore the possibility of expanding teams
beyond the City of Seattle to have the greatest impact. Providers will also have opportunity to provide
input into the procedure development, and while participation in BNL staffing will ultimately be a
requirement of contracting with HSD, the goal is for the process to enhance providers' ability to
effectively connect people to housing. Each procedure may look slightly different based on the unique
needs of the population, the providers contracting to work with that population, the level to which
Coordinated Entry is engaged with the population and many other factors.

Connecting People to Services
Outreach is a critical component in connecting people who are living outdoors to services and housing
interventions. While HSD funds multiple outreach providers who individually do good work,
Seattle/King County does not have a coordinated system of outreach to ensure adequate placement and
coverage. Some geographic areas may receive multiple contacts in a week and others none. Outreach
must also become a gateway to housing interventions. Outreach will always include other components
such as survival supports, medical interventions, mental health and substance abuse, but outreach must
also be the entrance to our homeless response system, actively working to get people indoors either
into shelter or into permanent housing placements.
Outreach Planning Group
HSD along with REACH, a local outreach provider, and with the support of All Home, has jointly
convened a workgroup to develop a comprehensive outreach plan. The goal is to develop an outreach
continuum that ensures not only geographic coverage and continuity of services between providers but
also shifts the goal of outreach to housing placement. The plans developed by this workgroup will be
implemented accordingly and will ultimately inform the planning for future funding processes.
HMIS Participation
In order for outreach to begin to serve as an entrance point for housing services, it essential that
outreach providers input their services and clients into the Homeless Management Information System
(HMIS). Currently HSD does not require HMIS participation of outreach providers. However, beginning
in 2017 contracts, all providers will be required to enter HMIS data. This will not only facilitate the
connection of people to housing, but also will provide a more comprehensive picture of our system and
the efficacy of outreach services.
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Making Rental Units Accessible
There is no doubt that Seattle is in the midst of an affordable housing crisis. Nothing in the
recommendations or this plan denies that. Rather, Focus Strategies and Barbara Poppe both focus on
the need to increase access to any and all available affordable and private market housing stock and to
identify creative housing solutions so that homelessness can be reduced in spite of our housing market.
Rapid re‐housing and rental voucher programs can only place people into housing if the housing stock is
available to rent. Currently, people with these supports are often faced with challenging and difficult
housing searches, complicated by rental restrictions and barriers to entry such as credit and background
checks. It can take months for people on the verge of permanent housing placement to successfully
locate a rental unit to make use of their subsidy. The City of Seattle is committed to supporting the
development of a Housing Resource Center to increase access to rental units.
Housing Resource Center
The Housing Resource Center (HRC) is a systematic way of increasing access to the stock of affordable and
market rate rental units available to individuals and families exiting homelessness through the use of a
rental subsidy or voucher program. HSD, along with King County and the United Way, have for several
years invested in the Landlord Liaison Project. The HRC is a redesign of the Landlord Liaison Project,
expanding on the lessons learned locally and the success that other cities have had increasing their rental
access. The King County Department of Community and Health Services (DCHS) will be releasing a Request
for Proposal (RFP) for the implementation of the project in 2016. HSD will support King County in the
planning of the RFP process.
Seattle has a long history of building affordable housing with the support of our community through
successful housing levies. The creation and preservation of affordable housing is primarily the work of
the Housing Affordability and Livability Agenda (HALA), but it intersects with homelessness as accessing
those units can be a way to help someone exit homelessness. Currently, affordable property owners or
property managers often maintain independent wait lists; navigating these lists and accessing a unit
requires a lot of luck or an extremely skilled case manager. A centralized list of available affordable units
will assist case managers and people experiencing homelessness to more effectively locate permanent
housing options.
There is not a city in the country that has enough affordable housing stock to serve everyone in need,
and Seattle is no exception. In order to increase access to units, the HRC must also focus on increasing
the availability of private, market rate units for people exiting homelessness. This will require engaging
with private developers and property managers to help them understand the financial argument for
including their units in the Housing Resource Center. This is a different approach to the way our
community has historically engaged landlords, with a focus on the civic responsibility and being a good
neighbor to those in need. While that approach has secured the participation of some landlords, it does
not appeal to the business needs of a property developer. Rather than having a social service focus, the
staff at the HRC will have a real estate focus and can recruit both affordable and market rate units based
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on sound business arguments and incentives for participation. More information on the Housing
Resource Center can be found in the Barbara Poppe Report.

Ensuring Good Government and Performance
The City of Seattle and the Human Services Department also have had a significant role to play in the
current state of our homeless response system. The lack of clarity, strategy and formal investment
process is a contributing factor to the disjointed patchwork collection of programs. Routine competitive
funding processes have not happened in over a decade, resulting in legacy funding with little change to
accommodate new directions or models. That type of environment does not encourages innovation.
In order to develop a person‐centered homeless response system, the City must make investments
strategically, based on data and grounded in best practices. HSD commits to conducting routine
competitive funding processes and engaging in performance based contracting.
Implementation of Minimum and Target Performance Standards
In 2013, the Seattle/King County Continuum of Care (CoC) established CoC System Wide Performance
Metrics for: 1) Exits to Permanent Housing, 2) Length of Stay, and 3) Returns to Homelessness that each
program aspires to accomplish. The current CoC targets were developed based on a review of existing
project type data considering sub‐population distinctions. The City of Seattle, King County, and United
Way funding contracts all include the current CoC targets language detailing the quarterly monitoring of
targets and the consequences of projects failing to meet projected targets. While the City of Seattle has
included these targets in contracts, monitoring and contract negotiations do not routinely use targets.
Focus Strategies has recommended that our continuum move away from an approach based on
incremental improvements to our current system to one based on setting standards according to
national best practices. They also recommend that the Seattle/King County CoC adopt minimum
performance standards that determine eligibility for future funding, and adopt two additional
performance measures, utilization rate and entries from homelessness.
The City of Seattle, along with King County and the United Way have agreed to the adoption of the
following performance standards for inclusion in all future funding processes and resulting contracts:
 Utilization Rate:
Measures the average daily bed or unit (for families) occupancy of the program. This is
calculated by using HMIS data compared to maximum program capacity. Rapid re‐housing does
not have utilization rate standards because the rapid re‐housing model does not have a fixed
bed capacity to generate occupancy comparisons.
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 Entries from Homelessness:
Measures the degree to which programs are serving people who are literally homeless, including
living outdoors, in a car or in another emergency shelter. The measure is calculated in HMIS
based on responses to “immediate prior living situation.”
 Lengths of Stay:
Measures the number of days from program entry to program exit. For rapid re‐housing
programs, this is defined as the time from program entry to the end of the financial subsidy.
 Exits to Permanent Housing (PH):
Measures the percentage of program participants who exit the program into a form of
permanent housing, including permanent supportive housing, stable/long term rental of shared
housing, subsidized housing or market rate housing. For Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH),
the measure also includes existing residents who exit the PSH program but remain stably
housed in another form of permanent housing.
 Return to Homelessness:
Measures the percentage of program participants who have exited the program and are
subsequently served by any other homeless intervention in HMIS within two years.
Beginning in 2017, HSD will add these performance standards into contracts for monitoring and
technical assistance purposes. Programs not meeting minimum standards will be required to develop a
technical assistance plan with their HSD program specialist. The implementation of minimum standards
and revision of current target performance standards provides an opportunity to support systems
improvement by identifying and rewarding high‐performing projects and providing targeted assistance
to low‐performing projects. Specific minimum and target standards and the CoC plan for implementing
performance measures is included in Appendix D.
Funding Allocation Process
HSD commits to routine competitive funding processes as a means to ensure system performance and
adherence to best practices. HSD will release a Combined Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) in
advance of a Request for Proposal to take place in mid‐ to late 2017. Successful proposals will receive
funding for 2018 contracts. This Combined NOFA will include funding for all homeless investments and
serving all populations. Priority populations will be determined based on proportional representation in
the homeless population using annual One Night Count results for both the sheltered and unsheltered
populations and additional data from current service numbers. System analysis and best practices
research will identify priority services or models. Agencies providing emergency shelter, transitional
housing, permanent supportive housing, rapid re‐housing, outreach, day services and housing navigation
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assistance will be able to compete for city resources to address the needs of the populations they serve.
By combining all homeless investments into a single funding process, agencies will have increased
flexibility to propose the project and models that will allow them to most effectively implement services
and meet the performance outcomes. The combined funding process will also ensure HSD has the
ability to fund a comprehensive system of services rather than piecemeal programs for different
populations and housing models.
The goal is to remain on a two‐year funding cycle, but minor deviations may occur in order to best align
with our regional funding partners.
Performance Contract Monitoring
HSD aims to establish clear and distinct protocols for analyzing program performance based on best
practices and fidelity to program model. A Planner and a Grants and Contracts (G&C) Specialist assigned
to each project type/program model will engage with stakeholders in developing a program standards
manual for each project type, based on best practices, which clearly defines the service expectations.
HSD will use program manuals in the development of all funding processes and for contract monitoring.
Applicants for HSD funding will clearly know what the City intends to purchase with its investments and
the program elements that are considered essential to successful program implementation.
Contract monitoring will include both monthly and quarterly processes. Monthly monitoring will focus
on fiscal monitoring and achievement of outcomes, including an invoice and status report submitted by
the agency and an HMIS data report pulled by HSD staff. Quarterly monitoring will utilize data pulled
from HMIS to look at achievement of minimum performance standards. If monitoring results in any
concerns regarding finance or performance issues, HSD will work with the program to develop a plan of
action when necessary.
HSD will conduct on‐site program monitoring for all contracts at least annually. Monitoring visits will
utilize the appropriate program standards manual, monitoring handbook, and checklist to ensure equity
in monitoring approach. If any necessary actions result, program notification will occur during the
monitoring visit and a follow up letter sent within 30 days of the monitoring visit with a clear list of
action items, required responses, and date due. Due date for action will be noted in a monitoring log
and checked weekly by administrative specialists to alert staff of deadlines and follow up required.
The program area leads will gather and interpret system‐wide data on their specific program type and
coordinate quarterly program meetings with all funded agency providers. Program meetings will
provide an opportunity for HSD to engage in partnership with providers to evaluate system level
performance, and for programs to see where they are performing compared to the rest of the project
type cohort. Program meetings will also provide opportunities for peer learning and ongoing technical
assistance.
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Based on lessons learned from the Portfolio Pilot, HSD plans to expand performance‐based contracting
strategies to other homeless services contracts managed by the department. The increased focus on
performance and collaboration between HSD and service providers has the potential to boost the
effectiveness of programs and help improve the outcomes of people experiencing homelessness in
Seattle.
Capacity Building and Technical Assistance
Capacity building and technical assistance will be an essential component of implementing minimum
performance standards and performance‐based contracting. While contracts will include performance
standards beginning with renewal contracts in 2017, program performance will not impact agency
funding in 2017. Programs that are not meeting standards will receive capacity building and technical
assistance designed to improve their performance and increase their ability to compete in future
competitive funding processes where performance measures will impact funding decisions. HSD will
take an active role in providing technical assistance and support to all funded agencies through regular
communication and training. HSD will work in partnership with King County and All Home to implement
a capacity‐building plan to increase the abilities of programs to meet performance standards.
If technical assistance is determined to be necessary, HSD will contact program staff or agency
administration to identify the best way to meet the agency’s technical assistance needs. For issues that
require in‐person technical assistance, HSD staff will visit the agency on site at the program location or
invite the agency to a meeting at the City of Seattle. The goal of the in‐person meeting is to provide
deeper clarity, set expectations and answer any concerns with the agency as well as to engage in
problem solving to course correct on outcomes or program.
If further assistance is necessary, a technical assistance plan will be developed outlining the program
needs and action items to increase the program performance. Budget support may be available to assist
the agency in building their capability to meet program standards.
The goal of technical assistance is to increase the likelihood that an agency or program is able to meet
their performance standards. Technical assistance is intended to be a partnership between HSD and the
agency and is not meant to be punitive in nature.
City Staff Capacity Building
Performance‐based contracting will require additional capacity and expertise to implement effectively.
Current monitoring practices focus almost exclusively on fiscal monitoring with minimal attention paid
to program implementation and outcomes. Results‐based contracting is a time and labor‐intensive
process requiring data expertise to collect and interpret both program‐ and system‐level data as well as
program model knowledge to actively monitor fidelity to models. Monitoring is also made more
complex by the addition of federal funding requirements included in many contracts. Currently just over
50% of our funds are city General Fund with the other half in restricted federal funds that add
complexity to the contracting and monitoring process for both the agency and HSD. In addition to
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ongoing program monitoring, HSD will also be required to provide meaningful technical assistance to
programs.
Planning & Development and Grants & Contracts staff must have a depth and breadth of knowledge in
all areas of homelessness and then very specific expertise in their assigned program models in order to
effectively implement performance‐based contracting and technical assistance plans. Staff capacity can
be increased by peer learning and cross training and participating in educational offerings. Staff should
be encouraged to engage in these activities and staff work plans should reflect them as a priority.

Timeline
Reforming a system as multifaceted and fractured as the current homeless response system is a complex
task and must be undertaken in a thoughtful and meaningful way. We have reached this point after an
entire year of staff process, working with consultants, and stakeholder engagement. Now it is time to
begin taking action to implement change. Not everything will be accomplished at once, so decisions
have been made regarding the elements to prioritize. Over the next two years, continued planning and
engagement will occur as we move toward the best way to operationalize the commitments and
priorities contained within this framework. The timeline below details the priorities and actions that the
City of Seattle intends to undertake immediately and over the next two years. These actions lie within a
larger implementation plan that the City has agreed to with King County, All Home, and the United Way
for those areas where there is joint responsibility for system reform.
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2016

2017

2018

Families

Create a Person-Centered Systemic Response to Homelessness
Commit to get Families living unsheltered indoors
•
•
•
•

Stand up Family Impact Team: HSD staff to convene and actively engage family service providers in working a “By Name List” to shelter families on the CEA waitlist.
Work with All Home and King County to adjust prioritization model for shelter to focus on health and safety outcomes
Offer diversion to every family entering homelessness
Increase investment in Rapid Rehousing

Single Adults

• Early adoption of the person-centered, low barrier, housing first, comprehensive shelter
approach with focus on achieving exits to permanent housing for a population not
currently served by our homeless system.
• Access only to those unsheltered with priority to those experiencing long lengths of time
homeless.

System Infrastructure

Expand 24-hour shelter options (Navigation Center, Housing First)

Improve access to affordable housing units (Housing Resource Center)

Actively problem solve for each person – by name – who are on wait
lists

Sustain Change through Continuous
Quality Improvement
• Conduct routine system performance evaluations
using SWAP tool.
• Conduct regular gaps analysis.
• Evaluate changes: Build on what works, course
correct where necessary and develop proposals to
address identified issues or gaps.
• Adjust to maintain alignment with best practices
from HUD and USICH

• Apply lessons learned from Family By Name List process to other populations: unsheltered
outreach, long-term shelters stayers and Youth and Young Adults
• Active staff engagement and exposure to program successes and challenges to inform 2017
RFP.

• Implement HRC in partnership with King County to increase access to permanent housing exits through 2016 RFP
• Increase participation of non-homeless affordable units and market rate units in HRC through incentives

Connecting people to services by developing an Outreach Continuum

Implementation of Outreach Continuum

• All Home and City leading stakeholder engagement process underway to design coordinated outreach continuum
focused on housing outcomes.

• Work with Outreach providers to implement some changes in
advance of 2017 RFP
• Establish expectation of HMIS participation

Invest in Models with Demonstrated Success and Address Racial Disparities

Performance Based System

Establish Expectations for Performance-Based
Contracts
• Funders alignment on minimum standards and target performance metrics
and timeline for implementation.
• Providers notified of past & current performance
• Provider engagement to develop technical assistance plans to achieve
outcomes.
• Develop Housing First definition and communicate expectations to
providers.

Build Capacity to Increase Performance Outcomes
• 2017 will be a “Hold Harmless Year” - Contracts will include metrics that will be actively
monitored and evaluated by HSD so that technical assistance plans can be executed to
improve but funding will not be impacted.
• Improve data: Require HMIS participation and monitor data quality.
• Focus on training and technical assistance to providers (housing first, progressive
engagement, exits to permanent housing, data quality, addressing racial disparities, etc.)
• Develop capacity to monitor achievement of outcomes by race.

Housing Stabilization Request for Proposal (RFP)
• All homeless investments in one RFP allows for the most flexibility to shift dollars to the
programs making the biggest impacts. (Case Management and Outreach, Diversion
and Housing Stability Services, Emergency Shelter, Transitional Housing, Rapid
Rehousing, Day/Hygiene Centers)
• Funding will be focused on programs that can demonstrate:
• Meeting performance standards, including rapid exits to permanent housing
• Housing first approach
• Fidelity to best practice models
• Cultural competency and advancement of racial equity goals
• Release RFP in Q3.

Invest in What Works
• Awards in Q1 to those best meeting the intent and
needs of the redesigned homeless crisis response
system
• Contracts in Q2 will require model fidelity, housing
first, HMIS participation.
• Contracts will hold programs to minimum standards.
HSD will actively engage when programs not
meeting targets.
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Closing
The adoption of the Homeless Policy Framework is a pivot point for the Human Services Department and
the City of Seattle to ensure that investments truly provide a pathway home for people experiencing
homelessness. While this report is the culmination of several years’ worth of system reform discussions
and a dedicated year of strategic learning and planning, rather than an ending it is a beginning. It is a
response to a very clear call to action from our Federal government, two nationally recognized
consultants, our community, and most importantly from people suffering from the crisis of
homelessness. We must do better to care for our most vulnerable neighbors.
The City of Seattle has a unique opportunity based on a window of time in which there is more
information about how our homeless response system is and is not working then we have ever had
before. We have asked for and received very clear directions on ways to implement necessary system
improvements. Now is the time to engage with stakeholders, providers and community to ensure that
we providing meaningful solutions to homelessness.
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Appendix A: HPF Development Process
The Homeless Policy Framework has been developed by a Core Team consisting of staff from HSD’s
Community Support & Assistance (CSA) and Youth and Family Empowerment (YFE) Divisions and the Office
of Housing (OH). The work has also been guided by a larger Planning Team made up of HSD leadership,
staff from other divisions and the Mayor’s Office. Barbara Poppe, a nationally recognized expert, was
contracted to provide consultation and recommendations on the process. Ms. Poppe is a leader in
addressing homelessness through data driven solutions and community collaboration. Ms. Poppe served as
the Executive Director of the United States Interagency Council on Homelessness from November 2009 to
March 2014. During her tenure, Poppe oversaw the Federal response to homelessness by working with 19
Federal agencies to create partnerships at every level of government and with the private sector to reduce
and end homelessness. In June 2010, Barbara Poppe and four Cabinet Secretaries announced Opening
Doors, the nation’s first‐ever comprehensive Federal plan to prevent and end homelessness.27
Over the past year, the HPF Framework has been developed in conjunction with Ms. Poppe’s work and
recommendations from her consultation with the City of Seattle. The Core and Planning teams have worked
closely with Barbara Poppe, including three in‐person work sessions.
Because homelessness so disproportionately impacts persons of color, HSD used a racial equity lens when
developing the HPF and conducted a Race and Social Justice analysis throughout the HPF development
process with support from staff experienced with the intersections of race and social justice with
homelessness, including members of HSD's RSJI Change Team. A summary of the RSJI analysis is included in
Appendix C.
The development of the Homeless Policy Framework builds upon all the previously conducted systems
reform work and all of the resulting community engagement processes that have occurred. The
recommendations of the HPF reflect the resulting recommendations and the vision of the community
throughout these previous processes. The HSD staff accompanied Ms. Poppe during all her program site
visits and interviews utilized to formulate her recommendations. Staff from HSD, OH, the Mayor’s Office
and City Council also participated in a series of learning sessions with cities from around the country that
have made significant progress in reducing their homeless populations.
However, as ongoing community engagement is essential to the success of any systems transformation,
HSD staff and Barbara Poppe, the consultant working on the HPF development, met individually with
providers from each of segment of the service delivery system. Many providers participated in multiple
meetings. These meetings helped inform providers about the HPF development process and allowed HSD
staff and Ms. Poppe to gain valuable insights into the homeless service delivery system in order to better
inform HPF recommendations. Providers all agreed that the current system is not adequately meeting the
needs of our neighbors experiencing homelessness. Meetings were also conducted with other funders,

27

United States Interagency Council on Homelessness – https://www.usich.gov/opening‐doors
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both public and private, in order to discuss issues of funder alignment and ensure that funding supports a
seamless service delivery system.
HSD Staff also participated in multiple homelessness meetings throughout the development process. These
meetings included membership meetings for the Seattle/King County Coalition on Homelessness, All Home
Advisory Group meetings and strategic planning sessions. While the focus of these meetings was not
specifically the HPF, there was valuable information gained that informed the development process. This
was particularly useful in ensuring that the direction of the HPF aligned with other initiatives throughout
the community, such as the All Home population‐specific strategic plans.
The goal of transforming the homeless service system to make homelessness rare, brief and one time
through the development and adoption of the Homeless Policy Framework was presented to the general
community at a number of community meetings. Many community members expressed frustration with
the current crisis of unsheltered homelessness in their neighborhoods. They would like the city to develop
a solution that balances the needs of those experiencing homelessness and the quality of life and safety in
the community. Residents consistently expressed desire for the City to use homeless investments in the
most effective means possible. There was also support for increasing accountability, ensuring that City tax
dollars are invested only with programs that demonstrate success in reducing homelessness.
For a complete list of community engagement efforts for the development of the Homeless Policy
Framework, see Appendix B.
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Appendix B: HPF Community Engagement Efforts
Audience

September 2015
Barbara Poppe
1st On sight

January 2016
Individual
Meetings

February 2016
Barbara
Poppe 2nd On
sight

Providers

YMCA, YWCA,
Youthcare,
Mary’s Place,
DESC, Plymouth
Housing,
Catholic
Community
Services

Wellspring,
DESC, Interim
CDA,
Youthcare,
SKCCH

DESC, Interim
CDA,
Youthcare,
UGM, SKCCH,
Wellspring

King
County

All Home Focus
Strategies
Community
Meeting

All Home

All Home

Raikes
Foundation

Gates
Foundation,
Raikes
Foundation

Other

April 2016
Best
Practices
Calls/
Community
Events
DESC

June 2016
Barbara Poppe 3rd
On sight/Follow‐up
calls

June 2016
Stakeholder’s
Meeting

July 2016
Barbara Poppe
Calls with
Providers

July 2016
Stakeholder Meetings

LIHI, Share,
Nicklesville, SKCCH,
DESC, Church Council
of Greater Seattle,
Youthcare, Solid
Ground, UGM, SHA,
Parks, REACH,
Compass Housing
Alliance, Healthcare
for the Homeless,
Housing
Development
Consortium,
Wellspring

DESC, Solid
Ground, UGM,
REACH,
Compass
Housing
Alliance,
Healthcare for
the Homeless,
Housing
Development
Consortium,
YWCA

Auburn Youth
Resources,
Compass
Housing
Alliance, Friends
of Youth, PSKS,
Lambert House,
Therapeutic
Health Services,
Youth and
Outreach
Services,
Youthcare,
New Horizons

DESC, Solid Ground, REACH

All Home

All Home, DCHS

All Home,
DCHS

DCHS

Livability
Night Out,
Belltown
Community
Council

United Way,
Homeless Rights
Advocacy Project,
Office of
Intergovernmental
Relations, USICH

United Way,
DEEL

DEEL, Gates Foundation,
Raikes Foundation, Pioneer
Square Alliance,
Downtown Seattle
Association,
Chamber of Commerce
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Appendix C: Racial and Social Justice Analysis
In order to conduct a thorough racial and social justice analysis a team was assembled of participants from
throughout HSD, representing each of the three service divisions. Participating staff members had a
combination of expertise in homelessness and in race and social justice, often combining both. Three
members of the HSD Race and Social Justice Initiative (RSJI) Change Team participated in the ongoing
analysis and half of the participants were persons of color. Utilizing a combination of data review, guided
discussion and application of the City of Seattle’s Racial Equity Toolkit, the RSJI analysis team was able to
guide the framework development. In addition to working on an on‐going basis with the advisory team, the
concept of the Homeless Policy Framework was presented to the HSD RSJI Change Team and all members
of the change team were invited to participate in a deep dive conversation regarding the potential race and
social justice ramifications of the policy outcomes.
From this analysis and discussion opportunity, the following recommendations to attempt ensure increased
ability for the Homeless Policy Framework to maximize the capacity of HSD to address the disparate
impacts on people of color experiencing homelessness in our city.
Recommendation 1: Collect Data on Outcomes by Race
While we can easily identify the overrepresentation of persons of color participating in our homeless
assistance services, HSD does not collect or analyze the outcomes of those services by race. All indications
are that very few people in the homeless system achieve permanent housing, resulting in a crisis of capacity
and ultimately unsheltered people living on our streets. This crisis is potentially compounded if persons of
color are not achieving permanent housing outcomes at a rate commensurate to their white counterparts.
However, HSD does not currently have the capacity to analyze the situation due to a lack of data. An
expectation of the development of the HMIS system under the new vendor should include the capacity to
pull reports of exits to permanent housing by race. Grants and Contracts Specialists should use this data as
an element of their program performance monitoring and HSD should use system wide data to ensure that
homeless investments are increasing racial equity in our city. HSD should require the measurement of exits
to permanent housing for persons of color as a programmatic evaluation element.
Recommendation 2: Develop New Strategies to Increase Racial Equity
HSD has historically relied upon the funding of agencies who specialize in serving marginalized populations
to ensure that racial disparities are adequately addressed. However, with the overall increase in the size of
the homeless population in Seattle and the disproportionate number of persons of color experiencing
homelessness, small culturally specific agencies are not able to adequately meet demand. Should this
practice continue without additional funding or interventions, HSD is omitting culturally sensitive and/or
specific services for the remaining, unfunded groups. For example, while Native Americans are seven times
more likely to experience homelessness, there are no culturally specific programs funded to provide
services to this vulnerable population.
Reliance primarily on funding these culturally specific agencies to achieve racial equity is not ensuring the
desired results across all populations. Therefore, it is essential to identify additional strategies to ensure
racial disparities are addressed throughout the homeless service system. One possible strategy could be
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exploring the option of a system that separates housing resources from culturally specific case‐
management services. HSD should consider requiring all programs to participate in race and social justice
training and fair housing training for staff, leadership, and volunteers as a condition of their contract.
Another strategy includes strictly enforcing non‐discriminatory practices. HSD may also elect to increase
funding available to offer homeless assistance services across a broader range of culturally specific
homeless service groups with a focus on those groups that are shown in local data to be disproportionately
over‐represented in Seattle’s homeless population. HSD should work closely with the community,
particularly with those communities of color disproportionately impacted by homeless, to identify
additional strategies to increase racial equity.
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Appendix D: Revised System Wide Performance Targets and New Minimum
Standards Implementation Plan

I.

Background

The federal Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing (HEARTH) Act requires that
each Continuum of Care (CoC) establish targets and show annual progress in achieving those targets and
reducing homelessness.
In 2013, the Seattle/King County CoC established CoC System Wide Performance Metrics for: 1) Exits to
Permanent Housing, 2) Length of Stay, and 3) Returns to Homelessness that each program aspires to
accomplish. The current CoC targets were developed based on a review of existing project type data
taking sub‐population distinctions into consideration. The City of Seattle, King County, and United Way
funding contracts all include the current CoC targets language detailing the quarterly monitoring of
targets and the consequences of projects failing to meet projected targets. Programs were provided
with performance data in both 2013 and 2014 as an initial step toward measuring progress quarterly.
The All Home Strategic Plan calls for a continuation and improvement of efforts to measure our progress
and adapt practices based on data. As part of the action steps of the Strategic Plan, All Home
stakeholders committed to using the System‐Wide Analytics and Projection (SWAP) suite of tools to
better understand our systems planning and change efforts. King County, the City of Seattle, and United
Way of King County (the “Funders”) jointly funded a consulting contract with Focus Strategies that
includes a full system analysis using the SWAP tools. Using our local data, Focus Strategies has made
recommendations to realign funding and programming, and to improve investment alignment between
King County funders to better support our shared goals to make homelessness rare, brief, and a one‐
time occurrence.

II.Focus Strategies Recommendations
Focus Strategies recommends that the Seattle / King County CoC revise the current CoC System Wide
Targets as follows: move away from an approach grounded in local data to one based on national
practices; adopt utilization rate and entries from homelessness as additional standards; eliminate the
distinction between overnight and case managed emergency shelters for single adults; adopt standards
for transitional housing that reflect a ‘bridge’ model; and alter the distinctions between sub‐
populations.. See Attachment A for a comparison of current and recommended Focus Strategies system
wide targets. Based on the Focus Strategies recommended targets, the proposed System Wide Targets
are:

REVISED System Wide Targets
Project
Type
Emergency
Shelter

Core Outcomes
Exit Rate to PH

Length of Stay

50% (S & YYA)
80% (F)

30 days (S & F)
20 days (YYA)**

Return Rate to
Homelessness
8% (S & F)
5% (YYA)**

System Wide Performance Targets and Minimum Standards

Entries from
Homelessness

Utilization
Rate

90%

95%

September 2016
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Transitional
Housing
Rapid
Rehousing
PSH

85%

90 days (S &F)
180 (YYA)**

85%

120 days

90%*

N/A

8% (S & F)
5% (YYA)**
3% (S & F)
5% (YYA)**
3% (S & F)
5% (YYA)**

95%

95%

95%

NA

95%

95%

*Following HEARTH, the PSH performance standard for Exits to Permanent Housing will be exits to and
retention of permanent housing. This measure differs slightly from the Focus Strategy PSH permanent
housing exit data included in the SWAP.
**Focus Strategies’ recommendations do not include specific targets or minimum standards for Youth
and Young Adults (YYA). These YYA metrics were established through subsequent analysis provided by
Barbara Poppe.

NEW System Wide Minimum Standards
Core Outcomes
Project Type

Entries from
Homelessness

Utilization Rate

Exit Rate to
PH

Length of Stay
(days)

Return Rate to
Homelessness

Emergency
Shelter

40%(S)
65%(F)
35% (YYA)

90 (S/F)
30 (YYA)

10% (S/F)
20% (YYA)

90%

85% (S/F)
90% (YYA)

Transitional
Housing

80%

150 (S/F)
270 (YYA)

10% (S/F)
20% (YYA)

90%

85%

Rapid
Rehousing

80%

180

90%

NA

PSH

*90%

NA

90%

85%

5% (S/F)
20% (YYA)
5% (S/F)
20% (YYA)

In addition, Focus Strategies recommends that for the first time the Seattle / King County CoC adopts
minimum standards. As below, the minimum standards reflect the following changes in approach: move
away from an approach grounded in local data to one based on national best practices; adopt utilization
rate and entries from homelessness as additional standards; eliminate the distinction between
overnight and case managed for exits to permanent housing from emergency shelters for single adults;
adopt standards for transitional housing length of stay that reflect a ‘bridge’ model; and alter the
distinctions between sub‐populations.
*Following HEARTH, the PSH performance standard for Exits to Permanent Housing will be exits to and
retention of permanent housing. This measure differs slightly from the Focus Strategy PSH permanent
housing exit data included in the SWAP.
**Focus Strategies’ recommendations do not include specific targets or minimum standards for Youth
and Young Adults (YYA). These YYA metrics were established through subsequent analysis provided by
Barbara Poppe.
System Wide Performance Targets and Minimum Standards
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III.Funder Commitment
Funders recognize that projects have made considerable efforts to align with and reach the current CoC
targets. To that end, King County, the City of Seattle, and United Way of King County agree to phase in a
shift from our current CoC targets to the recommended Focus Strategies targets over the next two years
(hereafter referred to as the NEW system‐wide targets and minimum standards), fully implementing by
2018. This agreement is reflected in the Memorandum of Understanding for Implementation of Revised
System Wide Performance Targets and Minimum Standards.
Improving system‐wide performance increases our ability to make homelessness rare, brief, and one‐
time in King County. The implementation of minimum standards and revision of current target
performance standards provides an opportunity to support this improvement by identifying and
rewarding high‐performing projects and providing targeted assistance to low‐performing projects.

IV.Implementation Plan
Alignment to the NEW system wide targets and minimum standards will be made as follows:




Effective immediately, the CoC will measure performance standards including entries from
homelessness and utilization rate. All programs will be notified of the NEW system wide targets
and minimum standards for use in future contracts.
In the third quarter of 2016, the CoC will review the new system‐wide targets and minimums to
create a project ‐ level plan to align with or exceed the recommended targets by 2018.
Standards will be reviewed annually by the All Home Data and Evaluation Sub‐Committee. Any
changes to the standards will be determined by the Funders.

An annual implementation plan may be found in Attachment B.

A.

Future Funding Rounds

In all future competitive funding rounds (see schedule below), minimum and target performance
standards will be clearly defined.
RFI/RFP funding decisions will be based on a model consistent with our Continuum of Care Notice of
Funding Availability (CoC NOFA) ranking system, adopted by the All Home Funder Alignment
Committee. Under this model, for each RFI/RFP:
1) For all funding processes, the CoC evaluation team, acting on behalf of All Home, will create a
consolidated ranking of all projects based on performance on the NEW system‐wide targets and
minimum standards identified above. The performance ranking will be used by funders for
scoring in the RFI/RFP process. The ranking and the process used to create it will be shared on
the All Home website. For processes led by a single funder, funder evaluation staff will follow a
parallel process.
2) In addition, as part of the application process, agencies will report on their project performance
and provide a plan and timeline for improvement where needed.
3) Projects meeting the System Wide Performance Targets in effect at the time of the RFI/RFP will
be awarded bonus points.

System Wide Performance Targets and Minimum Standards
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B.

Continuation Funding

Projects seeking the continuation of existing funding must show increasing progress toward meeting the
project – level new system‐wide targets and minimum standards.

C.

Shifts to Project Models

In order to implement the NEW system‐wide targets and minimum standards, shifts in project models
for transitional housing projects and emergency shelters without case management are needed.
Shifts in relevant targets for those project types will be made in accordance with shifts in project
models, with a goal to fully implement the recommendations by 2018.

V.Technical Assistance
Effective immediately, contract monitoring will include evaluation of progress towards CURRENT System
Wide Performance Standards and NEW Minimum Standards.
All Agencies will be offered the opportunity to participate in technical assistance and support activities.
Agencies with projects not meeting System Wide Minimum Standards in one or more categories, and/or
agencies with projects not meeting at least one current System Wide Performance Standard will be
required to participate in technical assistance activities.
Technical assistance may include the following:
 Peer‐Peer Best Practice Seminars: Highlighting high‐performing projects and cross‐
training/learning opportunities (staffed by All Home)
 City of Seattle Provider Learning Circles
 Capacity Building Plan – In development by All Home. Includes Fair Housing Training, Risk
Management Training, Behavioral Health Cross‐training and Resources, Housing First Training,
Crisis Intervention, Risk Mitigation Funding, and Community/Neighborhood conversations about
housing first.

VI.Provider Notification Process
Upon completion of the SWAP and following the All Home Community Meeting with Focus Strategies, a
joint letter from funders will be sent to each agency to notify them of the changes documented here.
As soon as possible for calendar year 2015, and Q1 2016, project‐level performance information on the
recommended Focus Strategies targets will be published on the All Home website. Thereafter, project‐
level performance will be published on the All Home website on a quarterly basis. Results will be
published with a one‐quarter lag (i.e., results for Q1 will be published at the end of Q2) to allow
sufficient time for data entry, clean‐up, and analysis. It is the expectation of funders that all HMIS data
be entered correctly on the timeline documented in current contracts. Adjustments will not be made to
quarterly performance reports due to errors in the underlying data. Targets in effect at the time of the
analysis for both System Wide Performance Standards and System Wide Minimum Standards will be
incorporated.
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Attachment A: System Wide Performance Metrics Comparison Chart
Project
Type

Length of Stay

Previous
CoC
Target

Focus
Strategies
Target

Exit Rate to PH

Return Rate to Homelessness

Entries from
Homelessness

Utilization Rate

Revised
CoC
Target

Previous
CoC Target

Focus
Strategies
Target

Revised
CoC Target

Previous
CoC Target

Focus
Strategies
Target

Revised
CoC Target

Focus
Strategies
Target

Revised
CoC
Target

Focus
Strategies
Target

Revised
CoC
Target

30 days
(S/F)
20 days
(YYA)

5%/20%
(S‐overnight/
case mgd)
33%(F)
10%(YA)
33%(Y)

50%
(S/YYA)
80% (F)

50%
(S/YYA)
80% (F)

15% (S)
5% (F)
30% (YYA)

NA

8% (S/F)
5% (YYA)

90%

90%

95%

95%

90 days
(S/F)
180
days
(YYA)

70%(S)
80%(F)
64%(YYA)

85%‐90%

85%

7% (S/F)
15% (YYA)

NA

8% (S/F)
5% (YYA)

95%

95%

95%

95%

Emergency
Shelter

37 (S)
100 (F)
20
(YYA)

Transitional
Housing

325 (S)
390 (F)
275
(YYA)

Rapid
Rehousing

NA

120
days

120
days

80%

85%‐90%

85%

10%

NA

3% (S/F)
5% (YYA)

95%

95%

NA

NA

PSH

NA

NA

NA

91%

NA

90%

10%

NA

3% (S/F)
5% (YYA)

95%

95%

95%

95%

30 days

90 days
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Attachment B: Annual Implementation Plan
Below is an outline of how each of the Funders will align to our shared 2018 goal that all housing
programs will meet at least one of the CORE NEW system wide targets to be eligible for funding and that
50% of RFP scoring will be based on performance metrics.

County

Year 1 ‐ 2016
City

UWKC

Data Review
- Project‐level performance will be posted quarterly on the All Home website with a one‐quarter
delay.
- As always, providers may review their performance on all metrics other than returns to
homelessness at any time.
RFP’s
- Include language in all RFPs
- Include language in all No RFP process in 2016
RFPs prioritizing the
prioritizing the NEW system wide
NEW system wide
targets and minimum standards.
targets and minimum
- Apply CoC Funding Ranking Order
standards.
process to determine applicants
- 30% of RFP points are
points awarded for performance
dedicated to
metrics.
performance metrics.
- Apply CoC Funding
Ranking Order process
to determine
applicants points
awarded for
performance metrics.
Continuation Contracts
- At contract renewal, projects that do not meet or demonstrate progress on the project – level
targets and minimums during 2016 will receive a notification of low performance.

Year 2 – 2017
Changes from year 1 are underlined

Data Review
- Project‐level performance will be posted quarterly on the All Home website with a one‐quarter
delay.
- As always, providers may review their performance on all metrics other than returns to
homelessness at any time.
RFP’s
- 40% of RFP points are dedicated to performance metrics.
- Apply CoC Funding Ranking Order process to determine applicants points awarded for
performance metrics.
- Projects must meet one of the NEW system wide minimum standards.
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Continuation Contracts
-

Projects that do not meet or demonstrate progress on the project – level targets and minimums
during 2017 will not receive continuation funding in 2018.
At contract renewal projects must meet at least one of the Core NEW system minimum standards.
Year 3 – 2018
Changes from year 2 are underlined

Data Review
- Project‐level performance will be posted quarterly on the All Home website with a one‐quarter
delay.
- As always, providers may review their performance on all metrics other than returns to
homelessness at any time.
RFP’s
- 50% of RFP points are dedicated to performance metrics.
- Apply CoC Funding Ranking Order process to determine applicants points awarded for performance
metrics.
- Projects must meet one of the core NEW system wide targets.
Continuation Contracts
- Projects that do not meet or demonstrate progress on the project‐level targets and minimum
standards may not receive continuation funding.
- At contract renewal projects must meet at least one of the Core NEW system minimum standards.
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NAVIGATION CENTER
MANAGEMENT AND SERVICE PLAN

I. Introduction
A. What is the Navigation Center?
B. About this management plan
C. Target population
II. Staffing Descriptions and Roles
A. Staff positions
1. Project Manager
2. Data / Project Assistant
3. Case Manager Supervisor
4. Service Coordinator Supervisor
5. Case Manager
6. Licensed Mental Health Case Manager
7. Licensed Substance Use Case Manager
8. Service Coordinators
9. Janitorial and Maintenance Staff
B. Employment policies
1. Criminal background checks
2. Supervision
3. Guest complaints about service providers
4. Team meetings
5. Training
C. Division of routine responsibilities
1. Desk coverage, facility monitoring
2. Rule enforcement
3. Record keeping
4. Communication between staff
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5. Visiting staff inside the Navigation Center
III. Guest Services
A. Case management for guests of the Navigation Center
B. Three elements of community support case management
1. Assistance with basic needs
2. Treatment services
3. Crisis assistance
C. Service priorities at the Navigation Center
1. Coordinated Entry for All (CEA) and housing
2. Documents for transition to housing
3. Connections to benefits/income
4. Health and stabilization
D. Division of responsibility for care among service providers
E. Roles of Navigation Center staff in service delivery
1. Primary service coordination
2. Role of service coordinators
3. Integrated Service Plan (ISP)
F. Roles of visiting staff inside the Navigation Center
G. Release of Information (ROI)
H. Abandonment of case management services
I. 24-hour availability and crisis management
J. Services specific to substance use
1. Drug / alcohol counseling and treatment services
2. Access to information and resources
K. Services specific to mental health needs
L. Services for mobility-impaired guests and other accommodations
M. Assistance in meeting basic needs
1. Entitlement assistance
2. Medical protocols
3. Laundry
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6. Sleeping room cleanliness
N. Communication services
O. Meal program
P. Pet assistance
1. Getting pets licensed and vaccinated
2. Assisting with veterinary care
IV. Program Use Policies
A. Referral/ acceptance process
1. Navigation Center staff to inform REACH of available bed(s)
2. REACH establish eligibility based on Navigation Center criteria
3. DESC's rights of refusal
a. Beyond scope
b. Safety
c. Timeliness
4. REACH referral to Navigation Center
5. REACH referral acceptance
B. Registration and orientation
1. Basic CHASERS entry
2. Bed and locker registration
3. Pest control
4. Delivery of bedding and hygiene supplies
5. Orientation to Navigation Center
C. Intake procedures
1. Collect HMIS and CHASERS data
2. Complete ISP
3. Complete pet registration
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D. Maintenance of enrollment in the Navigation Center
1. Unnotified absence
2. Return stay
E. Exit procedures
F. Procedure in the event of death
V. Program Expectations
A. Building expectations of general conduct
1. Substance abuse policy
2. Smoking policy
3. Pet policy
B. Standard consequences for expectations violations
1. Informal response by staff
2. Formal response by staff
3. Time away
4. Termination of stay
C. Guest relations / managing conflict
1. Agency policy
2. Conflict resolution
3. DESC's grievance procedure
D. Requirements for continued stay
1. Continued capacity to perform ADLs
2. Absences from the Navigation Center
VI. Facility Management
A. Facility maintenance / cleaning
1. Routine cleaning
2. Trash removal and recycling
3. Requested maintenance
4. Maintenance log
5. Responsibility
6. Emergencies and priorities
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7. Major maintenance and replacement schedule
8. System maintenance
B. Supplies
C. Security / communication
1. 24-hour staffing
2. Exterior doors
3. Closed circuit television cameras
4. Fire safety system
5. Elevator monitoring
D. Emergency procedures
1. Service coordinator supervisor responsibility
2. Acting supervisor responsibility
3. Project manager responsibility
4. Emergency evacuation floor plan
5. Evacuation of persons with disabilities
6. General emergency procedures
7. Bomb threat procedures
8. Earthquake procedures
VII. Administration
A. Contract and evaluation project
1. Contracting/compliance
2. Program evaluation
VIII. Community Relations
X. Appendices
A. Organizational chart
B. Pet registration
C. Navigation Center guest guidelines
D. DESC grievance form
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NAVIGATION CENTER MANAGEMENT AND SERVICE PLAN
I. Introduction
A. What is the Navigation Center?
The Navigation Center is a low barrier shelter program targeting high needs homeless people living
outdoors. The Navigation Center is open 24/7 and provides an alternative model of indoor emergency
shelter that accommodates the unique needs facing people living unsheltered. DESC's extensive
experience operating Harm Reduction and Housing First programs makes it clear that people living
outdoors want safe indoor shelter and permanent housing and will accept it when barriers are
reduced or eliminated. A goal of the Navigation Center is for unsheltered people with the greatest
barriers to housing to get access to stable housing.
Not only does the Navigation Center use minimal barriers to entrance (allowing people to come in
under the influence of alcohol and other drugs, for example), it implements a highly flexible program
model that makes it more attractive to people in the target population than existing shelters. Key
components include a lack of curfews, which allows enrolled guests to come and go from the
Navigation Center at all times, ample storage space for possessions, the ability for couples to stay
together in the Navigation Center - rather than being separated into different beds and/or dorm
spaces, amenities to accommodate pets, access to on-site laundry machines and computers, and a
physical design that provides ample space for an array of services and the ability to rest.
Individuals are referred to the Navigation Center by REACH, the City-designated outreach
organization. REACH, a program of Evergreen Treatment Services, has about 60 staff positions and has
provided street outreach to single adults living outside in Seattle for two decades. REACH holds the
contract with the City of Seattle to provide outreach to unsheltered individuals in encampments
through the City’s Navigation Team. There are eight staff positions on this team, and they go to sites
the City designates for cleaning/clearing to make contact with individuals living there and offer
assistance and linkage to services. They work Monday through Friday from 8am to 4:30pm.
The Navigation Center's staffing model, consisting primarily of case managers and milieu service
coordinators, has ratios of 1:5 (staff:guest) during daytime hours, and 1:25 overnight. Case managers
have small caseloads of roughly 15 guests, to facilitate intensive assessment and focus on housing
acquisition. Case managers work generally during business hours to optimize coordination with
external providers and systems. Some evening and weekend hours are provided by case management
staff, and Navigation Center service coordinators oversee general operations and milieu supervision
across three shifts per day. There is at least one and sometimes two supervisors on-site at all times, as
well as a program manager during business hours.
The short-term (60 days) length of stay at the Navigation Center is based on a 'triage' model, which is
in response to the scarcity of permanent housing for the people the Navigation Center serves. It
reflects DESC's commitment to use the Navigation Center to hasten 'through-put' and provide as
many target population guests with the opportunity for the unique respite and stabilization model the
Navigation Center offers. This may prove to demonstrate a new successful model for engaging many
unsheltered individuals into services who are currently left out because of multiple barriers. This
triage model also underscores the traumatic nature of unsheltered homelessness and the value of a
period of safe, indoor, individualized shelter that allows an individual a period of healing on which
they can build. DESC's expectation is that guests will move from the Navigation Center to a living
DESC Navigation Center - Management and Service Plan
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situation that offers greater stability. Some possibilities include permanent housing, treatment, a
shelter in the community, or sanctioned encampment.
B. About this management plan
This plan provides the service and operations structure to be employed at the Navigation Center at its
opening. It is intended to describe attributes of prospective guests, referral, orientation, and intake
procedures, Navigation Center staffing, on-site services, and property management activities. Detailed
operating procedures for each element of the plan, however, are not included here. This plan is
expected to change over time, as DESC staff learn more about the needs of the population it serves at
the Navigation Center, and in response to changes in available resources. This management and
services plan will adapt as needed to remain responsive to changes in the external and internal
environment.
C. Target Population
The Navigation Center is for single adults, 18 years and older, who are literally homeless and have no
fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence.
Guests must be referred to the Navigation Center by the City-designated outreach organization,
REACH. Homeless single adults will be referred based on the priority community and/or focus
population(s) established by the City of Seattle's Human Services Department (HSD). Priority
communities are identified as a group (or groups) comprising a specific demographic (i.e. seniors,
youth, families) or having a specific issue in common (homelessness, mental health, violence involved,
etc.).
The initial/first priority community for the Navigation Center guests are literally homeless individuals
referred directly from the I-5 East Duwamish Greenbelt (until further notice by the City of Seattle).
This includes:
-Homeless individuals with chronic and profound:
-Mental health conditions
-Substance use conditions
-Ongoing other medical conditions
Focus populations are identified as specific racial or ethnic groups within the priority community and
with data showing the highest disparities in the investment area. Priority communities and focus
populations for this program are based on HSD's outcomes framework, a results-based accountability
method, and ensures that HSD's investments are dedicated to addressing disparities in the population.
Given the percentages of people in the general population and local homeless counts, the focus
population(s) for this funding are:




African American/Black
Multi-racial
American Indian/Alaska Native
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HSD may also develop specific referral criteria based on the length of homelessness and other best
practices. These priority and best practices referral decisions will be at the discretion of the City. HSD,
DESC, and REACH will jointly monitor the referral process to make adjustments as needed.
II. Staffing Descriptions and Roles
A. Staff positions
All Navigation Center staff fall within the DESC Housing Program under the direction of the Director of
Housing Programs and the Executive Director. DESC employs approximately 17 full-time equivalent
(FTE) program staff to work at the Navigation Center, not including janitorial and maintenance staff.
DESC employs 1.0 FTE janitorial supervisor, 3.60 FTE janitorial, and 1.0 FTE maintenance staff to be
coordinated and supervised by the DESC janitorial and maintenance team. Additional coverage will be
provided by a .5 FTE licensed mental health counselor, .5 FTE substance use case manager, and
approximately 2.05 FTE on-call staff. An organizational chart is included as an appendix.
Key Positions:
1. Project Manager (PM)
1.0 FTE. Responsible for all aspects of operations of the Navigation Center, including
supervising all Navigation Center staff; providing leadership to team on program launch and
operations; liaising with external partners and stakeholders to ensure smooth implementation
and operations. Provide consultation to all staff in their specific work areas. Coordinate
functions across multiple DESC programs, including Facilities, Clinical Programs, and
Administration. Provide regular consultation to and coordination with all external partners
including health care providers, outreach staff, and the City of Seattle. Manage coordination of
services with REACH to ensure smooth transition of guests from the street to the Navigation
Center, including conducting regular weekly staff meetings with outreach and Navigation
Center staff. Participate in ongoing neighbor and community relations meetings and other
related work.

2. Data/Project Assistant
1.0 FTE. Provide comprehensive administrative support to Navigation Center leadership and
staff, including managing HMIS and other data input and reporting requirements; overseeing
guest registration processes; assisting case management staff with documentation and
identification of community resources; coordinating transportation and visiting provider
scheduling; and maintaining thorough minutes of staff meetings.

3. Case Manager Supervisor
1.0 FTE. Assist project manager in planning, implementation and coordination of Navigation
Center services. Support and train Navigation Center staff toward improved care standards and
practice skills. Assure compliance with all relevant contract and procedure requirements.
Teach and promote core DESC values, crisis intervention and de-escalation skills, and causes
and effects of homelessness essential to ensure the safety of guests and staff. Provide
DESC Navigation Center - Management and Service Plan
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individual supervision and consultation for team members, assisting with assessment and goal
plan development, behavioral health referrals and staff training.

4. Service Coordinator Supervisor
2 FTE: Provide direct on-site supervision to all service coordinators; oversee operations of
Navigation Center’s lobby office and guest registration and intake processes; work with
data/project assistant to ensure smooth and accurate data intake and reporting; coordinate
with case management staff to ensure smooth guest connection to services; assist guests to
make their needs and desires known to case management staff; provide operational leadership
to all staff in absence of project manager as assigned.

5. Case Manager (CM)
4.0 FTE. Assist in creating and implementing guest centered, detailed disposition plans focused
on housing acquisition. Facilitate group and individual counseling; work with other staff to
ensure services are fully integrated with mental health, chemical dependency, and primary
care; develop and maintain a comprehensive list of community resources; provide
transportation for guests as necessary; participate in staff meetings and trainings; and
maintain a safe and clean environment.

6. Licensed Mental Health Case Manager
0.50 FTE. Provide intake and enrollment services and case management for guests with severe
and persistent mental illness in their journey towards recovery. Services include help with
obtaining and maintaining housing, improving clinical and social stability, and enriching the
guest’s level of independence and self-sufficiency.

7. Licensed Substance Use Case Manager
.50 FTE. Provide services to guests who are identified as impacted by alcohol or other drug
use. Work cooperatively with other staff and community resources to provide a range of
services to guests with drug and alcohol problems, including alcohol and drug screenings;
develop support and treatment plans; facilitate linkages to collaborative resources; plan,
organize and facilitate treatment and support groups for guests; provide substance abuse
consultation and training to Navigation Center staff.

8. Service Coordinators (SC)
8.0 FTE. Manage basic day-to-day operations in the Navigation Center, including managing
lobby office, guest registration and intake, access to storage, food, and other amenities, crisis
DESC Navigation Center - Management and Service Plan
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intervention. Assist clinical staff in engaging guests through creative, resourceful strategies
that build trust and confidence, including the initiation, facilitation and promotion of on-site
activities, therapeutic support groups, outings, and community meetings. Manage all
Navigation Center operations in the absence of other project staff as assigned. Maintain safety
and security by monitoring all general access areas and immediate neighborhood.

9. Janitorial and Maintenance Staff
5.60 FTE. Provide high level of janitorial and maintenance services to all areas of the
Navigation Center, including all service and sleeping areas, and the immediate exterior block
and environs to help maintain a clean and welcoming curb appeal.

B. Employment Policies
1. Criminal Background Checks
Consistent with section 275.57 of the Washington Administrative Code requiring background
checks of staff working with vulnerable/disabled populations, DESC will obtain criminal
background reports on all Navigation Center staff through the Washington State Patrol.
2. Supervision
The project manager will directly supervise the data/project assistant, case manager
supervisor, and service coordinator supervisors. Case managers will be supervised by the case
management supervisor. Service coordinators will be supervised by the service coordinator
supervisor. Janitors will be supervised by the janitor supervisor. The janitor supervisor and
maintenance staff will be supervised from within DESC's centralized maintenance team, and
will receive some on-site direction from the Navigation Center staff. Each employee will meet
individually with his or her direct supervisor on a regularly scheduled basis for formal
supervisory feedback and direction. The varying staff schedules presented by a 24-hour
operation will impact the frequency and length of these meetings, with similarly scheduled
employees and supervisors meeting more frequently for shorter meetings than staff with
schedules differing from the supervisor’s. See appendix for organization chart.
3. Guest Complaints About Service Providers
DESC has an established procedure for handling complaints by guests about any staff member
or service provider. The procedure involves informal meetings with the guest and/or the staff
member in an attempt to reach a resolution, followed by more formal steps involving a written
complaint by the guest and an investigation by the supervisor. The guest can appeal the
supervisor’s decision to higher levels of supervision within DESC. See appendix for grievance
form and procedure.
4. Team Meetings
All Navigation Center staff will meet on a regularly scheduled basis for discussion of agency,
program, and guest issues. The meetings will be facilitated by the project manager and will
focus on information-sharing and problem solving. Smaller groups of Navigation Center staff
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may also meet on a regular or periodic basis as needed for additional coordination. A shiftchange brief (described below) also fills the need for incoming staff to receive information
critical to operating the program for that shift.
5. Training
DESC's internal training program is robust and includes a dedicated senior manager who
curates trainings throughout the agency tailored to programmatic needs. When first hired, all
new employees participate in a full week of training and orientation issues, covering issues
ranging from DESC core values and organizational history to service philosophy and
approaches, and broader systems issues. All staff complete day-long Health-Safety training
that includes CPR, First-Aid, Communicable Diseases, Aggressive Behavior Management,
Naloxone and AED administration procedures. Our monthly in-service training program is
designed to provide ongoing support for core competencies, such as mental health,
motivational interviewing, harm reduction, substance abuse, and working with diverse
populations.
C. Division of Routine Responsibilities
1. Desk coverage, facility monitoring
At least three staff will be on duty 24 hours per day, with the exception of regular breaks when
two will be on duty. Service coordinators will monitor the reception desk and common areas.
Case managers will assist with regular coverage of the front desk and other operational
functions. One staff person will always be stationed at the front desk to provide reception and
security functions. This will include answering and routing telephone calls, screening visitors,
monitoring security equipment (including CCTV monitors) and being available to guests. Staff
will make periodic walk-throughs of common spaces, including sleeping rooms, restrooms, and
shower rooms.
2. Rule Enforcement
All staff will be responsible for communicating rules, particularly as violations appear to be
occurring. Communication of the rules will be dealt with primarily by the service coordinators.
Follow up on consequences of violations will be handled primarily by the project manager and
appropriate case management staff. SCs and CMs will make recommendations for
consequences to the project manager, who will accept, reject, or modify them, then direct a
staff person to follow up. CMs will be aware of all enforcement actions, and will examine and
modify Integrated Service Plans as necessary to assist guests with program participation.
3. Record Keeping
All Navigation Center staff will use an electronic log to record information about routine
events and notable occurrences. This log will be used for daily communication of information
from one shift to the next, and will be read by all Navigation Center staff. Various demographic
and service delivery data will be maintained in a database by the service coordinators, case
managers, case manager supervisor, data/project assistant, and project manager on an
ongoing basis. This information will be used for compliance reporting (coordinated by the
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program’s administrative managers) to major funders and for internal program analysis.
Individual electronic clinical service records (including the Individualized Service Plans) will be
maintained primarily by the CMs concerning specific elements of service plans and service
delivery for each guest.
4. Communication Between Staff
The service coordinator supervisor will be responsible for assigning tasks for each service
coordinator shift, and ensuring that an informational briefing with incoming staff occurs at
each change of shift. The purpose of this briefing is to share information that may be pertinent
to incoming shifts to smoothly manage the transition of staff.
5. Visiting Staff Inside The Navigation Center
Individual guest service providers: Guests’ service providers from outside agencies will be
expected and welcomed as regular visitors to the Navigation Center. Service providers must
identify themselves to Navigation Center staff who assist them in connecting with their guests.
General service provision: Other human service providers may be recruited to assist
Navigation Center staff with activities, groups, or other service delivery. In instances where
outside providers are assisting with an activity or group facilitation, the CMs will schedule and
coordinate these visits. In cases where the out-stationing of staff from other agencies makes
programmatic sense for the Navigation Center and the visiting agency, the project manager
will arrange the schedules, locations, and scope of work understandings with the visiting
agency.
Volunteers and interns: The DESC Volunteer/Donations Coordinator will be responsible for
recruiting, screening, and assigning any volunteers that may provide assistance at the
Navigation Center. Volunteers will be used to fill needs not already met through other
programs. Volunteers will receive training to familiarize them with issues faced by Navigation
Center guests, operations, and procedures of the building, and scenarios they may encounter
as volunteers. Volunteer duties may include assisting with activities, clerical tasks, or other
assistance as needs are identified. The volunteer/ donations coordinator will work to obtain
donations of supplies and equipment for activities, and tickets or passes to events within the
community. Academic program interns (e.g. social work interns) may be placed at the
Navigation Center. The project manager will arrange a supervisory structure for such interns.
Interns will supplement program needs; they will not be counted in the staff:guest ratio.
III. Guest Services
A. Case management for guests of the Navigation Center
Comprehensive case management services delivered by qualified providers are critical to each guest’s
stabilization. DESC hopes to connect all Navigation Center guests to appropriate community services
from mental health, substance abuse, and other service systems. To the extent possible, these
services should use a community support case management model or equivalent. With each guest's
consent, case managers will ensure that each guest is entered into the HMIS system and completes a
VI-SPDAT assessment. This will increase guests' access to housing by placing them in the Coordinated
Entry for All (CEA) queue.
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The intensity of the relationship between Navigation Center staff and guests and services must be
flexible enough to vary with the level of need expressed by guests at any given time. While each guest
will exhibit unique needs and draw upon diverse combinations of resources to meet these needs,
some basic services are essential to promote the success of all guests at the Navigation Center.
B. Three elements of community support case management
1. Assistance with basic needs
The first responsibility is to ensure access to food, clothing, medical care and financial entitlements.
These activities will sometimes require that case managers leave their offices to accompany guests to
various places within the community.
2. Treatment services
All guests will have access to assessment and, as eligible, treatment services for their presenting
problems through DESC's licensed mental health and substance use programs. Services in these areas
may be delivered by DESC or by other providers through referrals.
3. Crisis assistance
Focus of crisis response will be on assisting resolution of the crisis in ways that promote safety and
stabilization, resolve immediate problems, and preserve access to services and shelter. DESC Entry
Services maintains a 24 hour on-call supervisor system for staff needing consultation or support about
any Navigation Center guest.
C . Service Priorities at the Navigation Center
1. Coordinated Entry for All (CEA) and housing
King County's Coordinated Entry for All (CEA) is designed to ensure that people experiencing
homelessness can get help finding stable housing by quickly identifying, assessing, and connecting
them to housing support services and housing resources. CEA uses a standardized assessment
tool, the VI-SPDAT, that matches the right level of services and housing resources to the persons
facing a housing crisis.
After registering at the Navigation Center, guests will meet with their assigned case manager. The
case manager will work with the guest to enter and/or update information in HMIS – HUD's
Homeless Management Information System – and then complete the guest's VI-SPDAT
assessment. To ensure that guests are in the CEA queue as soon as possible, case managers will
update/enter this information soon after a guest has arrived. Although housing opportunities for
Navigation Center guests outside of CEA are limited, case managers will continue to work with
guests in pursuing additional housing opportunities outside of CEA.
2. Documents for transition to housing
Case managers will support guests in obtaining necessary documents typically required for
housing applications. These documents include proper identification (ID card, passport, citizen
card, etc.), social security card, proof of income, DD 214, and so on.
3. Connection to benefits/income
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Guests will work with case managers to obtain appropriate benefits, e.g., Aged, Blind, Disabled
Cash Benefits (ABD), Nutritional Benefits, Social Security Income/Disability Income, Medicaid,
Medicare, and Veterans Benefits. When appropriate, case managers will work with guests to
obtain work either independently or through employment programs offered by DESC and other
community social services agencies.
4. Health and stabilization
Improved physical and mental health of guests during stay at the Navigation Center will be
achieved first through the security and safety of having a reliable, consistent space to sleep
indoors, adequate and nutritious food, and round-the-clock access to showers, bathrooms, and
laundry services.
The stabilization of guests health will also be supported through new and reestablished
relationships to providers of medical, mental health, and chemical dependency services.
D. Division of responsibility for care among service providers
Some variation is expected in the abilities of community service providers to cover all the service
types listed above, with the result that some guests will receive more substantial services from
outside providers than others. The Navigation Center staff will provide services to complement, not to
replace, case management services from DESC's licensed clinical programs, as well as other outside
providers. Guests will likely receive care from the mental health, chemical dependency and other
service system providers, both within and outside of DESC, in addition to services from Navigation
Center staff. Other ancillary services may be provided by outside providers; the division of guest
service roles between on-site service staff and outside service providers are detailed in the sections
which follow.
E. Roles of Navigation Center staff in service delivery
1. Primary service coordination
To efficiently coordinate service delivery, all guests will be assigned to a case manager for primary onsite service coordination. The case manager will be responsible for becoming familiar with the guest's
needs, attempting to build a trusting relationship with the guest, and coordinating all service delivery
to the guest within the Navigation Center. They will also complete intake and initial assessments for
new guests and updates for returning guests, including HMIS information and VI-SPDAT assessments.
Case managers will serve as liaison between Navigation Center staff and the agency mental health
program as the guest's primary treatment provider. The case manager will develop an Integrated
Service Plan for each guest. The plan is designed specifically to create a clear plan to identify, track,
and reach guest's specified goals.
2. Role of service coordinators
Each service coordinator will support the individual Integrated Service Plans and goals of guests
developed by case managers by being familiar with the service plans and actively involved in assisting
in service delivery, guest engagement, and needs identification. The service coordinators play a key
role in successfully engaging Navigation Center guests into beneficial clinical relationships with case
managers and other staff. At the time of guests' departure from the Navigation Center, they assist in
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ensuring guests' smooth transition from an unsheltered to a sheltered setting and, as often as
possible, into permanent housing.
3. Integrated Service Plan (ISP)
At the time of intake, each guest will meet with their assigned Navigation Center case manager. Staff
and guest will work together to develop an Integrated Service Plan (ISP) individualized for that guest.
On-site staff and outside providers will keep each other informed of significant events and changes in
the guest’s life and will tailor the ISP to reflect changes and progress.
F. Roles of visiting staff inside the Navigation Center
As visitors in the building, staff from other agencies will be allowed entrance with the permission of
the Navigation Center staff or a particular guest being served.
G. Release of Information (ROI)
Confidentiality of guests' personal information will be maintained by DESC. To facilitate continuity of
care with community providers, the Navigation Center/DESC staff will ask guests to sign Release of
Information permission forms prior to sharing any information with DESC programs and outside
providers.
H. Abandonment of case management services
If a guest terminates the relationship with their community-based (external to the Navigation Center)
case manager, they will be encouraged to re-engage with that service provider, but continued stay will
not be affected by the guest’s lack of participation in any services. The Navigation Center staff will
stress the benefits to the guest of receiving services from a community provider that can work with
them after exiting the Navigation Center. The case manager will collaborate with any community case
manager to develop a re-engagement plan for the guest, including outreach visits to the Navigation
Center by the case manager. Regardless of connection to outside support services or willingness to
engage with Navigation Center staff, all guests of the Navigation Center will continue to have an active
case manager on-site for ongoing support, engagement, and stabilization services.
I. 24-hour availability and crisis management
The Navigation Center will be staffed 24 hours, 7 days a week, to be available to guests for general
support and assistance and to respond immediately to guest crises. Additionally, Navigation Center
staff will be available 24/7 to respond to issues and needs raised by members of the community in
regard to the facility and our guests. Community members will be directed to speak with the
Navigation Center project manager about their concerns.
Community case managers working with a guest will be notified as soon as possible of any notable
crises and follow up.
J. Services specific to substance use
1. Drug / alcohol counseling and treatment services


All services and interventions around substance use will be grounded in reducing harm and
building motivation for guest-defined recovery.
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As with other areas of concern, a supportive, nonjudgmental, harm reduction oriented
approach will be used by all Navigation Center staff to increase guest comfort in discussing
their substance use histories, build motivation, set goals, and, where relevant, establish robust
treatment plans.
Holistic intake and assessment services.
One-to-one counseling: Case managers will be available for one-to-one counseling about
substance use related issues. Staff will attempt to provide a safe environment for open
discussion of substance use while supporting guests in all attempts to make progress toward
their own goals for safe, healthy lifestyles.
Therapeutic groups and outings.
Various harm reduction services and resources.

2. Access to information and resources
Staff will provide guests with access to diverse resources and information about drug and alcoholrelated services in the community. Staff will post information about drug and alcohol treatment and
support services. This will include information about needle exchange and ways of reducing the harms
of alcohol and other drug use in individuals’ lives. There will be a substance use case manager on-site
and available to meet with interested guests. The substance use counselor and/or Navigation Center
case managers and service coordinators will offer an array of groups based on the needs, interests,
and goals of our guests.
K. Services specific to mental health needs
Guests will be encouraged to continue any mental health services they were receiving before entering
the Navigation Center, or work with Navigation Center staff to identify and establish services with a
preferred provider. Mental Health case managers from DESC’s programs and elsewhere will make
regular visits to the building to meet with their guests in their current location at the Navigation
Center. The guest, mental health case manager, and Navigation Center case manager will meet to
determine what can be done at the Navigation Center to assist or support in treatment compliance
and maintain consistent strategies for responding to behaviors exhibited as a result of a mental
disorder. Navigation Center staff will maintain regular contact with mental health providers. Some
guests reside at the Navigation Center without an established connection to mental health services
despite a clear need. In those cases, case managers will work to establish eligibility and enrollment in
services, including with the licensed mental health case manager, who will be on site.
L. Services for mobility-impaired residents and other accommodations
The Navigation Center is ADA accessible and efforts will be made to ensure the comfort and safety of
mobility-impaired guests.
As guests present additional accommodation needs, Navigation Center staff will work with guests to
accommodate the needs as requested.
M. Assistance in meeting basic needs
1. Entitlement assistance
Case managers will assist guests with securing and maintaining benefits for which they are eligible.
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2. Medical protocols



Emergencies: Staff will call 911 when an emergency medical situation arises.
As resources allow, a Registered Nurse and/or other health professionals from a qualified
health care organization will provide basic assessment and health care services to guests at the
Navigation Center. Upon intake, information about guest’s baseline health status will be
collected, so staff will know what conditions are standard for each individual. Staff will attempt
to have daily contact with all guests, and will use these encounters to observe whether each
person appears as usual or appears to be in some atypical distress.

3. Laundry
Guests will generally be responsible for handling their own laundry needs using on-site equipment,
which will be available free of charge. On-site staff may assist guests with personal laundry as needed.
4. Sleeping room cleanliness
On-site staff will assist guests as needed with basic upkeep of their sleeping rooms and bed spaces.
Guests will be responsible for keeping their general bed spaces clean and contained. If a guest has a
pet, the guest is responsible for cleaning up any waste or mess that the animal creates.
N. Communication Services
The Navigation Center will receive, record, and distribute mail for guests as mail is received. Because
of the short duration of stay, guests will not be encouraged to use the Navigation Center as their
permanent mailing address.
The Navigation Center will provide basic access to computers, internet, and phones for guests.
O. Meal program
Regular meals will be served at the Navigation Center on a schedule determined by meal provider
Operation Sack Lunch. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner will be provided, and additional food/snacks will
be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. All meals will be provided and served by Operation Sack
Lunch. Food and snacks will be available to guests on demand with as little staff support as possible,
to support the low barrier nature of the Navigation Center.
1. Staff / volunteer duties
Operation Sack Lunch will be responsible for all meal preparation and set up. Navigation Center staff
will be responsible for packaging and storing any food that is left over from the meal and saving it for
individualized guest consumption at a later time. All staff and volunteers who handle food will have
current King County food handlers cards.
P. Pet Assistance
1. Getting pets licensed and vaccinated
Case managers will work with guests to obtain proper licensing and vaccinations for guest pets.
2. Assisting with veterinary care
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Case managers will work with guests who have pets to obtain necessary veterinary care.
IV. Program Use Policies
A. Referral / acceptance process
1. Navigation Center staff will contact the REACH team supervisor Monday through Friday between
8am and 4:30pm to inform REACH of an available bed(s).
2. REACH staff will assess a person's eligibility for the Navigation Center based on established criteria.
The criteria are as follows:
1. Able to independently perform activities of daily living.
2. Does not present a safety concern.
If a person referred by REACH does not meet the criteria for entry into the Navigation Center, staff will
refer that person to a facility that may be able to accommodate them. If a person who has not been
referred by REACH comes to the Navigation Center and is seeking shelter and/or other assistance
Navigation Center staff will direct that person to locations that may meet their needs, i.e., another
shelter, public health clinic, free meal.
3. DESC reserves the right to refuse referrals based on safety concerns, a person having care needs
beyond the scope of the program, or referred person not arriving at the Navigation Center within 24
hours after the referral is made. However, DESC is experienced in operating low-barrier shelters and
will make every reasonable effort to accommodate referrals.
a) Beyond scope:
Guests must be able to self-transfer (bed to wheelchair to toilet, etc.).
Guests must be able to perform their own activities of daily living (toileting, eating, etc.).
If, during intake, a guest presents as beyond our scope of care or in need of urgent medical
attention, Navigation Center staff will refer the guest to medical services.
The guest's spot will be held if they are expected to return the same day.
b) Safety:
The Navigation Center project manager will check DESC's Information System, CHASERS, to
determine whether the referred individual is currently barred from any of our programs.
If the referred individual was barred for violent behavior or other serious safety concerns
(serious and credible threats, such as setting fires, etc.), the referral will be carefully
considered by the project manager. If the project manager, in consultation with REACH,
decides that the previously displayed behavior has been or can be mitigated, the project
manager may accept the referral.
c) Timeliness
A bed will be held for 24 hours after a referral is made. If the referred individual does not
appear within 24 hours of referral, they must be re-referred by REACH.
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If REACH staff disagree with a denial, the Navigation Center project manager will consult with DESC
Housing Senior Managers, to make a final decision regarding the acceptance of a referral.
4. REACH will call the Navigation Center project manager between 8am and 4:30pm Monday through
Friday to make a referral. At this time, referrals will not be accepted during the weekend.
REACH will provide the Navigation Center project manager with the following information about the
referral:
1. What is the person's name and DOB?
2. Is this person able to perform activities of daily living (ADLs) e.g., feeding, bathing, and
toileting?
3. Does this person have a pet? What type?
4. Is the person currently included in HMIS?
5. When is the person's estimated time and method of arrival?
6. Approximately how many and what type of possessions is the person bringing? Are there bed
bugs present?
5. If the referral is accepted, REACH will work with their client to reduce and discard any unwanted
belongings before transportation to the Navigation Center. REACH will transport their client to the
Navigation Center and coordinate with Navigation Center staff if further transport assistance is
needed.
B. Registration and Orientation
Once a REACH-referred individual arrives at the Navigation Center, a service coordinator will assist the
guest through these processes:
1. Basic CHASERS entry: A photo will be taken of the guest and pet, if guest has a pet. Guest's
name and DOB will be entered.
2. Bed and Locker Registration: Guest will be assigned a bed, which includes a storage bin. If
necessary, guest will be assigned additional lockers. Guest will sign and date belongings log-in
sheet.
3. Pest Control: Service coordinator will assist guest with belongings to the bed bug treatment
room. Belongings will be heat-treated to prevent bed-bug infestation in the Navigation Center.
4. Bedding and Hygiene Supplies: Guest will be issued bedding, towel, and hygiene supplies.
5. Navigation Center Orientation: Guest will be given a map of the Navigation Center, which
includes meal times and general rules. Service coordinator will give guest a tour of the
Navigation Center and show guest to their sleeping room.
C. Intake Procedures
The case manager supervisor will assign a case manager to the guest. The case manager will meet
with the guest as soon as possible and not longer than 48-hours after entry. During intake, the case
manager will:
1. Collect HMIS and CHASERS data.
2. Complete ISP (Individualized Service Plan).
3. Complete pet registration.
D. Maintenance of Enrollment in the Navigation Center
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The Navigation Center will accept REACH referrals as long as there are beds available. The standard
length of stay for each guest is 60 days. Case by case decisions will be made as to whether a guest's
length of stay will be shortened or lengthened.
1. If a guest has not contacted staff or given staff advance notice of extended (over 72 hours)
absence – whether for personal or medical reasons, or due to incarceration – Navigation
Center staff will exit the guest from the program. If guest is a pet owner, Navigation Center
staff will contact the Seattle Animal Shelter after 24 hours to have the pet taken to a facility
where it will be provided care. Navigation Center staff will attempt to contact the guest and
emergency contact person listed for the pet. Guest's belongings will be labeled and stored in a
locked area for 7 days. Navigation Center staff will make numerous attempts to contact the
guest and inform them that belongings must be picked up, or they will be discarded. If guest
makes no plans for retrieval, their belongings will be discarded after 7 days.
2. Guests who complete their 60-day stay at the Navigation Center and are exited back into a
sanctioned or unsanctioned encampment may be re-referred by REACH for another stay, as
long as they meet the criteria listed under section A.
E. Exit Procedures
The guest's case manager will enter necessary exit data into HMIS. Exit data will include outcomes
such as the living situation into which the guest is entering, benefits acquired, and substance use
and/or mental health treatment services attained. Case manager will ensure that guest has all
necessary contact information for service providers who will be helping them with ongoing items on
their ISP.
F. Procedure in the Event of Death
In the event of a guest’s death, after emergency personnel have responded, Navigation Center staff
will immediately notify the guest’s primary service provider so that emergency contacts and next of
kin may be notified. This information will also be kept in each guest’s file whenever possible. If guest
was the owner of a pet(s), Navigation Center staff will first attempt to reach the emergency contact
listed at the time of pet registration. If emergency contact is not able to be reached within 24 hours,
Navigation Center staff will call the Seattle Animal Shelter to retrieve the pet and provide care. The
guest’s case manager and Navigation Center staff will coordinate the timely removal of the guest’s
belongings.
V. Program Expectations
A. Building expectations of general conduct
The Navigation Center's guidelines for guest behavior are included as an appendix.
1. Substance Use Policy
The Navigation Center is specifically designed to accommodate individuals with multiple
challenges, including past or current substance use/abuse. The Navigation Center takes a harm
reduction approach to substance use, and focuses interventions on reducing the harmful
effects associated with drug or alcohol use while building motivation for recovery and selfdetermination. Because many guests will be active drug users, this flexible and evidence-based
practice is essential to successful engagement and outcomes. Navigation Center staff will
encourage honesty with regard to substance use rather than secrecy and shame. This
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approach is designed to develop therapeutic rapport with guests, regardless of their drugrelated behavior, by focusing on reducing harmful consequences associated with prolonged
substance use and encouraging and supporting the reduction of use.



Focus on behavior: Staff will address problematic behavior in the building when it occurs.
Problematic behavior is defined as those actions that threaten the safety, comfort, or wellbeing of others. Guests engaging in problematic behavior, regardless of its cause, may be asked
to leave public areas. When problematic behavior is perceived to be related to substance use,
staff will address their concerns with guests in order to accomplish clinical therapeutic goals.
Staff will have better therapeutic success with this approach than with one that emphasizes
total abstinence. In order to establish credibility with guests, staff will focus on behaviors, and
will endeavor to tailor responses to problematic behaviors to the individual guest's therapeutic
needs and goals. Staff are committed to persevering in the face of unpleasant behaviors and
continually working to improve them through honest feedback and limits, when needed.



Safety: The safety of guests and staff will be given the highest priority. Guests will be
encouraged to contact staff if their sense of personal safety is threatened due to perceived
presence of drug-related activity.



Consequences for drug-related activity: Police involvement and termination of program
participation may result if staff witness evidence of drug dealing or manufacturing in the
building. All Navigation Center guests will be made aware of this consequence at time of
intake.

2. Smoking Policy
No smoking will be permitted in common areas or outside within 25 feet of any entrance to
the building. Smokers' Outposts will be placed in designated smoking areas to encourage
smokers to safely dispose of cigarette butts.
3. Pet Policy
Pets are allowed at the Navigation Center. Pets are registered at the time of guest registration.
Pet owners will fill out a pet registration form that asks if pets are spayed or neutered and
registered, in addition to listing Navigation Center pet rules. Pet owners will list name and
contact information for emergency care provider in the event the owner is hospitalized,
incarcerated, or otherwise not able to care for pet. The pet rules are as follows, and the pet
registration form is included as an appendix:


Pet owners will have 14 days to vaccinate and license pets, if pets are not already
licensed and registered. Pet owners' case managers will assist them in securing free
veterinary care and a pet license. Transportation to and from animal care provider will
be provided. If pets are not licensed and/or registered within 14 days after
registration, pets will be asked to leave the Navigation Center.
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Aggressive animals and those that pose other safety risks will be asked to leave.
Owners are expected to attend to their pets at all times.
Dogs must be leashed or kenneled at all times.
Cats are allowed only in designated sleeping rooms and must be leashed or contained
at all times.
All other pets must be appropriately contained at all times.
Owners are responsible for keeping their pets' areas sanitary.
Owners are responsible for cleaning up their pets' waste.
Pet food must be stored in a sealed container or Ziploc bag.
Pre-approval must be obtained from staff if a pet will be left unattended for more than
2 hours at a time.
If a guest decides to give care of pet over to another guest permanently, this arrangement
must be formalized with their case manager.
The Seattle Animal Shelter will be called when a pet is treated with cruelty.
A pet will be considered abandoned when its owner has not been on-site for 24 hours.
The Seattle Animal Shelter will be called to take over possession of the animal.

B. Standard consequences for rules violations
Guests will be held accountable for rules violations following consistent guidelines. In cases in which
rule breaking is judged to be related to guests’ medical and psychiatric challenges, staff will determine
the most appropriate means of resolving the issue in a way consistent with the Integrated Service
Plan. Staff will employ a comprehensive approach that always attempts to identify and deal with the
causes of problem behavior so that repeated violations are minimized.
1. Informal response by staff
Initial rules violations not requiring termination of stay will generally result in informal
warnings to guests by staff.
•Oral: Informal warnings will generally be oral, and will be communicated to the guest at the
time of infraction or earliest opportunity after it occurred.
•Involvement of guests: Guest complaints about other guests will be taken seriously by the
management and kept confidential. Guests will included in or present during the provision of
warnings to other guests.
•Issuance of warnings: In most cases, warnings will be issued by service coordinators, under
the direction of the CMs or the project manager. CMs and service coordinators will work
together to help rules violators to come into better compliance.
2. Formal response by staff
Repeated violations of rules that are not grounds for immediate termination of stay will result
in formal warnings to the guest. These warnings will be written and documented.
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• Conference with guest: The project manager and case manager will always attempt to speak
directly with guest about rules violations. As needed and appropriate, other involved service
providers will be brought into these discussions to assist the guest with compliance strategies.
3. Time Away
A guest may be asked to leave the Navigation Center for a number of hours or days – given
Time Away, if the guest's behavior presents safety risks to others, but may not rise to the level
of termination of stay. The purpose of Time Away is to give guests space from the Navigation
Center and event so that they can reflect on the situation and decide whether or not they are
willing and able to continue their stay.
Navigation Center staff who witness and respond to the guest who is creating safety risks will
determine the length of Time Away that is given. Staff will work to determine a Time Away
period that is minimal, yet addresses the level of safety concern. Staff will try to avoid
displacing a guest for a full night(s). When offering a guest Time Away (in lieu of termination),
Navigation Center staff will assist them in securing a safe place to sleep for the night(s) they
are away.
Once the Time Away period has elapsed, the guest may reenter the Navigation Center. The
guest must inform a service coordinator on shift that they have returned. The service
coordinator will post a log regarding the guest's return, and the guest's case manager will
attempt to meet with the guest as soon as possible after reentry. During the meeting, the
guest and case manager will discuss pertinent issues.
4. Termination of Stay
When a guest behaves in a way that puts themselves or others in imminent danger, Navigation
Center staff will call 911, and the guest's stay at the Navigation Center will be terminated. In
the event of termination, Navigation Center staff will assist the guest with locating a safe,
alternative place to sleep and retaining any service connections that have been established to
date.
C. Resident relations / managing conflict
1) Agency policy
Guests shall not be made to feel uncomfortable based on gender, race, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, religion, disability, or other personal characteristics. Guests will be made aware
upon orientation that they should seek staff assistance if they feel that they have been treated
unfairly based on any personal characteristics. Staff will remain aware of patterns of conflict
and will work with guests to attempt to address their root causes.
2) Conflict resolution
When approached in situations of conflict between guests, staff members will consult with the
concerned guest to determine a plan of action. The focus of the plan should be on conflict
resolution between guests without mandates from management. If this is impossible,
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however, management will impose a structure for conflict resolution which could include
mediation, restriction of services, or other consequences.
3) Grievance Procedure
The Downtown Emergency Service Center wants to solve problems and settle grievances
quickly and fairly, and has developed a procedure to do this. DESC believes the best way to
settle disagreements and problems is to talk about them and try to find solutions to problems
that work for everyone. This procedure can be used for any type of complaint, including if a
guest believes they have been discriminated against because of race, creed, color, sex, sexual
orientation, age, national origin, marital status, or the presence of any handicap. This
procedure can also be used if guests think that a staff member has treated them in a way that
doesn’t follow DESC’s policies and rules.
DESC's client grievance procedure and form is placed in a wall file holder near the reception
desk. It is also included here as an appendix.
D. Requirements for continued stay
1. Continued capacity to perform Activities of Daily Living
The Navigation Center is designed for independent living. It is not a skilled nursing facility.
Advancement of physical or mental illness may cause some guests to lose the capability for
independent living. In most cases, the guest and their service providers will decide when the
time comes to move into an assisted living facility or other more appropriate facility.
• Assessment for independent living capability:
Navigation Center staff will document all observed changes in guests’ physical and mental
status.
• Attempt to move guests to more appropriate settings when necessary:
(a) Permanent: Both Navigation Center staff and external service providers will work
together to assist guests in moving to a congregate care facility, assisted living facility,
or skilled nursing facility if they agree that the Navigation Center is no longer an
appropriate site for them.
(b) Temporary: In other cases, a temporary move may be indicated. For instance, onsite staff will call King County Designated Mental Health Professionals if a guest is
judged to be a danger to self, a danger to others, or gravely disabled and incapable of
safe, independent living but also unwilling to seek treatment. If necessary, this will lead
to temporary placement in an acute care facility until the guest is stable enough to
return to the Navigation Center.
2. Absences from the Navigation Center
Guests are not expected to check in with staff on a daily basis. Navigation Center service
coordinators will check off guests from a roster as they are seen each 24-hour period.
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• Short absences: It is expected that guests may leave the Navigation Center for appointments
and short visits to the hospital.
• Extended absences of more than 3 days (72 hours total): Extended absences may occur while
a guest stays in a hospital, skilled nursing facility, drug/alcohol or psychiatric treatment facility,
or jail. In cases of extended absence, a guest should reach an agreement with management
regarding when they anticipate returning to collect their belongings and what needs to
happen with their pet, if necessary. If guest did not know that they would be absent for an
extended period of time when they left the Navigation Center, they are responsible for
ensuring that they or someone with whom they are connected contacts the Navigation Center
to make arrangements for their belongings and, if applicable, pet.
VI. Facility Management
A. Facility maintenance / cleaning
1. Routine cleaning
All facilities, including hallways, stairs, common areas, meeting rooms, laundry rooms, public
bathrooms, storage rooms, and janitorial closets, will be cleaned regularly by janitorial staff.
During cleaning, staff should report any problems so that repairs and maintenance may occur
promptly. Guests will be expected to keep sleep spaces, pet areas, and possessions tidy.
2. Trash removal and recycling
Janitorial staff will empty trash cans daily. Guests will place recyclables in designated
containers, which will be removed by janitorial staff.
3. Requested maintenance
Staff and guests will be expected to report maintenance concerns per an identified procedure.
Maintenance repairs will be handled as promptly as possible after staff have been notified of a
problem.
4. Maintenance log
An electronic log of all maintenance requests will be maintained. Each request will describe
the nature and location of the problem, the date reported, the person reporting, and action
taken. The maintenance log will be reviewed daily by DESC’s centralized maintenance team for
new entries.
5. Responsibility
Maintenance staff will check the maintenance log daily. Most requests will be handled by
DESC’s maintenance staff, and some by specialized maintenance services (e.g. elevator). If
services of a specialized maintenance provider are required, the project manager will place the
request for services. If the project manager is unavailable, or in an emergency, maintenance
staff or service coordinators will place the request.
6. Emergencies and priorities
Emergency repairs required to alleviate immediate danger to persons or property, or to avoid
suspension of any necessary service or system to the building, will be made on a 24-hour
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basis. Safety and security concerns will always receive the highest priority. If staff attention
must be limited to one maintenance concern at a given time, the following priorities will
apply:












Fire safety system, including individual smoke alarms
Outside door security (locks / latches)
HVAC system
Electrical system
Telephone system
Security monitoring system
Common passageways (halls, stairs, elevator)
Guest sleeping rooms, activities rooms, meeting rooms
Public bathrooms
Laundry rooms
Staff offices and lounge

7. Major maintenance and replacement schedule
The City will maintain a capital needs assessment showing all building systems and expected
schedule for replacement, including projected costs. This guide will form the basis of major
maintenance items such as painting and replacement of equipment and appliances.
8. System maintenance: When maintenance of building systems calls for a maintenance contract,
such contracts will be entered into in accordance with the Property Management Agreement for
the project.








Fire safety: The fire alarm system will be inspected and serviced by a qualified contractor in
compliance with local fire safety regulations.
Security camera: Staff will coordinate any needed repairs.
Elevator: The elevator will be inspected by the City, and serviced per a contract with a qualified
contractor.
Heating/ventilation: The HVAC system will be inspected and serviced regularly by DESC
maintenance staff or per a service agreement with a qualified contractor.
Telephone/: Staff will coordinate any needed repairs.
Plumbing: Staff will coordinate any needed repairs.
Electrical: Staff will coordinate any needed repairs.

B. Supplies
All office and other supply purchases will be coordinated by the project assistant. Staff may request
necessary items.
C. Security / communication
1. 24-hour staffing
A minimum of two staff members will be on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week, one of
whom will be stationed at the front office. This staff member will answer the door, answer
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phones, assist with guest questions and issues, and respond to emergencies. Additionally, an
on-call supervisor backup system will be in place to ensure that staff on duty are able to
receive consultations and additional help as needed.
2. Exterior doors


Front door: All exterior doors will remain locked at all times. Staff will use the front door to
enter and exit the building with an electronic key card. The outer lobby is equipped with an
intercom through which guests call staff to request entry.

3. Closed circuit television cameras
Cameras scan building corridors, common areas, sleeping rooms, elevator vestibules, main
entrances, and the building’s exterior. The cameras will be monitored by staff in the lobby
office. Unusual behavior will be investigated by staff.
4. Fire safety system
The fire alarm system has smoke detectors in common areas and sleeping rooms that are
connected to the main fire detection system. Any triggering of the fire alarm system will
register on a fire alarm control panel located near the building's main entrance, beside the
reception area. Navigation Center staff will respond to the alarm, and, if necessary, contact
the Seattle Fire Department.
5. Elevator monitoring
Calls made on the elevator phone go directly to Thyssen Krupp, the elevator manufacturer and
service provider. In the event of an emergency, staff contacts the Seattle Fire Department.
SFD can open the elevator door and respond to the emergency. Staff calls Thyssen Krupp to
make any repairs, if necessary.
D. Emergency Procedures
It is the policy of the Downtown Emergency Center (DESC) to provide specific instructions for the
prompt, orderly, and safe evacuation of all persons from the Navigation Center during an emergency.
1. The Navigation Center Service Coordinator Supervisors will be responsible for the following:
a) Orienting staff to evacuation procedures at hire and annually.

2. The Navigation Center Service Coordinator Supervisors, or, in their absence, the on-site
acting supervisor, will be responsible for the following:
a) Contacting emergency services in the event of an emergency by calling 911.
b) Notifying the Entry Services Supervisor who is on call.
c) Determining whether evacuation of the Navigation Center is necessary, in consultation
with the Entry Services on-call supervisor and/or Navigation Center project manager, if
appropriate.
d) Coordinating evacuation of the Navigation Center, if necessary, in keeping with the
procedures listed below.
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3) The Navigation Center Project Manager will be responsible for the following:
a) Scheduling and conducting required fire drills in conjunction with the facilities
manager.
b) Ensuring that responsibilities enumerated in sections 1. and 2. are communicated to
staff and that staff are trained on how to perform these duties.

4) An Emergency Evacuation Floor Plan with evacuation routes will be posted in the Navigation
Center. The floor plan will show the following information:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Location of portable fire extinguishers
Exit routes from different areas of the Navigation Center
Location of outside assembly area for all evacuees
Instructions for what to do during an earthquake
Location of fire alarm pull stations, once installed

5) The Emergency Evacuation Floor Plan
Evacuation of persons with disabilities:
a) In the event of an evacuation, staff will identify Navigation Center guests requiring
assistance in exiting to emergency personnel.
b) Navigation Center staff will provide such assistance to the extent possible.
c) Guests, staff, or others in wheelchairs, on crutches, or slowed down for other reasons
should be accompanied by a staff person, or a staff person should arrange for others to
provide whatever assistance is needed to make a safe exit.
d) In general, able-bodied guests should evacuate first, so there will not be undue
pressure on guests who may be slow or need assistance.
6) General emergency procedures:
a) If smoke or fire is visible, call 911 to report the fire.
b) If another emergency is occurring requiring emergency personnel, call 911 to report
the emergency.
c) In the event of a fire or other emergency that requires evacuation, guests will be
notified by a staff person. Staff should enter all areas guests may occupy and announce
that an evacuation is necessary. Staff should then direct guests toward the closest safe
emergency exit. Staff should remind guests of the designated assembly area.
d) Staff should assist as needed with evacuation, including waking up sleeping guests and
assisting people with disabilities in exiting.
e) A staff person should station themselves at the designated assembly area with the
most accurate available list of guests assigned to a bed. A current bed registration list
should be printed if time allows. A roll call should be performed to identify which
guests are present.
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f) The supervisor or acting supervisor is responsible for ensuring that all staff members
are accounted for during and after the evacuation.
7) Bomb threat procedures:
a) Should the Navigation Center receive a bomb threat, the staff member who receives
this information should call 911 immediately and then inform the Entry Services on-call
supervisor.
b) The Entry Services on-call supervisor will decide how to proceed. In consultation with
the police and other DESC management/supervisory staff, a decision about evacuation
will be made.
8) Earthquake procedures:
a) During an earthquake guests and staff should not attempt to exit the building.
b) Staff should encourage guests to shelter under beds or crouch near a wall away from
windows.
c) After the shaking has stopped, the supervisor or acting supervisor on site should survey
the area. The Entry Services supervisor on-call should be notified.
d) If significant damage has occurred, evacuation may be appropriate, in consultation
with the on-call supervisor.
VII. Administration
A. Contract and Evaluation Project
1. Contracting / compliance
The project will remain in compliance with any contract and funding agreements set forth in separate
documents governing referral, on-site operations and services, data collection, site inspections, and
reporting. Regular reports in accordance with each contract and funding agreement will be
completed by DESC. Data sufficient for the completion of these reports will be maintained at the
Seattle Navigation Center, in the DESC client data system, and in the DESC accounting office.
2. Program evaluation
In addition to a robust external evaluation project by the University of Washington, DESC will conduct
in-house evaluation of program effectiveness as resources permit.
VIII. Community Relations
Maintaining relationships with neighbors in the larger community is important for the Navigation
Center, particularly where Navigation Center staff and guests can contribute to the stability and safety
of the neighborhood. DESC representatives participate in various neighborhood and community
groups and will represent the Navigation Center, along with other DESC projects, in these forums. The
project manager will attend meetings of the most relevant neighborhood associations and, in
consultation with DESC management staff, also be responsible for addressing concerns brought to
Navigation Center staff by neighbors.
An important component to the Navigation Center's ability to be a good neighbor is the project's 24
hour staffing. A minimum of three staff members will be on duty 24 hours a day (except during regular
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breaks), seven days a week, one of whom will be stationed at the front desk. This staff member will
screen visitors, answer phones, assist with guest questions and issues, and respond to emergencies.
Staff will make their best effort to be available to neighbors to address concerns expressed about
guest behavior in the neighborhood, or respond to a crisis a guest is having in the neighborhood. Staff
will also be available around the clock for neighbors to call with questions or concerns about
individuals they encounter on the street who may or may not be a guest at The Navigation Center. If a
Navigation Center staff member is able to leave the facility, they will assist the individual in whatever
way they are able, and, if the individual is a guest, staff will attempt to escort them back to the
Navigation Center.
Staff will regularly conduct physical inspection of the perimeter of the property to pick up litter and
ensure guests or visitors at the Navigation Center are not creating disturbances. Additionally, an oncall supervisor backup system will be in place to ensure that staff on duty are able to receive
consultations and additional help as needed. Expectations of good behavior in the neighborhood are
written into the Navigation Center's rules, and violations of these rules could result in a termination of
stay at the Navigation Center.
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Navigation Center Pet Registration and Rules
Pet Owner(s) ___________________________________________________________________
Bed Number(s) _________________________________________________________________
Pet Name(s) ___________________________________________________________________
Pet Breed(s) ___________________________________________________________________
Emergency Contact Name: _______________________________________________________
Emergency Contact Phone Number: _______________________________________________
Do you have proof that your pet(s) is current on rabies vaccination? Yes or No
Do you have proof that your pet(s) is licensed? Yes or No
If you answered "No" to one or both of these questions, your Navigation Center case manager will assist you in getting your
pet licensed and vaccinated at low or no cost. You will have 14 days to complete vaccination and licensing. Navigation
Center staff are able to provide transportation to and from the veterinarian.
Pet Rules
1. Aggressive animals and those that pose other safety risks will be asked to leave.
2. Owners are expected to attend to their pets at all times.
3. Dogs must be leashed or kenneled at all times.
4. Cats are allowed only in designated sleeping rooms. They must be contained or leashed at all times.
5. All other pets must be appropriately contained at all times.
6. Owners are responsible for keeping their pets' areas sanitary.
7. Owners are responsible for cleaning up their pets' waste.
8. Pet food must be stored in a sealed container or Ziploc bag.
9. Pre-approval must be obtained from staff if pet will be left unattended for more than 2 hours at a time.
10. If a guest decides to give care of pet over to another guest permanently, this arrangement must be formalized with
their case manager.
11.Navigation Center staff will call the Seattle Animal Shelter when a pet(s) is left unattended for 24 hours or treated with
cruelty.
I, ___________________________________________, understand the pet rules and
requirement that I must have my pet(s) vaccinated for rabies and licensed within 14 days of entry into the Navigation
Center. I also understand that Navigation Center staff will call the Seattle Animal Shelter if I leave my pet(s) unattended
for 24 hours.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Pet Owner(s) Signature & Date
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Guest Name:

Enter Date:

Exit Date:

Navigation Center Guest Guidelines
Be Respectful: Homophobia, transphobia, racism, and sexism are considered forms of violence. Violence also
includes non-consensual physical contact, sexual harassment, and verbal/emotional/ threats of abuse. Guests may
be given time away from the Navigation Center, or their stay may be terminated, as a result of committing any of the
above offenses.
No Weapons: Guests are not permitted to be in possession of weapons while in the Navigation Center. Some of the
weapons not permitted include knives, fire arms, pepper spray, tasers, and anything club-like. Guests in possession
of weapons are encouraged to check in their weapons at entry. Guests are permitted to check out their weapons
when leaving the Navigation Center.
Smoking Policy: Smoking will not be permitted inside the Navigation Center. Guests can smoke 1) on the outdoor
patio, located on the north side of the building 2) in the covered area located beside the grassy, fenced pet area on
the south side of the building 3) At least 25 feet away from any public entrance and exit.
Drug and Alcohol Use: If substance use interferes with the rights, safety, or comfort of others you may be asked to
leave. The situation will be reviewed by staff. Drug dealing and/or manufacturing is not permitted at the Navigation
Center.
If you do plan on using, your safety is important to us. Please, voice any safety concerns that you have about
yourself or others to staff. There is naloxone on site. Staff or guests can administer naloxone in the event of likely
overdose.
Meal Times: All meals will be served by Operation Sack Lunch.
Breakfast 8-9 AM
Lunch 12:30-1:30 PM
Dinner 6:30-7:30 PM
Snacks and leftover meals will be available between meal times in the guest kitchen.
Animals: Pets are permitted in the Navigation Center and must be leashed or contained at all times. Owners must
clean up any waste or mess their animal creates. Safety is our primary concern, and aggressive or unsafe pets may be
asked to leave. All animals must be licensed and vaccinated within 14 days of entry. Case Managers will provide
transportation and access to free or income-based veterinary services.
Cleanliness: Guests are responsible for keeping their beds, the area around their beds, their pet's kennel and, if
applicable, litterbox, clean. Human and pet food must be kept in sealed containers. Staff requests that guests eat in
the common areas, not sleeping rooms, to prevent pests. See staff for access to cleaning supplies.
Neighborhood expectations/presence: DESC is committed to being a good neighbor to others who live and own
businesses in the area. Please, help us be good neighbors and do not loiter, use drugs and alcohol, or create noise
disturbances in the areas surrounding the Navigation Center.
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Problem-Solving and Grievance Procedure
The Downtown Emergency Service Center wants to solve problems and settle grievances quickly and fairly,
and has developed a procedure to do this. We believe the best way to settle disagreements and problems is
to talk about them and to try to find solutions to problems that work for everyone.
This procedure can be used for any type of complaint, including if you believe you have been discriminated
against because of race, creed, color, sex, sexual orientation, age, national origin, marital status or the
presence of any handicap. This procedure can also be used if you think that a staff member has treated you
in a way that doesn’t follow DESC’s policies and rules.
Solving Problems
If you have a complaint about the program or a problem with staff, the first step is to talk to a staff
member about it. If you have a disagreement with a particular staff member, it is best to talk with that
person. If you can’t do that or you feel that the problem isn’t settled, talk with that person’s supervisor.
The supervisor may talk with you alone, or depending on the situation, may want to talk with both of you
together to help you reach an agreement. If you can’t agree, the supervisor will make a decision about how
to settle the problem.
If you don’t agree with the supervisor’s decision, you can talk with a higher supervisor. This person will also
talk with you, and anyone else involved, and will make a decision about how to settle the problem.
Filing a Grievance
If the problem is not settled in the discussions described above, you may submit a grievance. The grievance
must be in writing, and signed and dated by you or someone who is representing you. Useful information
includes, for example, the names of people involved, dates of incidents, a description of what happened,
and other facts that describe the problem. The more information you include in your grievance, the better
we will be able to understand the situation. If you need assistance in writing your grievance or in some
other way, you may ask a staff member or someone else to help you. You may also choose a staff member,
family member, friend, or other advocate to represent you in the grievance procedure.
Your written grievance should go to one of the following people:
If your problem involves a Shelter, Connections or a DESC Housing Project, your written
grievance should go to the appropriate Housing Manager.
If your problem involves Employment Services, your written grievance should go to the Employment
Services Program Manager.
If your problem involves the Crisis Solutions Center, your written grievance should go to the Crisis
Solutions Center Program Manager.
If your problem involves a complaint about your Mental Health or Chemical Dependency
treatment services, your written grievance should go to the relevant Clinical Program Manager.
If you have questions about who your grievance should go to, talk to a staff person or a supervisor. You may
submit your written grievance to the DESC location where you receive services. Or, if you prefer, you may
submit your grievance at our Administrative Office at 515 Third Avenue or the Clinical Services Office at 216
James Street. You may also begin the grievance process over the phone, however a written statement of the
grievance must be submitted within 10 calendar days of the phone call. After you have submitted your
grievance, we will meet with you within seven working days to discuss it.
We will respond to your written grievance within 30 working days. You will receive a letter detailing the
outcome of the grievance. If you have questions about the DESC grievance procedure, talk to one of
the people above or any DESC supervisor.
Note: If your grievance is about your mental health or chemical dependency services, you may lodge a complaint with an
Ombuds person, RSN or provider if you believe your rights have been violated. If you lodge a complaint or grievance
against a staff or the agency, DESC will not retaliate against you in any way. Retaliation may be identified as an action that
deprives you of your just due. Retaliation for filing a complaint is against the law and will not be tolerated. The Ombuds
person may, at your request, assist you in filing a grievance. The Ombuds person’s phone number is 206-205-5329. The
RSN’s phone number is 1-800-790-8049, extension 2. Filing a grievance will not have any impact on continuation of
services at DESC. If your service benefits are due to be renewed while pursuing a grievance and you continue to meet the
eligibility requirements, a new benefit will be authorized until the grievance procedure is complete.
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DESC Grievance Form
This is a grievance about a problem I am having in:

Shelter/Connections _____

Crisis Solutions Center __________________

Housing Project _________

Employment Services___________________

Mental Health/Chemical Dependency Treatment Services ____________________

Please describe your problem in the space below. Use additional sheets of paper, if needed.
Include names of people involved, dates of incidents, and a description of what happened.
Please tell us how we can contact you about your grievance.

Print Full Name______________________________________________________
How Can We Contact You________________________________________________

Signed________________________

Date________________________
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Racial Equity Toolkit Analysis Summary
Sources: 2016 Racial Equity Toolkit (RET), 2017-2018 Budget Issue Paper, 2016 RET Summary Sheet,
2016 Seattle Navigation Center RFQ
HSD applied The Racial Equity Toolkit (RET) to create the program model, budget, and RFQ development
and setting racial equity population targets for the Navigation Center program. The emphasis was on
understanding who will most benefit from the Navigation Center, what benefits may result, department
and City impact alignment with outcomes, and how the program will increase racial equity. The analysis
took place between April and October 2016. HSD learned from San Francisco and Seattle outreach
efforts that interdepartmental and community conversations would need to result in a center location
that offers walkability and/or public transit options and proximity to benefits and services and other
daily needs: otherwise people will not move leave their outside location and go in to the Navigation
Center.
HSD did not lead racial equity and City planning efforts regarding the siting and potential impacts on any
specific neighborhood for the Navigation Center (RET step 2). HSD and City departments were greatly
challenged that no site was offered or identified for the Navigation Center by the RFQ process (ended
October 2016). During 2016, FAS looked at or evaluated numerous sites in the private market—including
warehouse, office, and storage spaces—and among City departments across the City of Seattle. The City
department efforts to find property for the Navigation Center also offered very few possibilities.
The user agreement negotiations confidential, and it was uncertain if the one remaining possible
location of Pearl Warren would come to fruition: the current owner signed on February 1, 2017, the last
date designated for responsiveness from the owner. City policy does not require of FAS or other City
departments to do public notification when entering into temporary or leased agreements.
The racial equity outcome(s) set in Step 1 of the RET process:
Housing
Environment
HSD determined that the Navigation Center will positively impact the RSJI equity areas of housing and
environment at individual, institutional, and system levels. As called upon in the RSJI strategic plan, the
navigation center increases racially equitable access to safe and affordable housing and provides a
healthy, clean environment that is free of pollutants for people of color who have been living
unsheltered. The navigation center also reduces and seeks to eliminate housing barriers for people with
criminal records. The navigation center will yield new strategies to address the higher percentage of
people of color in the homeless services and housing systems as compared to general population
percentages. HSD will further the RSJI strategic plan through its navigation center work with communitybased organizations, the private sector and philanthropy, and other governments and institutions to end
structural racism.
Target Populations: Currently, an estimated 8% of people in Seattle identify as Black: about 6% are Black
and U.S. Born/African American. Yet about 28% of adults in emergency shelters are African American or
Black. A reported 19% of people in Seattle encampments identify as African American or Black. Another
study estimated that 32% of Seattle’s homeless over age 50 are African American. In Seattle, Black
renters have the highest housing burden in Seattle (58%) and one of the lowest home ownership rates
(28%). With this insight and as a part of its navigation center partnerships and stakeholders, HSD will
address the disproportionate presence of African American or Black people without access to affordable
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housing and in the homeless services system.
Stakeholders engaged in with this RET:
Individuals, groups, or agencies were not directly engaged by HSD staff conducting the analysis. HSD
applied local data from REACH outreach to data for numbers and percentages of unsheltered people (by
race), housing burden (by race), home ownership rates (by race), and percentages in emergency shelter
(by race). HSD also applied insights and information from the San Francisco model and local data by race
to shape the model and RFQ questions. The RFQ was on an expedited timeline as part of the State of
Emergency efforts to address and mitigate homelessness.
RFQ Highlights and Impacted Groups:
The RFQ emphasized the commitment to serving the following priority communities and focus
populations:
Homeless individuals with chronic and profound
•
•
•

Mental health conditions
Substance use conditions
Ongoing other medical conditions

Among this group of homeless people, the focus population (specific racial or ethnic groups within the
priority community) includes people who are:
•
•
•

African American/Black
Multiracial
American Indian/Alaska Native

Priority communities and focus populations for this investment are based on HSD’s outcomes
framework, a results-based accountability method, and ensures that the department’s investments are
dedicated to addressing disparities in the population.
HSD modified multiple narrative questions and increased total scoring weight for cultural competency to
further RSJI equity goals via the Navigation Center investment.
Benefits and/or burdens for people of color of this policy, program, project, or other decision, which
the RET process helped you to identify or confirm.
The Navigation Center is a “low barrier” program that promotes racial equity and trauma-informed
services. As a housing first-based center, the Navigation Center houses and serves tenants who may be
heavily addicted and/or may be regarded by some as simply not ready for rapid case management and
housing placement. This housing first model challenges perceptions about who are “the deserving poor”
and no longer marginalizes the addicted segment of the homeless community: this may generate
frustrations among providers, policymakers, and community with the tenants and the current lack of
options for treatment for them and people still out in encampments. Success with the initial navigation
center may generate community involvement in changing the shelter and housing system that results in
demand for further navigation centers which are currently not funded.
Navigation Center clients have likely faced and will continue to face housing discrimination on their
paths to stability in housing. Consistent reports and commentary—including client voices—on the
outcomes for this program will illustrate discrimination faced by clients across homeless and housing
systems that result in ongoing homelessness.
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HSD selected providers that are capable of interrupting cycles of oppression and trauma to promote
transformation among people, including people of color, who were homeless and are now newly
housed. The Navigation Center provider, DESC, will be able address the constant presence of racism at
work in positive and negative chances for success across major indicators of well-being and institutions.
The provider successfully described its trauma-informed and relational approaches to homeless and
shelter services, which are essential to build environments that are restorative, promote recovery and
resilience, and avoid further inflicting and exacerbating trauma among marginalized people.
Five actions – things that you will do differently or begin to do now – of this policy, program, project,
or other decision, which will increase opportunity and/or minimize harm for people of color. As a
follow-up to its proposal and agency description and configuration, HSD and its Navigation Center
service provider, DESC, will work together on agency/institution level equity and social justice analysis,
planning, etc. during the course of the Navigation Center contract. This will include application (at DESC
and in partnership with HSD) of OCR/RSJI recommended tools for analyzing power and promoting
transformation that results in anti-racist organizations and racial equity.
How will City leadership ensure implementation of the actions described in previous question?
Continual analysis of outreach outcomes (placement of homeless people into shelter and housing) and
shelter outcomes (placement of homeless people into stable housing) by race will influence ongoing
decision-making and course corrections in Navigation Center discussions and operations. The program
changes or enhancements will increase the percentages of non-white people who attain and maintain
permanent and stable housing via the Navigation Center.
How have/will you report back to your stakeholders? (This includes the people who were directly
engaged in this RET process, those who will be affected by decisions made, and other departments or
divisions impacted by the RET findings and the actions described).
The Navigation Center will regularly report out on its effectiveness to the Mayor’s Office, City
Department Directors, homeless and housing system partners, the media, neighborhood groups, etc.
Through its operation partner DESC and evaluation efforts, the Navigation Center will solicit and gather
client feedback on operations, services, etc. at the Navigation Center to affect the quality of services and
outcomes for the clients. HSD will regularly convene an ongoing neighborhood group(s) to
What additional racial equity issues did this RET reveal? Consider how these unresolved issues present
opportunities for structural transformation (i.e. working across departments, and with other
institutions and sectors to achieve racial equity).
HSD is incorporating recommendations and support from OCR/RSJI partners and insights from the
Navigation Center RFQ process into its 2017 RFP for investments in homeless services. Funding
applications for shelters and other site-based investments will demand greater analysis and
commitments regarding racial equity and community and neighborhood impact from applicants.
Now that the Navigation Center location has been determined, the RET can be completed—particularly
steps 4, 5, and 6—to include the neighborhood most impacted by the presence of the Navigation
Center. Community members can be included in regular reports and conversations on Navigation Center
effectiveness and outcomes, possible program modifications, client feedback, neighborhood interface,
etc. Neighborhood partners are welcomed to work with City staff and/or lead efforts to co-design
measures, reports, and engagement efforts to directly address Navigation Center community impact.
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